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PREFACK

J\_S it was at first my intention to dispense with a preface, I

inserted here and there, in the body of this Work, such brief exposi-

tions of its plan as I thought desirable. Having so done, I che-

rished the expectation of avoiding the ordeal of self-obtrusion,

which an author must pas3 through in a formal prologue to the

public. But my hope of escape was delusive ; for the diver-

sity and extravagance of purpose which rumour imputed to me,

in connexion with this undertaking, soon made it obvious that I

must, in fairness to myself, explain the motives which induced

me to attempt a work of the kind.

In the course of the linguistic studies with which I occupied my

leisure hours, when a Ward-school teacher, at a distant out-station, I

turned my attention to our "^o^vloxpatoisy for the purpose of ascertain-

ing its exact relation to real French ; and of tracing what analogies of

modification, literal or otherwise, existed between it and other derived

ddialects. These investigations, though prosecuted under the disadvan-

tage ofa want of suitable books (which as regards Creole was absolute,

and as regards French nearly so), were not altogether fruitless. For

I managed to discover, at least in part, the true nature and status

of the Creole, in its quality of a spoken idiom. Moreover, finding

that the Creole, considered in its relation to correct French, exhibits

the wholo derivative process ia actual operation, (aud not in fi^ed

i.2
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results, as is tlie case In older and more settled dialects,) I thonglit

that a grammar embodying these facts would be useful, as a basis of

induction and comparison, to Creole-speaking natives who may

desire to study other languages etymologically. Still, it must be

confessed that these opinions would not, of themselves alone,

have induced me to publish this book— a result brought about

by considerations having a wider and more urgent importance,

and bearing upon two cardinal agencies in our social system ;;

namely. Law and Eeligion. I might have added Education ; but

as I mean to treat separately of the nullifying effects of the patoia

on English instruction among us, I shall say no more on the

matter here.

In the administration of Justice in this Colony, the interpreting

of Creole occurs as a daily necessity. Yet it is notorious that, in

gpite ofconstant practice, our best interpreters, though generally per-

sons of good education, commonly fail in their renderings, especially

from Creole into English, No doubt this is owing in some measure

to the inherent diiBBlculty of translating off-hand, and at the same

time exactly, from one language into another. But in the present

case this difficulty has remained wholly undiminished, because our

interpreters, like everybody else, neglect to study the idiotisms

of the dialect in combination with their English equivalents.

As this omission has been caused partly by the prevalence of the

opinion that Creole is only mispronounced French, and partly

by the want of some such manual as the present, I make

bold to submit the illustrations in this treatise, as calculated to

dispel an error which has often been fatal to the interests of the poor,

and to supply a want to whose existence the continuance of such

an error is mainly attributable. But if a practical, and at the

same time saddening, refutation of the error above described were

wanted, it is afforded by the experience of the Catholic clergy,

who may be called the natural pastors of the Creole-speaking classes.

That sermons in pure French must convey very vague notions
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to the minds of hearers who know only patois, is obvious

from the wide divergences of construction existing between the two

modes of speech, not to mention the richer vocabulary, the syn-

thetic structure, and other matters in which the French asserts itS'

superiority over the Creole. The inefficiency of communicating in-

struction in a language only half understood, has long been perceiv-

ed by the priests; and one ofthem, the Eevd. Pere Goux, has publish-

ed a Creole Cathechism, to which are prefixed a few grammatical re-

marks. As the Abbe does not profess to discuss systematically the pe-

culiarities of the dialect, his observations on that point are, of

course, exempt from technical criticism ; but I am free to state

that the patois of the catechism, being that of Martinique or Guada-

loupe, and withal very strange, it would scarcely be more intel-

ligible to a Trinidadian than real Erench. In the present book aro

submitted for consideration renderings from the Gospel of St. John,

etc., which I venture to think even the most ignorant among us

would understand.

The above are the considerations which induced my undertaking

this work. I composed it under circumstances the most disadvan-

tageous, having no other materials than a collection which I had

made of hellairs, calendas, joubasy idioms, odd sayings, in fact, every-

thing that I could get in Creole. As regards French, I had but a

few school-grammars and two third-rate dictionaries, at whose

mercy I stood for everything not within my previous knowledge.

Such were my instruments for achieving a confessedly difficult

undertaking, which, moreover, I could prosecute only at nights,

since my days are taken up by far different occupations. From

night to night, during nearly three years, I laboured almost unceas-

ingly at my task ; sometimes threading my way with confidence, fre-

quently having to condemn or re-write whole pages, which a chance

remark of a passer-by or closer inquiry had proved erroneous : yet,

though often baffled, I was never discouraged ; for I looked forward

to the day when, respectfully submitting to the public this imperfect
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Work and its object, I could claim, if not the praise of sue^

cesaful authorship, at least the credit of having endeavoured^,

under great disadvantages, to supply a public want^

It remains now for me to record my obligations to Mr. L. B.

Tronchin, Superintendent of the Woodbrook Normal and Model

Schools, for the courteous patience with which he revised such of

my proof-sheets as I had an opportunity of submitting to him. To

Mr. T. W. Carr, my acknowledgements are due for many Domini-

can proverbs (some of which, together with other curious matter,

I could not insert;, and the loan of a Bictionnaire de VAcademie^

without which I should have remained, to the last, at the mercy

of inferior compilations. Lastly, my gratitude for many valuable

suggestions is hereby expressed to my esteemed friend, Mr. Louis

Alexis, (now of the Tacarigua School,) to whose well-trained

intelligence and exemplary disposition, I rejoice to bear this public

testimony.

Teinidad, AmiL, 1869.
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CEEOLE GRAMMAR..

Part I. ^

ORTHOEPY AND ORTHOGRAPHY.

Orthoepy signifies the right pronunciation of words.

All the nations of the Earth havo certain elementary sounds;

which are common, and others which are peculiar, to their respec-

tive languages. Hence it is that in every language there are words

as unpronounceable to foreigners as the Shibboleth of the Gileadites

was to the children of Ephraim. In attempting to pronounce such

words, a foreigner will make as near approximations as his vocal

habitudes will allow : and when—as in the case of Africans in the

West Indies and America—a barbarous nation adopts a foreign

speech, these approximations will be a prominent feature in the

dialect thus formed. In dealing, therefore, with the Orthoepy of

the Creole, a dialect framed by Africans from a European tongue,

.

our first duty is to notice the operation of the principle above stated.

Under the general term, mispronunciation^ are included two

distinct processes of verbal alteration. In other words, mispro-

nunciation may affect the quality, or it may affect the number or

order of the elementary sounds composing a word. In the former

case, the result is permutation or ' interchange of letters ; and in

the latter, those various modes of verbal alteration, which, when

reduced to writing, are called Figures of Orthography.

B
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PERMUTATION.

Permutation or interchange of letters may be illustrated by the-

following familiar instances-:—^owl, jt?isli, are the words which a

Coolie generally utters for /owl and/ish. This is Permutation,

which properly consists in the substitution of one consonantal sound

for another that is pronounced by the same organs. In ^owl, pish,

and/owl, /ish, the interchange is between /and ^, which are labials

or Z^^-letters. We see the operation of the same principle in the

French^oule and its English equivalent, /owl. As another instance

of Permutation, we may cite the practice common to people of the

Leeward Islands to say " mo^er," *' brother," *'ano^er," etc., for

jRothoYj hvother, ano^^er, etc. Here the interchange is between d

and th, both dentals or ^^^^A-letters. Let us now see how this prin-

ciple prevails in Creole with respect to words from the parent

tongue.

The French Alphabet consists of twenty- five* letters, whereof six,

namely, a, e, i, o, u, and y, are vowels, and the remaining nine-

teen are consonants.

VOWEL CHANGES.

The changes of the French vowel sounds observable in Creole,

are as follows

:

SINGLE VOWELS.

Creole. French. -Englisli.

e (mute) is changed into e as in lever lever to rise

„ ritou retour return

„ dzmane demande request

„ rifair rofaire to makeanew

„ choMval cheval horse

„ dowvant devant before

„ sowcou secoiir succour

„ crepe crepe crisped

„ crever crever to burst

„ reVer rever to dream

„ bossi bossu. humped

„ cochi crochw crooked

,, defendi defendix forbidden

e (circumflexed)

j> if >> }>

u •• «• r<

* Twenty six, if we inc. ude w.
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DOUBLE VOWELS.

ai is clianged into e as ia

au

io (in one instance) „ ie „ „

oi is changed (a) into oe as in

m oe

Creole. French, JEnglish.

angles anghis English.

jes jais jet

* ddte autre other

* 2:epole epauZe shoulder

dialer chaleur heat

fl€r Jleur flower

p^r peur fear

vielon violon violin

boete loite box

doegt do\gt finger

toele toile cloth

cloeson cloison partition

poeson poison poison.

pocsson poisson fish

CONSONANT CHANGES.

The nineteen consonants may be thus arranged :

—

MUTES. LIQUIDS. ASPIRATE. SIBILANTS.

Labials, h, p, f, v. I, m, n, r. Ji, s, x, z.

Gutturals, c,g,j^ ^, q^
(u).

Dentals, cZ, t.

The following are the principal Creole changes of the consonants :

c,
q^

(uj, cJi (as in cheatJ, g.

The gutturals (or ^Aro«^-letters) e fuj and q (u) are often repre-

sented in Creole by a sound not heard in French : by the sound,

that is, of cli in chesty cliin^ or in the Spanish cAico—e. g

:

Creole, French. Fnglish.

CHuite cnite cooked

CHilotte euloite trowsers

CHouler (re)~cuZer to recede

CHinze qninze fifteen

maCHer marquer to mark

baCHer (emjbarquer to embark

NoTA.—CIS in Creole sounded ^r in ^ranif, for Fr. canif, penknife; ^alef^er

for aalfater^ to caulk
;
^ouroupier for croupier^ servant, Cr. sycophant.

* For an explanation of the prostheses, see page 17.

b2.
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G(U).

The sound of// fiij is in Creole represented by the sound of ^ as

heard in gipsy
,
ginger ; etc., a sound akin to that of ch in chin, and

equally alien to the French language. The following are examples

of this transformation

:

Creole, French. Unglish,

fiGie

Gepe

'Gole

Jignre

guepi

gueule

figure

wasp

mouth (of any beast).

., LIQUIDS.

When followed by e or ^ in Frencb words, this letter isusually sound-

ed like the Spanish 3. in Creole. For the sake of convenience, we

shall use this character in writing words wherein this sound occurs.

The French combination gn might have done ; but we believe there

is some slight difference in the two sounds ; besides, it is far

more convenient, when practicable, to represent simple sounds by

simple characters. The following are illustrations of the change of

ne, ni, into R :

Creole. French. Fnglidh.

f^iiant faineant lazy

waBeu manner to handle

paiien yamer basket

R.

Of all sounds in the French language, that of r is the least tole-

rated in Creole. This poor letter so woefully distorted by Mr,

Furlong in Handy Andy, meets with similar, and, it may be, worse

treatment from pure Patois speakers. The gentleman above men-

tioned discusses ''le^^ish" politics, and exhorts his coachman to

" d«?ive on ;" a Creole informing you, for instance, of a brother being

ill with ague, says: **fower moen tnl fouisson" the first and last

words being meant for *'/rer^" and ''frisson'^ respectively. This re-

placement of r by ou (which is equivalent to w in the same position),

occurs when the r in a French word is preceded by the labials h, pj

y, Vj and followed by any vowel except o; e.g :—
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^Creole. French. English.

bowave brave brave

-boweche hrecJie breach

bowide bride bridle

powatique pratique practice, Cr. also customer

poitevinant prevcnant provident

powix prix price

fowacasser fracasser to shatter

fowemi fremir to shudder

fowisson frisson ague

voue vrai true

voMement vraiement truly

2?, if followed Ly o, either is chan^^ed or suppressed altogether

Tvheii it has a consonant before it ; e.g :

—

Creole, French. English.

fojfbmaie
]

fomaie, j
fromage cheese

foter )

foMoter I
frotter to rub

cochi 1

cozfdchi j
crochu crooked

jE';»at the end of words is changed into en as heard in examen ; etc.

This happens when the syllable er is preceded by a nasal sound,

fm or wy ; e. g :

goumen (se) gourmer to figbt

mene?i] mener to conduct

panew panier basket

sonwen son7ieY

R into L.

to sound

caZZefou carrefour Cr. any obscure den,hut

degueZper deguerjjer to abscond

saZvacane sarbCicane pea-shooter

SIBILANTS.

Between vowels, s is the same as 2.

The termination age is the same as a%h.

At the ending of words, the two sounds above noticed are in

Creole generally softened into a sort of liquid pronunciation ; e. g

:
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.

Creole. French. English.

caie case house

choie chose thing

larigaie langage language

NOTA. —Coriacey tougb, is coriache in Creole.

FIGURES OF ORTHOGRAPHY.

Besides the Permutation of letters necessitated, in most cases, by
the vocal organisation of the speaker, there are other processes by

which the sounds of a language are altered. As before stated, these

processes affect the number^ and sometimes the order ^ of verbal

elements, and, when exhibited in writing, form what are called

figures of Orthography. We may alter a Word, (a) by dropping a

letter or syllable from its beginning
;
(I) by dropping a letter or

syllable from its ending
;
(c) by dropping a letter or syllable from

its middle
;
(d) by adding a letter or syllable to its beginning

;

(e) by adding a letter or syllable to its ending
; (f) by transposing

the letters
; (g) by inserting a letter or syllable.

These various processes are known by the technical names of:—
a. Apheeresis, ahstraction. e. Paragoge, addition.

h. Apocope, ahcission. /, Metathesis, transposition.

c. Syncope, abbreviation. g. Epenthesis, insertion.

d. Prosthesis, apposition.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

a. Of Aph^resis, (dropping a letter or syllable from the begin-

ning of a word).

Creole. French, Fnglish.

valer avaler to swallow

plicher eplucher to peel

river arriver to arrive

bacner embarquer to embark

cocher Siccrocher to hang up (on a peg)

h. Of Apocope, (dropping a letter or syllable from the end of

a word).

Creole. French. Fnglish.

travaie travaiWev to work

cheti cMtii lean, sorry, diminutive

baie 'haiWev to give

sa «avent know, Cr. can
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All French words ending in le and re, preceded by a consonant,

are pronounced in Creole without the I and the r ; as.

Creole. French, English.

aimabe aimable amiable

nobe noble noble

sabe sable sand

sensibe sensible sensible, tender

cade cadre a frame

mode modvc to bite

monte montre a watch

c. Of Syncope, (dropping a letter or syllable from the middle

of a word).

bandole banderole Spanish guitar

zepon eperon spur

chame chamhre chamber, room

pone pondre to lay, (as a hen, &c.)

d. Of Prothesis, (adding a letter or syllable to the beginning

©f a word).

dme

abandonner

salle

etoile

vin

agacer

Of ParagogE; (adding a letter or syllable to the end of a word).

coutimawce coutume custom

gene embarrassment, obstacle

mendier to beg, (frequentative)

tourner to turn, „

embaras embarrassment

/. Of Metathesis, (shifting the position of the letters in a word).

nkme

ambandonen

Zasalle

zetoele

divin

aweracer

geneme?2^

mendianer

tounaier

em.haxsissej7ient

soul

to abandon

hall, drawing-rooM

star

wine

to provoke, tease

tnbilent

lintecelle

zora^fne

archa^ne

appir voiser

* The French is, curiously enough, from scintilla, by the same Ogure.

turbulent turbulent

etincelle * spark

orange orange

arcJiange archangel

apprivoiser to tame, to polish, &c#
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g. Of EpeisTHESIS, (inserting a letter or syllable in a word).

assobozfer (s!) absorber C/\ to belabour
fouise, (as if

frorafruse) fvRp'e rocket
. pZesanter pe'santeur weight
pauen-a-Zanse panier a anse a handled baskeir

THE CREOLE ALPHABET.
The elementary sounds of the Creole being in most cases identical

with those of the French, Creole words may, in general, be spelt

with the letters, and according to the principles of the latter. But,

as there are in Creole articulations not heard in French, we are

under the necessity of employing foreign characters, or characters

with foreign sounds, to represent the articulations referred to. We
have, under the head of Permutation, indicated that these are

:

CH (as heard in chin, cheek, «&c. ) ; g (as heard in ginger, gipsyJ

;

and ii (as mfeimnt, maMn, &c.). The Creole Alphabet may, there-

fore, be said to consist of twenty-nine letters, including w. As to

u, the Creoles always sound it ou in the few cases wherein

not converted into i.

Character. JVame. Character. Name^

A a ••« ... ah N n ... ... €nn.

B b ... ... bay N n

C c ..» ... say o ... ...

CH
D
E

d

e ••<

... chay

day

a (as in fate)

P
a
II

p ...

q ...

r ...

•• pay
(like k)

er

F f .. ... # s s ... ... ess

G S ... ... zhay T t .. ... tag

G
H h

...

;;;

jay
ash

U
V

u ...

V ...

... ou

vay
I

J

K
L

i

J

k

1

••• ••

ee

zhay

kah

ell

W
X
Y
Z

w ...

X ...

J '"

z ...

...

way
iks

ee

zedd.

M m ... ... emm

ACCENTS.

There are certain Orthographic signs employed in French to de-

note modifications in the sounds of vowels. These signs, known

by the name of accents, are as follow :

—

a. Vaccent aigu (the acute accent), is placed exclusively over
e; as, ete, been.
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—

PRONUXCIaTIOIS OF LETTERS.

I. raccent circonflex (tho circumflexed accent), is placed over

vowels, chiefly to denote abbreviation ; as in

giiter for the old form gasier, to spoil

preier „ „ „ prester, to lend

maitre „ „ „ mahtre^ master

cote ), )) a coste, coast

fute „ „ „ Jluste, flute

Besides its legitimate use in such French words, this accent is, in

course of this "Work, placed over o whenever this letter has the samo

sound as in the English hot, pod; and over any oth-er vowel tlmt may

seem to require it, especially in abbreviated syllables.

c. Z^ accent grave (the grave accent), placed over e, as in^er^,

mere. We use this accent also over the e of the converted final sylla-

bles en, er, to denote the peculiarity of the word-formation in which

they occur.

d. Ze frema (the diaeresis), placed over a vowel, denotes its

separate pronunciation ; as, wa'icou, (wa-i-cou,) cloth wrapped round

the waist.

PEONUNCIATION OF LETTERS.

VOWELS.

a is sounded as in far. When circumflexed (a), the sound is some-

what lengthened ; as in pdlerj Fr. parler, to speak ; chdme, Fr.

chamhre, room or chamber.

e without any accent is mute, and being so, it is scarcely sounded
;

as in cela (slah,) that; tale, (tab,) table. When final, e mute

is not at all heard in ordinary discourse.

i is sounded like e in me; as in gilier, (zhe-be-ay,) bird.

When circumflexed (i), this letter has a lengthened sound, as in vite

(veet,) Fr. vitre^ glass, (rare in Cr.)

has the sound of the English o in rotCj go ; e. g : aussitot,

(o-see-toe), soon,

6 (circumflexed) is sounded as in got^ not, but a little longer ; e. g

:

mdder (modd-ay,) Fr. modre, to bite; zdtes, (zott,) Fr. fvousj autres, you.

y is pronounced like i.

CONSONANTS.

With the exception of c, f, and /, all the consonants when final

are mute, as in French ; e. g : pititj (pit-tee,) Fr. petit, small ; iasj
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(bah,) stocking; etc. In order that a final consonant should b

6

sounded, an unaccented e is placed after it; as, vite, (veet,) quick.

Balade, (sah-ladd,) sakd.

c has the same sounds as in English ; viz., faj that of h, before a

'and <?; fhj that of s, before ejEmdi i ; e.g: cacoyer, (kak-o-j^ear,

)

a brazen girl; camisole, (kam-e-zoll,) jacket; ^ey^//^, (sev-ell,) Fr.

cervelle, brain; ciseaux, (see-zo,) scissors. It it written with a cedilla (9),

when, before a and 0, it is to sound like s; e. g: fagade, (fass-add,)

frontage; fagon, (fass-onh,) mode, manner, c is heard at the end of

almanac; hec, (bek,) beak ; coiwe, (kwok,) Fr. croc, crook; crac, fib;

estomac, stomach; grec, frank, out-spoken; houc, (book,) ram; lac,

lake; sac, bag; sec,- dry; tahac, tohacGO
;

jouc, {zhoo'k,) Ft. jou^,

yoke. Asin French, c has the sound of^ in second, and its derivatives.

ch is pronounced like sh in English ; asfacher, (fash-ay,) to vex;

tache, (tash,) task.

CH, in course of this work, must be sounded as in the English

words chat, cheat, chin; e.g: haioucTLctfe, (bab-boo-chett,) a rope-

halter
;
picHctte, (pe-chett,) a stake.

d has the same sound as in English ; except that, according to

rule, it is not heard at the end of words.

/ is sounded as in English ; at the end of words it is generally

heard. The following are the cases in which / final is silent :
—

zefs, (zay,) eggs; hefs, (bay,) oxen, as in " moulin a hefsJ*^ These are

Creole corruptions of {des) oeufs, {des) Ixufs, in which words the / is

not sounded.

.g before a and is pronounced as in English ; e.g: gdter, (gatt-ay,)

to spoil; gogo, name-sake. When followed by e and i, it must

be sounded like %h; e.g : age, (azh,) age; loger, (lo-zhay,) to lodge
;

gilier, (zhe-be-ay,) bird.

G must in all cases be pronounced like the English letter y, or like

g in gipsy, ginger ; e.g : baoette, (bah-jet,) Fr. haguette, a ramrod.

^ is sometimes silent, Q,smhalit, (ab-ee,) coat; harasse, (ar-ass-

ay,) bothered out; and sometimes aspirated, as in hareng, (har-anh,)

herring; hai, (hah-yee,) to hate ; etc.

yis always sounded like %h; e.g: jene, (zhenn,) Yr.j'eune, young;

Jimeau, {zh.im.-o,).¥r. Jumeau, twin,

Jc has the same sound as in English.
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^ is pronounced as in English, and heard at the end of words,,

except in the following : fisil, (fiz-ee,) Fr./ws?7, gun ; laril^ (bar-ee,)

barrel; gentile (zhan-tee,) decent; zoutil^ (zoo-tee,) Fr. outil, tool, etc.,

m and n are pronounced as in English when they begin a word

or syllable, or come between two vowels ; but at the end of words

they have a much duller sound.; in fact, they only impart nasality to-

the vowel preceding ; as in hon, good
; fainif hunger ; chieuy,

dog.

^ is silent in cor2os, (cor,) body; compter, (con-tay,) to reckon

;

dompter, (don-tay,) to subdue ; temps, (tanh,) time; drap, (drah,)

cloth, sheet, etc.

^A is pronounced /as in English.

q (m) has the sound of h ; e.g : quitter, (kit-tay,) to quit
;

quolihet,.

(ko-lib-bet,) tittle-tattle.

r, when heard at all, has a most peculiar sound, which no Eng-

lish letters can represent. When final, it is never sounded in Patois..

s has two sounds : one as in salvation, soberness ; and the other

like z, as in ease, those. It is sounded as in the latter instance

when it is between two vowels ; e.g: savoer, Fr. savoir, know-

ledge; simaine, Fr. semaine, a week; ouosair, (wo-zeh) Fr. rosaire,

rosary; poser, (po-zay,) Fr. reposer, to rest. When final, s is

silent, except in plis (sometimes pron. pliss), Fr. plus, more;.

vis, (viss,) a screw, etc.

t has generally the same sound as in English ; but when it

would in English be sounded sh, as in patient, nation, etc., it is,

according to French orthoepy, pronounced se ; e.g : patient, (pah-

se-anh) ; nation, (nah-se-onh)^ etc.

In th, only the t i5 sounded ; e.g : ditM, (de-tay,) Fr. fdaj the, tea;

iheate, (tay-att), Fr. theatre, theatre, etc.

t final is heard in hout, (boot,) end, cigar; houit, (bwitt,) Fr. brut,

rough; d6t, (dott,) Fr. dot, dowry; docgt, (dwett,) Fr. doigt, finger;

chouvalet, (shu-val-ett,) Fr. chevalet, wooden horse; chiquet, (shick-ett,)

driblet.

ct'm silent in respect, (res-pay), respect; but it is . sounded ^- in

correct, (c6r-ek,) correct; direct, (de-rek,) direct; exact, (eg-zak),

etc.

V and w have the same sound as in English ; e.g : vielon, (ve-ay-

g2
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lonh,) Fr. vioJon, violin; vidagne, Fr. i-idange,\ee^', wa'icotc, waist-

cloth ; ivangoii, (wanh-goo,) a paste of boiled corn meal.

:r has /owr different sounds: (a) li\e hs, as in Alexdtze, (ah-leks-

ann,) 'Ft. Alexandre, Alexander; fi) ]ike gs, as in ^^eW^;^, (egz-ay-

seece,) Fr. exercice, exercise; fcj like 5 in six (seece,) six; drx

(deece,) ten
; fdj like z,. as in dixieme, (deez-e-emm,) tenth; etc.

oj, at the beginning of words, and % are sounded as in English.

ORTHOGRAPHY.
By Orthography is meant the correct representation of articulate-

sounds by means of written signs. The Orthography of the Creole

presents great difficulties, especially with regard to the Yerbs. This

arises from the fact that it is generally but one part of a French

verb thathas been taken into the dialect, and made, by means of auxil-

liary words, to express all the modifications of Person, Mood, and

Tense. Now, as several parts of a French verb may have the same

pronunciation, it is not easy to decide in all cases which of these

parts it is that has been adopted. Under the head of Yerbs, the

reader will see how we have met this difficulty. That our theory

is correct seems conclusive from the evidence there brought

forward. Should any one object to our spelling all verbs of the

first French Conjugation with er, as a general rule, he will please to

examine such verbs as coude, rejyone, senfi, etc., which are perma-

nent Creole forms, and at the same time undoubted representations

of the original infinitives coudre, repondre, senUr, etc.

With respect to the Orthography of such verbs as the following,,

however, there may be some difference of ojnnion :

ie which represents the Fr. etais, fetait,) was

se „ „ „ serais, (serait,) should (be)

vU „ „ „ voulez, (voidais, voulait ?) wish

fau' „ „ „ faut, must

ye „ „ „ yeux, (pent,) can

doe „ „ „ dois, doit, [devez?) ought

In spelling most of these, another plan might have been

adopted ; viz., to give to each person a specific form representing,,

at the same time, the correct pronunciation ; e.g :

—

1. mom pex in imitation of Fr. \. je peiix

2. ous pez „ ,, „ 2. voiis pfotwjez

3. Ii2)ct, etc. „ „ ,, 3. il pent, Gtc.
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But, besides being contrary to the genius of the Creole, which

delights in permanent forms, this plan would have reduced us to

the shift of employing the same inflections for the plural ; besides

giving rise to a thousand other difficulties and inconsistencies.

We have, in all cases, endeavoured to follow analogy in writing

Patois words. When the French itself failed, the practice of some

one or other of the allied languages has been our guide ; and when,

as it sometimes happened, we could get no assistance from either

of these sources, we have carefully analysed the sound and. done our

best to reproduce it.

• ACCENTUATION AND UNION OF WORDSi

Accent is the raising or lowering of the voice in pronoun-

cing certain syllables. In Creole, as in French, the tonic

accent is far less marked than in English. But the general rule of

French accentuation—namely, that the stress should be laid on the

syllable last pronounced—is pretty much the same in the Patois.

It is customary in reading or speaking French to sound final

consonants on vowels succeeding them; e.g : to7i ami, (ton-nam-ee,)

thy friend; des hommes avares, (de-zomm-zavahr,) avaricious men;
-'-^ venez ici,''^ dit-il, (v'ne ze-see, de-teel,) "cotoehere,'- said he: etc.

As Creole is an uncultured speech, whatever of such euphonic

refinements it contains is the result of accident and mechani-

cal imitation. For we find that phrases borrowed verba-

tim from the French, preserve, in general, the modifications of

sounds resulting from the concurrence of vowels and consonants

;

while in constructions that are purely dialectic, hiatusses are by no

means unfrequent. The following Patois sentence affords at

once illustration and proof of this :

—

Fau(t) ous fair yon arangement

4pU 'V, pronounced : Fo oohfeh yonh ar-anzh-manh ay-pee ee (you must

make an arrangement with him). The reader will remark that

of the four hiatusses in the above pronunciation, not one is unavoid-

able ; but we Creoles pay small attention to the powers of consonants

before vowels. It is true that in conversation we mince a few terms
;

but, on the whole, our decided preference is for words in their normal

condition.



Part II.

ETYMOLOGY.

Etymology treats of individual words, their classifications and

accidents. All the words of the Creole dialect may be arranged in

nineclasess; viz: 1. Articles; 2. Nouns; 3. Adjectives; 4, Pronouns;

5. Verbs ; 6. Adverbs ; 7. Prepositions ; 8. Oonjunetions ; 9, In-

terjections.

ARTICLES.

An Article is a word used with a Noun, to show whether such Noun

is to be taken in a general or in a particular sense.

There are two Articles in Creole : yon—a, an, Indefinite : and la

—the, Definite.

THE INDEFINITE ARTICLE.

The Creole Indefinite Article yo7i is invariable ; that is to say, it

never changes, like the French Indefinite Article (which is some-

times un and sometimes une), to indicate the gender of the Noun it

refers to; e.g

:

Creole. English. French.

yon gdvolant a kite un cerf-volanif masc.

yon maite a master un maitre, „

yon banc a bench un banc, „

yon zoragne an orange un orange, „

yon macaque a monkey un singe, „

yon madame a woman, lady une dame, fem-

yon sese

yon sir
a sister une scBur, „

yon matante
yon tantante

an aunt une iante, „

yon plime a pen une plume, „

yon zassicUc a i-late une assiettCf „
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THE DEFINITE ARTICLE.

Besides being invariable, la, the Creole Definite Article, has the

additional peculiarity of coming always after its Noun ; e.g :

Creole.

missier la

chouval la

pouete la

chejpentier la

manCselle la

reliziese la

lasalle la

lapoussier la

English.

the man, gentleman

the horse

the priest

the carpenter

the young lady

the nun

the hall

the dust

French.

le monsieur, maso.

le cheval „

le pretre „

le charpentier „

la demoiselle, fem.

la religeuse „

la salle „

la. poussiere „

It must not, however, be supposed that the Creole article, because

one in form and sound with the French la, is identical with it, and

only placed differently with regard to Substantives. On such a suppo-

sition, it would be difficult, nay impossible, to account satisfactorily

for such combinations as la-salle la, la-glacier la, and a host of others,

in which the French article, la, however otherwise misused, is

nevertheless in its usual place lefore the noun. The origin of the

Creole la, and, incidentally, of its peculiar construction, must there-

fore be sought elsewhere. In fact, this la of ours is simply the

French adverb of place, Id, as found in ce-hanc-ld, ce-verre-ld, and

similar expressions. In uttering the two phrases cited above, a

Frenchman makes but two sounds for each; viz: shanc-ld, and

sverre-ld. The first word, ce—a mere sibilation—escaping an

untutored ear, shanc-ld and sverre-ld would appear banc-la and

verre-la respectively : hence the Creole usage. But it may be

objected that ce hanc-ld oftener means that bench, than the bench

;

and the same of ee verre-la, that glass, &c. To this we reply :

first, that, in many cases, it is not easy to discriminate be-^

tween that and the, especially in French ; and secondly, that

the demonstrative sense of such phrases has been subordinated in

Creole on the same principle according to which the primary import

of ilUj illa^ has been modified on passing into the French le^ la.
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NOUNS.

Nouns or Substantives are the names by wliieb we deisignato

Persons, Animals, Places, or Things ; as gourou^pier^ sycophant \

hahiche, alligator ; ville^ town ; wanga, sorcery.

The majority of Nouns in Creole are French ; but there are some

peculiar to the dialect, [and others borrowed from English and

Spanish. We therefore arrange them under four heads, the first of

which shall, for the sake of convenience, be divided into two sections.

FRENCH NOUNS IN CREOLE,

a. Nouns taken and used individually^ with or wii

of pronunciation :—

Creole. English. French.

haly6 broom balai

haton* stick

hijou jewel

boutique shop

boufon button

careme dry season

cTidme chamber, room chambre

cobeie basket corbeille

coton cotton

danger danger

desi desire, wish desir

douler t)ain doukur

empechement hindrance

envie desire

fontaine fountain

fouchette fork fourcheti

gant glove

geounou knee genou

grie grating, gridiron grille

Jiades )

rades ]
clothes hades

jalousie jealousy

jambon ham
lagon lagoon

* When the word has not

blank, allowing the reader to

been altered at all, we leave the French column
see the French in the Creole.
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Creole. JEnglish. French.

ligon lesson legon

mamite camp-kettle marmite

menage )

menaw j
domestic affairs, furniture

miser trials, distress miscre

nntje swimming, rower

nez \
nen )

nose nez

nJtjection ]

ojeciion j

objection ohjccfion

papier paper

pant'iiiffe slipper 2)antovffi

ravaie ravage ravage

racine root

rideau curtain

seson season saison

simaine week semaine

temps time

vache cow

I, Nouns that have been taken 'Un construction.
"

This section will comprise Nouns taken into Creole in com-

bination with some other word, usually an article or an adjective,

which, having lost all meaning of its own, is become a mere initial

of the newly-formed substantive. This incorporation of words that

are " in construction" is not peculiar to the Creole. If we take, for

example, the French Monsieur, sir, gentleman, we find that its com-

ponent parts are mon, an adjective — my, and sieur, a noun —
sir, master, &c. Literally, therefore, monsieur is ?w?/-master, my sir,

or the like. But mon having Lxst all significance here, the

combination monsieur means only what was formerly expresse<l

by sieur alone. As with mon, in this particular instance, so

has it fared with du, des, la, le, ma, mon, ses, un (une), which,

generally in an altered shape, form the initial of many Creole

substantives beginning with f?e, la, I, ma, moun, ses, wands; tlio

two last letters indicating the initial sounds ofFrenchwordsbeginning

with a vowel or silent /*, immediately preceded bv im (une) and dcs,
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les, &c. Subjoined are speciniens of these composite nouns, with

such locutions as may have given rise to them :

"^Creole. English, French.

dj/e
. fire, originated from {[\xfeu, lit. soine fire

^ithe tea, jj JJ du the, „ some tea

divin wine, j> j» du vin, „ some wine

^\eau "water, j> JJ de Vemi., „ some water

]aJ)itide habit. M JJ Vhabiiude, „ the habit

\ddoese 'slate. >> j> Vm^doise, „ the slate

lintecelle spark, >J JJ VetinceUe, „ the spark

hjieve fever. » jj \ajievre, „ the fever

^Vapote door, » JJ lapotte, y, the doov

lageole jail.
J> JJ la geole, „^7iejail

mo\mo)iqife ^ la geole, „ the jail

momwnc > uncle,
JJ JJ mon ancle, „ mi/ uncle

mononqiie )

madame* lady, »J jj ma dame, „ my lady, Mrs. (appella

matante aunt. »J JJ matante, „ mg aunt

sesadiex
farewell, }

leave-taking
)

JJ ses adieux, „ his leave-taking

name soul. J> JJ
une dme, „ a soul

namiee year.
JJ JJ

une anneet „ a year

mnime riddle, JJ ») une enigme „ a riddle

nomme •man,
JJ JJ un homme, „ a man

znffair business,
)7 JJ desojfaires,, certain affairs

zagrinen \
zariuen

j

spider,
JJ J J

dcs araigne, lit. some spiders

zaile wing. JJ J J
des ailes, „ some wings

zaUimeUe lucifer match. JJ dcs allumeites, lit. some matches

zamas Cr. canetops, JJ des amas, „ some heaps

zamts friends. JJ J J
des amis, „ some friends

zampoide tumour. J> JJ des amponles, lit. some tumours

zanGie fresh water eel, )j des anguilles, „ some eels

zanana pine apple,
JJ des ananas, „ some pine apples

zanneau ear-ring.
5? JJ des anneaux, „ some earrings

zagne, (rare) angel, JJ JJ des anges, „ some angels

zassieite plate, J> J J
des assieites, „ some plates

zebe grass, » JJ des herbes, „ some herbs

w* rj^jjQ French use the phrase, ^'/aire la madame" to set np for a lady.
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Creole, _ English. French.

zeboueie fish-gill, „ >> (les ou'ies,) „ if^c gills

zecoce bark, (of a tree) ,, les ecomes, „ Me barks

zecuvne,
(leciiimc) j

skimmings, » des ecumes, „ so?wc froth

zdffort effort, „ » des efforts, „ 5ome efforts

zeGiiie needle, „ » des aiguilles. „ some needles

zentraies
entrails, )

bowels J
),

des enirailles
, „ Me bowels

zepindd spinage, „ >> des epinards. „ sow2e spinage

zepingue pin, » >y des epingles, „ some pins

zepole shoulder, „ }) les epauks, „ the shoulder

zepon spur. )} des eperonsy „ some spurs

zodie .

sweepings,

dirt. >» des ordures, „ some sweepings, &e,

zoragne orange, „ J> des oranges, „ some oranges

zoreie ear, „ }> les oreilles, „ the ears

zos bone, „ » des 06', „ some bones.

zoiei toe, „ J> les orteilsy „ the toes, &c.

To the same class belong Bondie^ God, or a deity of any kind^

as, yon bondie hois^ a wooden god ; heautemps, good weather, (which

is often preceded by a qualificative ; as, belle heautemps, joli bemc-

temps, fine weather) ; honmatin, morning; yon jou lonmatin, one

day (in the) morning; dote io-^ d"*autre; zotes iox vous autres ; etoi^

are formed an the same principle.

NOUNS PECULIAR TO THE DIALECT. *

Here we include not only those nouns whose origin is local-

or African, but those also that have been framed by the Creoles^

from French words. The following specimens are but a few :

—

Creole. English. French Etymology.

ambloiii

hahoule

lacou-bacou

hamhoula

evasion

a kind of drum dance-

perquisites, secret gains.,

a kind of dance

* It is not pretended that some of Ihe words of which the clyraology lia».

not been given or suggested, may not be French or Spanish : what we
mean is, that none of them ever occurred in the French and Spanish,
works that we have consulted,

d2
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Creole. English. French Etymology.

UhelU a toy, finery

luU'>ou a fright, liobgohlin

Jjouc'.m aliurdle for smoking meats,

a i)ilc of sticks for burning

;

a row

hougonnemmt a grumbling, a murmur

7»tulo(iue confusion

Jjouzin, hrouzin a hastily got up danco

ca'imhoujue any secret place, obscurity

camanoc sweet cassada

chivirade an upturning

Cllirihihi a powder of parched maizo

chou'dchou talisman, amulet, sorcery

cnscaie
manioc farina mixed with
syrup

sandal, mocassincotiche

COUCOU
a calabash bored at an end
and lioUowed out

couyenade \
c'jwj'jnade j

nonsense, trifling

dechinide a tearing

developpade a thrashing

dedrade. a turidng back

drivaier a rover, vagabond

fanf'Ulkhe tinsel ornament

fimdement ]

fv'kment j

a refining

<jaU a l>undle of thatch leaves

ga'iiipe
a rude feast given to gratui-

tous helpers in field work

ijvjodine furbelows, any dress orna-

mentation

Giola effects

^jraffinade a scratching

hapite-salade a meddler

7iorro2>e a scrape, difficulty

iche child

joupa, ajoupa a garden hut, cabin

(uelle)

(hourdon ?

(manioe }

{dichimge)

{dSveloj^per)

[deoier)

{dirioer)

{Jiynoler)

{gaillardi)

(grifade)

{haj^j^er, etc.)
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Creole,

maconage
|

rri'icnnaie J

malonjue

m>dU

matete

mingan

mou-mou )

moun-moun j

negue-maite

oudche

sainhleau

aavonade

soucrade

soucoman

t'dala

tamhi

t'lntimd

Umecbu

t'juloume
I

tourowne
)

toural \

tourl'd I

tounement

virement

vonvfM

vonvonnement

warn

zandoli

zengouinGin

JEnglish.

a clumsy sewing or tying

a fellow passenger from
Africa

distress, destitution

farina boiled into pap

anything smashed *

a dumb person

lit. a slave ofthe same owner
J

a butting with the head

display in dress or behaviour

a heavy shower

a soaping

a shaking

a blood-sucking wizard

fuss, to-do

a row, rambling talk

(Sp. tanta mar ?) great fuss

anything that embarasses

a coarse kind of sugar cake

a talismanic leaf

a turning

(with the foregoing), a twist-

ing

a bee

a buzzing

a sort of hamper carried on
the back

lizard

sorcery, jugglery

ENGLISH NOUNS IN CREOLE.

French Etymology.

{pnaX)

{7iegre maitre)

{savou)

{secouer)

{tourner)

{virer)

The English Nouns used in Creole are very numer«)us. Tliey

relate chiefly to matters brought into the Colony, or more directly

under Creole cognizance, through English agency. The following

will indicate the nature of these terms : hosinej (bo-sinn,) boatswain

(mill overseer) ; stime-mginef steara-engine ; man-a-wdr, man-of-wci'j

mel-bdie^ mail-boat 5 wddine^ warden j ivarrant ; tramway ; &c., &c.
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The- wayward fancifulness of our people has not suffered the

EngHsh portion of their dialect to remain without some perversions

of meaning. As examples, we may notice the words ** blanket,'*

"blow," and "tune." ^^ Blanldte''' in the mouth of a Creole, does

duty similar to that done by " nigger^'' in the lips of a person proud

of his exemption from the " curse of Canaan :" that is to say,

llanldte is a term of reproach fevelled at fair complexions, especially

when rosiness forms no part of them.

As to ''blotv,^^ it is an incident or anecdote; e.g: yow blow soft

river la-lm Id, an incident has just happened yonder; la nous blow

missier la, none, macher,—pray, tell us the story about the gentleman,

my dear.

A " tune,''^ under the Creole form cuoime, is by no means sugges-

tive of harmony. On the contrary, it denotes every provoca-

tion by which one seeks to fasten a quarrel upon another

;

as, Main ga yon cuoune ! what a quarrel-picking ! Sometimes-

a quarrel itself is thus described ; as, cosquel la U tini yon belle-

cuoune epis yeaux, that ridiculous fellow had a fine row with them,

Fr. Ce ridicule-Id avail une dispute serieuse avee eux.

NOUNS FROM THE SPANISH*.

From the ancient owners of the Colony, and doubtless from in-

tercourse with the Main, our dialect has derived many Spanish,

words ; whereof the following Nouns are among the most common :—

^

Creole. English. Spanish Etymology.

arepe

hdboucliette a rope muzzle (hoca ?)

hoi Indian corn dumpling {boUo)

cdboii'ia a noose (connected with cahestro)

cachape a biscuit made ofground corn

caia a sauce or syrup made of ma-
nioc juice

(catar)

consuel consolotion, remedy {consuelo)

cosquel a laughing stock {cosquillas)

* Many of our words belong to the popular dialect of the Spanish Main^,
with which our acquaintance is, unfortunately, very limited. The reader will
please observe that ch in this section is pronounced as in c/«'/?, cheats &q.
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Creoh.

couyane

farimaiiel

goleie

mania

matapel

morocote

morocol

papelon

peUio

sancoche

sapaier

sogiie

tassb

tembandol \
tembladol J

iorete

Eiiglish. Spxtnish FAymolagy.

the wife or husband of one's (citnadaj

countryman or country-
woman

ostentation , braggadocio, finery (faramaUerd)

schooner ; Or. also a long pole [goletaj

rope fetters put on horses (maniatar
?J

ant-eater fmalar, perro

J

a river fish ; a coin, A^alue $20

land turtlq

brown sugar (ungraulatend) fpahellon ? from the shape
made in loaves of the article P)

a savoury dish of rice, fowl, (paladar?)
&c. boiled together

a coarse dish of beef and (sancochear)
plantains

a flat fish [zapatero]

thongs (soga)

(tasajo)dried beef

electric eel {kmbladi.r)

a bullock {toreto)

NUMBER.

There are two Numbers : the Singular, denoting one object ; and

•the Plural, denoting more than one.

As regards spelling, the plural of Nouns (and Adjectives) may
be formed, as in French, by adding s ; except when the Singular ends

4n *, Xj or z, in which case there is no addition ; e.g :

Creole. French.English.

a pine apple

many pine apples

a door

two, three doors

a large house

large houses

Nouns and Adjectives ending in s, x, and %.

Sing, yon mauves zos a bad bone un mauvais os

V\. mauves, zos bad bones (de) mauvais os

Sing. lavoex doux la the sweet voice la voix douce

PI. yon pile nez many noses plusimrs nez

Sing, yon zanana

PI. yon pile zananas

Sing, yon lapote

PL dex,tois lapdies

Sing, yon gouos caie

PL grands caies

un anana

plusieurs ananas

une porte

deux, trois portes

une grande maison

(de) grandes maisons
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Nouns ending in au, eau may add an x according to French

usage ; e.g

:

Creole. J'Jnglish. French.

Ping, yon lafeau a sloop un bateau

VI. commhi bateaux ? how many sloops ? comlien de bateaux f

J>ut, as this is a spoken, and nut a written dialect, we must attend

more particularly to the oral jiiode of expressing Number.

The Singular is shown, as in English and French, by means of

the Article Indefinite : of this there are sufTicient examj)les above.

Iloen voer zanneaux et-pis bouacelets nans yon maga%in, I saw ear-

rings and bracelets in a store. In this sentence, no Article is used

before zanneaux (ear-rings), and houacelets (bracelets) ; because

they are indeterminate, and denote the primary perception. ]>ut if

we continue the sentence, adding uur opinion of what we saw in

the store, we must empL ty the article ; as, ces %anneaux la te

lien nans gout moen; main moen pas te content ces houacelets la, the

ear-ring were much to my taste ; but I did not like the bracelets.

We use the definitives ces-la, (the) in these instances, because

zanneaux and houacelets have, by the second mention of them, become

determinate and specific. The rule for the Plural may, there-

fore, stand thus : — that, in the case of indeterminate objects,

it is denoted by employing the Noun without any Article; as,

I tini mangos et-pis chapoties nans panen la, there are mangoes

and sapodillas in the basket. But when the object spoken of

is determinate, ces is put before the Noun, and la after it ; as,

ous p4 pouend ces chapoties-\a., main lessez ces mangos-lsi Id, pace

moen hisoen yeaux, you may take the sapodillas, but leave the

mangoes there, for I want them. All this is in accordance

with Creole and English usage ; but French usage is dif-

rent. In the case of indeterminate objects, when no words

denoting quantity come before the Noun, the partitive article

must be used; e.g: J''aivu dans un magazin des anneaux et des

hracelets ; les anneaux etaient hien a mon gout, mais les hraceUts ne

me plaisaientpas. The Oreole i)lural is simply the French demonstra-

tive construction, which, in familiar style, is frequently used in

cases of this kind.
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GENDER.

In French Grammar there are only two Genders, which are applied

to all Nouns, whether denoting animate or inanimate objects. As

regards the latter class of Nouns, the Gender assigned them by

custom is indicated by inflecting the Articles, Adjectives, and

Pronouns relating to them. But, as in Creole Pronouns do not vary

for Gender, and Articles do not vary at all, it is in connexion with

the Adjectives, which admit, though sparingly, of such variation,

that the Gender of nouns denoting lifeless objects can be best

determined. We therefore defer remarking on the subject till we

come to treat of Adjectives. Meanwhile, it may be here recorded

that Patois-speakers, when imitating the French construction, em-

ploy the feminine article, la, before the following substantives,

although in French they are, in fact or by analogy, of the Masculina-

Gender :

—

Creole. . English. French..

la hadinaie joking. le badinage-

la blame blame le blame

la bovffaie
* food

la bouigandaie Cr. romping, &:c.. k brigandage

la conteiitement joy, gladness le conteniemenf

la diraie duration (la duree)

la rcsiant remainder le restant

We turn now to the Gender of Nouns denoting animate objects.

The distinction of sex in Creole is indicated in three ways

:

fa) By different words
; fh) by composition

;
("c) by derivation..

a By different words ; as,

Creole. English. French.

Masc. Fern. Masc. Fem. Masc. Fern.

camper macoumer godfather godmother compere commere
of one's child

coq poide cock hen

crabier gassej (Sp). heron erabier

* The termination age (whence the Creole a'ie) is usually masculine in French.

t This woTd is the Spanish garza, a heron. In fact we say in Creole, gasse
a morene, evidently garza viorena, brown heron. It needs scarcely be added that
the Creole form of the expresf^iou involves no reference to the colour of the bird.
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Creole.

Masc.

Jouer

gdgon

louoi

mari

missier

mounonqiie

nive

nomme
tauoueau

Fern.

seVy sese

fie

lareine

femme,
madame

madame
matante
tantante

nihe

femme
vache

toreie (Sp.) ginisse

^English.

Masc. Fern.

French^

Masc. Fera^

brother sister J^rere

boy, son girl, daughter yargon

king queen

husband wife

:}

gentleman lady-

uncle

nephew

man
bull

bullock

aunt

niece

woman
cow

heifer

soiur

file

roi reine

mari epouse

monsieur madame

onde tante

neveu niece

Jiomme femme
taureau vache

jeune tau- genis&e

h By composition or the compounding of words ; as,

Masc. Fern. Masc. Fem. Masc- Fem.

mdle-codene fmelle-codene turkey-cock turkey-hen dindon dinde

houc-cahouife fmellecabouite he-goat she-goat ' banc chevre

macou-chaite fimelle-chaite tom-cat she-cat cJiat chatte

When it is wished to intimate that the female has had young,

maman is prefixed instead oi fimelle, especially when the feminine

has not a distinctive form .:

—

Creole.

yon maman-bououique

yon maman-chaite

yon maman-chein, 1

„ „ chien j

yon maman-codene

English.

a she-donkey

a she-cat

a bitch

a turkey-hen

French,

une anesse

une chatle

une chienne

une poule d'lnde, &c.

and so on of animals, with the above restriction.

c Gender is also shown by derivation; as,

Creole. English. French.

Masc. Fem. Masc. Fem. Masc. Fem.

cape* cdbouesse (cob cobress) (capre capresse)

* The English and French of cdj^c and cabouesse are enclosed in parentheses,

as being, perhaps, Wtst Indian. A "cob" is the offspring of black and mulatto

parents.
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Creole. English. French,

Masc. iFem. Masc. Fern. Masc Fern.

careU caoiiogne turtle taret

cousin cousine coTisia

danser dansese dancer danseur danseuse

mildte milairesse mulatto muldtress middtre muldtre

negue
^

negresse negro Degress nhgre negresse

The following feminine forms are peculiar:

—

Creole. French. Fngh'sh.

amise for amie friend

honlonniese „ bonbonmere Cr, cake-woman

hivandese V lavandiere laundress

lessiviese {from lessiver) washer woman

CASE

Is the relation which a Noun bears to another Noun, a Verb, or.

a Preposition occurring in the same sentence.

We may allow three Cases in Creole j viz., the Nominative,

Possessive, and Objective.

The Nominative is the Noun (or Pronoun) represented as leing

or doing ; e.g : toute sepent cest seventy every snaTce is a snake

;

mauvh mounes ca vive longtemps^ wicked people live long.

In these sentences, sepent and mounes are Nominatives, they being

represented as being and doing respectively.

A Noun is Possessive when it designates the owner or possessor.'

In Creole the mode of forming this case is very simple. All that

one has to do, is to name the possessor immediately after the object

possessed; as, ^az^Jean, John^s house; chapeau papa tit fie la,

the girVs father''s hat; i.e., (the) hat (of the) father (of the) girl

This last rendering, which comes nearer to the Creole arrange-

ment, is identical with the French construction, and shows that

the former is a mere abbreviation of the latter; viz., (la) ca^e (de)

Jean ; (le) chapeau (du) pere (de la) fille :

Cr. Bomuique missier la te nans jddin Chiles.

Fr. Le bourrique (de) I'homme etait dans (le) jardin (de) Charles.

Eng. The donkey (of the) man was in (the) garden (of) Charles,

E 3
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The Objective Case represents the Noun (or Pronoun) affected hy

the action of a Yerb, or governed by a Preposition; as,

Cr. Miser cafair macaques manger piment.

Eng. Hard living makes monkeys eat pepper.

Fr. La muerefait manger des piments aux singes.

Cr. Tout moune connaite 9a qui ca bou'ii nans canari yeaux.

Eng. Every body knows what is boiling in his earthen pot.

Er. Chacun sait ses affaires.

Besides the above, we have in Creole a sort of Dative Case, de*

noting the individual to, for, or with regard to whom any thing is

done. The sign of this case is la or la'i^ a shortening of the 0. P. verb

hailler, to give; e.g: U pdter tdumentsha'i famie '«, he brought trouble

to his relations ; U ca cha'ier corps-U hai dents rie ; lit. he is convey-

ing himself give teeth to laugh; i.e.^ he is exposing himself to

ridicule.

The two forms la and la'i, though identical in meaning, are not

indiscriminately used. JBa comes only before the Personal Pro-

nouns, except %6tesj which perfers hai ; e.g: ba moen; ba U; ba

yeaux. In all other cases la'i must be used; e.g: bai" yon madame

;

bai/ower moen; bai" ces. mounes la: U cder fair gouos sauts bai zdtesj

h.Q will be defiant toivards you.

ADJECTIVES.

An Adjective is a word which expresses the quality of a Noun;

as, yon grand %affair^ 2^ great to-do
;
yon belle /dc^, a^w^ joke.

Adjectives in Creole are any thing but well regulated. At every

turn we hear them used in French masculine forms to qualify femi-

nine nouns, and vice vcrsd. But there is, nevertheless, a distinct,

though ill-sustained, attempt at gender inflection ; especially in the

case of adjectives describing the qualities of human beings. As to

those that qualify nouns denoting animals and inanimate objects,

their forms depend on whether the nouns have been adopted from

the French by themselves, or so closely combined with the

adjectives as to convey a single, though composite idea. In the

former case, the adjective will have the form current in Creole : in

the latter, it will have the form required by French usage. For
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'example, yon grand tcihe^ plime nef, are the Creole equivalents of tlie

French, une grande talle, plume neiive, a large table, neiv pen. The

masculine forms grand and nefare employed in the Creole, because they

are the forms current in the dialect. But in tdhe ouonde, round tahloy

ouonde, (i.e. rondej the appropriate feminine adjective is used, because

it happens to be the form always employed in this particular con-

nexion. Thus it is with all similar compounds borrowed bodily from

the French, and regarded in fact as a single word. In chandelle

ouomaine ; toele grise
;
grande messe, gouo&sQ piece^ for example, the

adjectives ouomaine, grise, grande, gouosse, are femimine, in agreement

with the nouns combined with them, according to French practice;

and it is so because each of these combinations conveys but a single

idea ; being, in fact, a mere appellation, , like the English Iroad-

cloth, hasty-puddiyig, siveet-meats, &c.

With these general remarks, we proceed to minuter details.

First of all, we may dispose of adjectives ending in e mute, since

these, as in French, do not admit of any variation for gender ; e.g :

Fr. un homme^diQlQ, a faithfulman, une femme ^dele, afaiil/fulv^omaB..

These adjectives have the same termination fej in Creole, but those

in h drop I, ivhen it is preceded hy a consonant; as, Fr. douhle, souple,

aitnable, etc., Cr. douhe, soupe, aimahe, etc. But when a vowel comes

before I, it is retained ; as, Fr. fragile, inutile, Cr. fouagile, initile.

For the sake of sound, if r comes before the final €, the latter may
be dropped, as r is never heard in Creole at the end of words.

It has been stated above that there is some attempt at inflecting

Adjectives for Gender, especially when they denote the quality of

human beings. Of the Adjectives which are so inflected, the follow-

ing are the most usual :
—

a. Those ending in is, masc, ese, fem. Fr. ais, aise ; e.g :

Creole. English. French

angles, angVese English anglais, anglaise

fouances,fouancese French franqais, franqai&e

But pdtiGds, 4cosses, ilandes, etc. are not usually inflected in Creole,

h. Adjectives ending in r, masc, se, fem. ; e;g :

ouacher, ouachese foppish, ostentatious

escandalhc noisy
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Creole. JEnglish. ' French.

Jlatter,jiaUese Cr. sycophantic flatieiir, fiatteuse

c. Adjectives ending in ?w, masc, ine, fern. ; e.g :

cocmn, cociline roguish coquin, coqvine

malin, maltne cunning malm, mah'gne

d. Adjectives ending in x, masc, se, fern. ; e.g

;

jaloux, jalouse jealous

malherex,malherese Cr. indigent, very poor malheureiix, euse

veriouex, vedouese virtuous veriveux, euse

The French masculine form seems to be preferred in the case

of adjectives terminating in nt^ is, t, which two last are mostly

participiaL In French an e mute is added to these endings to form

the feminine.

Examples of adjectives in nt, is, and it, uninflected :
—

Cr. Yon viecorps qui hampant.

Eng. An old man who is grasping.

Fr. Un vieillard qui est avare.

Cr. Mamzelle la assez insolent pou lot U.

Eng. That (young) lady has her full share of insolence.

Fr. Cette demoiselle est assez insolentej^owr sa part.

Cr. Missier la semhe con si li t& bien soupouis j et madame li t4

soupouis tou.

Eng. The gentleman seems to have heen greatly surprised-, and
his wife was surprised also*

Fr. Ce monsieur parait avoir ete tres surpris : et sa femme
(etait surprise) aussi.

Cr. Ce titsfies la te bien distrets nans lapouiers yeaux.

Eng. The girls were greatly distracted in their prayers.

Fr. Ces enfants etaient trh A\s,ivsates dans leurs prieres*

Cr. Yon nomme instouit
;
yonfemme instouit.

Eng. A well-taught man ; a well-taught woman.

Fr. Uh homme instruit ; unefemme instruite.

The following adjectives are usually employed in the masculine

form alone :
—

Creole. English. French.

Masc. & Fem. Masc. Fern,

hlanc, white blanc blanche

ipes . thick epais 4paissc
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Creole. English. French.

Masc. & Fem. Masc. Fem.

faux false faux fausse

Jin fine fn fine

fort strong fort forte

foues fresh, cool frais fraicJie

gaucher left-handed, awkward gauche'ir gaucTiere

gouos big, coarse gros grosse

grand large grand grande

gras fat gras grasse

gris grey gris grise

jimeau twin Jumeau', jumelle

loud heavy- lourd lourde

pita, Hit little, small petit petite

sain wholesome sain saine

sec dry, crisp, curt sea seche

The following are1 used in the French feminine form only :

adoete adroit adroit adroite

belle beautiful beau belle

chcce dry (not wet) sec secTie

coute short court courie

doete straight droit droite

itoete narrow elroit eiroite

Jim Cr. slender fn fne

foete cold froid froide

laide ngly laid laide

lasse weary las lasse

Ugir light leger legere

lenfe slow lent lente

longue long long longue

miette^ mouette dumb, silent miiet mueite

molle soft mou molle

nawi Cr. candid naf naive

neite clean net neite

soite silly sot sotte

sonde deaf, dull sourd sourde

ioiite all tout toiite
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The following are peculiar in formatton or with regard to origin :

—

Creole. UngUaJi. French Etymology,

blemisse palish {bUme)

bou'iel brilliant, lively (brilUr),

caleau hard-up

came-came brazen

chacal stingy, shabby

congosal litigious, quarrelsome

eouyasse foolish, silly

dende determined

doubadou, dibadi dandified (troubadour)-

fouben, foubien
.

reckless

foui'kse small, paltry

fouti ruined, ** done for'* fjlchuj

GenGenfounan V

GanGanfounan )

showy

gouosilse, f coarse mannered (grossiere)

hampant grasping, avaricious (happer)

joloti£ lovely UoU)

macanda foppish, ostentatious

vielouer, he meddlesome fmeler)

fiefien, 'ien-ien whimpering, fond of

crying

ouacher, se showy, dressy

pioco (Sp. 29&CO,) paltry, small •

rancmne.se, f implacable, malice-

bearing
{rancunierej

wawa woe-begone

toangane, wanganen addicted to sorcery

DEGREES OF COMPARISON.

There are three Degrees of Comparison :

—

a. The Positive, or the Adjective itself; e.g: *melouer, meddle-

some ; ouoiilant, cunning.

h. The Comparative, which is formed by prefixing pits, Fr. plus,

more, (and sometimes moens or moence,) to the Adjective : thus, plis

meloiter, more meddlesome j moence oiwulant, less cunning.
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V. The Superlative. This is expressed in the same way as the

Comparative, and must be gathered from the context. In pro-

verbial and other phrases from the French, the Superlative 19,

of course, according to French custom ; e.g :

Cr. V\\s ^nmdimacanda raohijamain voer*

Eng'. The greatest muff I ever saw.

Fr. Le plus grand fat quefaie Jamais vu

Cr. La plis belle enbas la bate, lit. the prettiest (is) under
the tub. As a proverb ;—the best is yet to couie.

Fr. La plus belle est sous la bailie.

Sometimes the Superlative is expressed by meaiis of a relative

phrase containing the Comparative, with the words 2^(^se toiite added
;

e.g : ga gvAplis jolotto passe toute la^ that which is \h.Q prettiest of alL

IRREGULAR COMPARATIVES.

The Creole cannot be said to have Comparatives that arc irre-

gular, at least in the sense iu which the following are so in

French :

—

French. Creole.

Pos. Comp. Po3. Comp,

hon, good meilleuT^ better bon meier, plis bon

mauvais, bad pire* worse
. mauves plus mauves

petit, small moindrCf smaller pitit plis pitit •

COMPARISONS.

Comparisons of Superiority are made in Creol-e, fa) by placing

plis before the Adjective and passe after it ; and fbj by means of

passe alone ; e.g : zoreies pas doi. plis hauts passe tete, the ears should

not be liigher than the head, Fr. les oreilles ne doivent pas Ure plus

haut placees que la tete ; viecorps cela-la ca coer li Ion passe

toute 7noune, this old man believes himself better than every body,

Fr. ce vieillard se croit meilleur q^ue tout le monde ; oiis grand passe //,

you are ligger than he, Fr. vous etes plus grand que lui.

Equality is sometimes denoted by placing aiissi before the Adjective

and q^ui, Fr. que, after it: thus

—

Gangane yeaux aussi viex qui

mounonque nous, their grandmother (is) as old as our uncle, Fr. leur

grand'mere est aussi vieille que notre oncle.

* Sometimes ^Zm5 maMt?aw,—Delille.
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But oftener the Adjective lias only con, Fr. comme, after it ; o.gy.

caie Jean nef con cela VUor, John's house (is as) new as Victor's,

!Fr. la onaison de Jean est aussi neuve que celle de Victor.

Inferiority is expressed :

—

a. By negativing the Comparative of Equality ; as, ous pas Ion

'con li, you are not (as) good as he, Fr. vous oi'etes pas aussi Ion qm
lui ; yon matapel ']^a8 faihe con yon manicou, an ant-eater is not so

weak as an opossum.

I. By placing moence, Fr. moins, before the Adjective and qui

(sometimes ^«5se,) after it; e.g : yon driva'ier moence sev'iahe qui (or

^ass4) yon moune qui ca riter lacaie, a rover is of less service than a

person who stays at home, Fr. un vagalond est moins servialle qu'

une perSonne qui se tient cliez lui.

The Superlative Absolute is expressed by placing lien, touop, (Fr.

trop) or tout, before the Adjective ; e.g : ah, moncher ga iehien Ion,

ah, my friend, that was very good, Fr. ah, moncher c'etait bien hon ;

hlow gala touop lelle, this affair is exceedingly fine, Fr. cette ajjaire est

tvo^jolie ; tit mammaie la tout Jolotte, that little child is very lovely,

Fr. Cet enfant est iies-joli.

Sometimes a repitition of the Adjective serves the same purpose
;

as, yeaux chemher yon gouos, gouos caiman, they (have) caught a

very large crocodile, Fr. ils ont pris un tres-yros crocodile.

Another mode, which is now almost out of fashion, (being con-

fined to a few old persons in country districts,) is to place tout-plein,

(all full) after the Adjectives :

—

malongue moen goumand tout plein,

my shipmate is very close-fisted.

ADJECTIVES—NUMERALS.

The Numerals Adjectives are, with a few exceptions; pronounced

^s in French. The differences are as follow :

CARDINAL NUMBERS.

Creole. English, French.

yone one un, une

dex two deux

tois three trois

qudte four qudtrc
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. These Creole forms are preserved in all cases.

The c[ in cino[^ five, is sounded in French when the word is alone,

or conies before a vowel sound ; but in Creole the same pronun-

ciation, i.e. senlz, is always adhered to j"^* e.g :

cinq^ entetes (senk-an-tay-tay) five obstinates cinq entetes

cinqjous (senk-zhoo) five days cinq jours

With regard to six and dix (six and ten) there is some inconsis-

tency. We say six goudes (see good), six dollars, dix doegts (dee

dway) ten fingers, etc., in strict accordance with French custom, which

makes the x silent before consonants.. But, strangely enough, we
also say six misiciens Lseece me-ze-se-enh), six musicians, dix hati-

mens (deece bah-te-manh), ten vessels ; besides sounding x iu;

hundred other instances before consonants.

FRACTIONAL NUMBERS.
.

Creole, JEnglish. French.

dimi, motie half demi, demiCf moitie

yon tiers the third le tiers

tois qudts three-quarters les trois quarts

The Creole seldom go farther than the above fractional parts.,

PROPORTIONALS.

The only proportionals we have heard used are :

—

doube double le double

tribe triple le triple

PRONOUNS.

A Pronoun is a word used instead of a Noun ; e.g : Mer, mc Sa et-pis

sesd ous te si per, noua pouend cououi, yesterday, I a,n^ your sister

were so frightened, (that) we took to our heels, Fr. hier, votre soeur et

moi, nous avions une si grand^ peur, que nous prunes lafuUe; hamac la

te plis hautf main zotes hesser li, the hammock was higher up, but

you lowered it, Fr. le hamac Haif plus haut, mais vous Vavez haisse,

^ Cinq-sous fsenh-soo), five cents, presents an exoeption ; but the compound
is regarded as a single word, infolving but little, if any, rel'erence to the

component values of tiic coin.
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There are seven kinds of Pronouns that we will notice ; viz.^

Personal, Possessive, Eelative, Demonstrative, Indefinite, Eeflexive,,

and Interrogative.

PERSONAL TRONOUXS

Stand for the names of individuals. In Creole they are as fol-

low I:
—

SINGULAR. PLULAL.

Cr. Eng. . Fr. Gr. Eng. Fr.

1.

2.

3.

moen

ous

I

you

he, she. it

moi (je)

vous (til)

il elle

1.

2.

3.

Nous we

zotes ye, you

yeaux, they

nous

vous (autoes)

Us, elles (eux)

These Pronouns are sometimes called Conjunctives, because they

are used in conjunction with Yerbs ; thus :

—

moncher, moen ca paler

,

et-pis cest pou ous center : si yeaux aller nans tou crahe, fmd zotes

poTieti yeaux, my friend, / speak, and ijou are to hearken : if the^j

enter a crab's hole, y^ou must catch them.

rORMATION OF THE PERSONA! PRONOUNS.

To persons acquainted with French, nothing can be more ob-

vious than the origination of the Creole Pronouns. But to those of

our readers who may not know Prench, the following explanations

may possess some interest :

—

Moen, which represents the French mot, has been modified by the

usual change of oi into oe, and the further addition of n. There

can be no doubt that the fuller sound of moi, together with its

frequency in familiar discourse, led to its adoption in preference

toje, the proper Nominative.

Tu, the second person singular of the French Personals, has had,

in the Trinidadian dialect, a singular fate. After diligent search,

we discovered it at the tail of two words ; the one an adverb, and

the other an interrogative particle, itself perverted and bereft of half

its primeval force. The adverb in question is oti, (where,) and

the particle, pSti, (can ?). Were it not for the fulness of our con-

viction on the point, we sliould have hesitated to give the question oH

es-tu ? where art thou, as the etymology of 6ti, where. But, after

all, there are ^trange^ tilings in, the Science of LfiBguage ; and, upon
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Reflection, tre are disposed to retract the apology introducing

a derivation which is, on the whole, so obvious.

The Creoles, to ask a question in which the possibility of one's

doing a thing is involved, employ pHi as auxilliary to the principal

Verb :.—thus, %6te8 peti coer papa moen die yon laggaie con ga f can you

(possibly) believe that my father L'aid such a thing ? That the French

peux-iUj eanst thou, is the original of peti, is a fact admitting of

no dispute. In some of the other Islands, tu has enjoyed

better fortune. The forms tOf Nominative, and tocy Possessive

(and sometimes Objective), are honoured by elderly folk in Mar-

tinique, Guadaloupe, etc. ; but to iis, the sound of these words is

very tickling. Si to ladnen epis CKemhois, papa tee ^a licher

toe, is the Guadaloupian way of saying : si ous ladnen epis (or

^vec) s6cier, papa ous va hatte ous, if you dabble in sorcery, your

father will beat you. We, however, hear to and tod in hellairs

composed in country districts here ; but the use of them is gone-

rally satirical.

AVith regard to U, which the Creoles sometimes shorten into '/, it

is a corruption of le^ the French third person masculine Accusative,

Zotes is formed on the same principle with zassiette, lepingue^'^' etc.

The frequent hearing of the colloquial vous aiitres from their

owners, gave rise to the formation of this word by the Negroes.

In yeaux, which is clearly eux, the initial y is but a fulcrum for

the voice.

f

POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS.

Possessive Pronouns stand for the name of the owner or pos-

sessor. They are of two kinds ; viz : Conjunctive and Disjunctive.

a. Conjunctive Possessives are employed always in conjunction

with the Noun possessed. .In Creole the Personal Pronouns become

Possessives of this class by being merely added to the Noun ; e.g

:

SINGULAR.

Creole. English. French.

1. hohotesmoQxx 1. ?ny eflfects 1. mes effeis .

* See page 17.

T Compare, for instance, the first syllable of the Spanish yerro with err in

Lat. erro, and that of the Indian word yankee or yengee with eng(l) in the word
English, For further remarks on the Pronouns, see Syntax.
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Creole.

2. gogo ous

3. sottiscs li

1. hiiatlon nous

2. horrope zotes

3. zayicetes yeaux

English.

2. your namesake

3. his, her abuse

PLURAL.

r. our estate

2

3

your scrape

their forefathers

French'.

2. ton (voire) homonyme

3. ses injures

V. notre habitation

2. votre embarras

3. leurs ancetres

h. Disjunctive Possessives come always by themselves. These

in Creole are composed of the Demonstrative cela, (slah,) that^.

prefixed to the Personals ; e.g:

SINGULAR.

1.

2.

3.

cela-moen

cela-ous

cela-li, cela-'i

1.

2.

3.

mine 1.

yours 2.

his hers, its 3.

PLURAL.

Je mien, la mienne ete.

le tien, la tienne, etc.

le sien, la sienne, etc..

1.

2.

3.

cela-nous

cela-zotes

cela-yeaux

1.

2.

3.

ours 1.

yours 2.

theirs 3.

ILLUSTRATIONS

le, la notre, les notres^

le, la votre, les votres-

le, la leur, les leurs

Cr. Macaque die ga qui nans bouche Upas cela-li.

Eng. Monkey has said (that) what's in his mouth is not his.

Fr. Le singe a dit que ce qui est dans sa bouche n"est pas a lui,

Cr. Cela qui moune live la yest f Cest cela-nous.

Eng. Whose is the book ? It is ours.

"Fr. A qui est le livre ? Cest le notre.

Cr. Oti cela-zotes ? Li tomber nans pit evec cela-yeaux.

Eng. Where (is) yours ? It fell in (the) well (along) with theirs*

Fr. Ou est le votre ? 11 est tombe dans (le) puit avec le leur.

REMARKS.

Natives of Guadaloupe, etc. form these Possessives somewliat

differently ; e.g

:

a. Conjunctives :

—

1. pays k-moen 1

2. litin h-ous

3. popote h-U

my countryman

2. your (portable) pro-

perty

3. her doll

1. man compatriote:

2. vos baggages

3. sa
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%. Disjunctives :

—

Creole. Englidi. French.

1. tamoen 1* mine 1. lemien, etc.

2. ta toe 2. thine, yours 2., U tien, etc.

3. ia li 3. his, hers, its 3. le sien, etc.

This is a mutilation of the French Possessive construction, efre

a ; e.g : c^est a moi, it is inine, etc.

RELATIVE PRONOUNS

Are so called because they relate to some Noun or Pronoun pre-

ceding them.

We employ but two Eelatives in the Trinidadian Patois s viz., quty

who, which ; and ga^ whom, which. The following are illustrations

of their use

:

fqm'J

Cr. Toele la qui la-sous lingue* la.

Eng. The cloth which is on the line.

Fr. La toile qui est sur la ligne.

Cr. Chapeau la gsi papa moen pede la.

Eng. The hat which my father lost.

Fr. Le chapeau que mon ph'e a perdic.

Cr. Missier la 9a yeaux povgaller la.

Eng. The man whom they thrust out.

Fr. Le monsieur qu'on a mis dehors.

Except by children, ga is, however, seldom thus employed. The

most ordinary mode of expressing objective relations of this sort,

is by omitting the pronoun altogether, as is usually done in familiar

English, when, for example, we say : the hat my father lought for me,

the man they thrust out, the relative which being omitted in the first

sentence, and lohom in the second. In Creole these phrases are

ordinarily : chapeau la papa moen galXcn la moen la ; missier la yeaux

pougaller la.

He who, they who, (Fr. celui qui—ceux qui) are represented

in Creole by ga qui; e.g: ga qui content hehelle do4 travaie pou li,

they who like finery ought to work for it, Fr. ceux qui aiment

des ornements doivent travailler pour les avoir.

* Pronounced keng.
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What, tlie Compound Eelative, Fr. ce que, ce dont, etc. is like-

wise ga in Creole; e.g :
—

Cr. Ous trapper 9a ous te envie 'a.

Eiig. You have got wJiat you desired.

Fr. Voiis avez ohtenu ce que vous desiriez.

Cr. Mohi pas voer 9a cnis te paler moen la.

Eng. I have not seen that of which you had spoken to me.

Fr. Je iiaipas vu ce dont vous aviez parle.

DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS

Serve to point out objects. In Creole there is, strictly speaking,

but one Demonstrative Pronoun; viz: cela-la fslah-lahj or ga-la^

and this, like the Article Definite, always comes after its Noun ; e.g:

Cr. Zombi cela-lsi; Fiiig. ^7ii5 ghost Fr. cette appai'iiion.

Cr. Jipe 9ala ; Eng. this skirt j Fr. cette Jupe.

These, the plural of this, is expressed in Creole by placing

€68 before the Substantive and cela-ld {slah Idih) ot ga-la after it;

e.g: toutes ces coupons cela-la pas Idges, all these (cloth) remnants

are not wide, Fr. tons ces coupons ne sont pas larges\ ces haggdies

9a-la pas ca fair moen pUsir, these things do not please me, Fr. ces

choses ne me plaisent pas.

The Demonstrative, that, which serves to point out remote ob-

jects, has no exact equivalent in Creole. Sometimes, and especially

in relative clauses, and after Possessives, the Creole Definite Article

(laj resumes its demonstrative import; e.g :

—

Cr. Nomme la ovs te ouer Ih-bas-ld.

Eng. That man whom you saw yonder.

Fr. Cet homme que vous avez vu la-bas,

Cr. Jadin moen la couvert epis zebes

Eng. That garden of mine is overgrown with grass.

Fr. Monjardin est rempli d'herbes.

Ces has already been noticed as performing in Creole the function

of Plural Definite Article. The same construction with la is used

to express the Plural Demonstrative, those; e.g : oui, cesjous la td

honsjous, yes, M(?5^ days were good days, Fr. Qm, cqb fours- Id etaient

de hns jours.
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INDEFINITE riiONOUNS, &c.

^0 a certain class of words bearing a vague pronominal import,

Grammarians have given the name of Indefinite Pronouns. Some

of these are adjectives, and are sometimes joined to Nouns,- while

others are substantives or abbreviated phrases.

The following are the most usual in Creole :

—

Creole.

men, aflen

aucaaine

ehaqut

chaqvin

cnecnin

cueque

€B.eque-moune

<:iieque-zins

dote

tn-pile, yonpile

lezotes

lote

moune

ni yone ni lote.

pesonne

qid-ci-soit

tel moune

tous-le-dex

toute-hagga'ie

touie ga

toute-moune

yeaux

yon moune

yone- et lote, )

yone-a-l6fe j

yone-o-ben-lote, )

yone-o-l6te ]

yon tel

English, French.

nothing rien

no, adj. aucu7i, aucune

whatever ce que

each, every

every one cliaqu^un, unc

some one quelqu'unt une

some quelque

somebody quelqti'un, une

some, a few quelques-uns, unes

other, some other d'autres

many leaucoup {degens)

others autrui, les aidrea

the other Vautre

people, they, one on

neither; both ni Vun ni Vautre

' no one, nobody personne

any—soever qui ce soit

such a one un tel

both run et Vautre

everything tout, toute

everything, whatever tout ce (que)

everybody tout le monde

people, folk on

a body, some one quelquun

one another Vun et Vauire

either, one or the other Vun on Vautre

such a one un tel

ILLUSTRATIONS.

Cr. Yon moune die moen li ouer nous.

Eng. Some one told me he saw us.

Fr. Quelqu'un m'a dit nous avoir vits.
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ILLUSTRATIONS.

Cr. Fasfair lezotes ga ous pas se vie yeauxfair zotes.

Eng. Do not to others what you would not wish them do to yoii.

Tr. Ne faites pas a autrui ce que vous ne voudriez pas qiCoh
vousfit.

Cr. Yeaux ea die yon pile hoggaies conte le,

Eng. People say many things against him.

Pr. On dit heaucoup de choses contre lui.

Cr. Pouend qdi yeaux ha ous.

Eng. Take whatever they give you;

Er. Prenez ce qu'on vous donne.

Cr. Moune ca conen nans lapole la.

Eug. Some one is knocking at the door.'

Er, Onfrappe h la porte.

Cr. Chaquin ca chonger oni pou corp-yeaux.

Eng. Each is thinking only of himself.

Er. Chaqn'nn ne pciise qu'a soi.

Cr. Si yeaux te die tel moune te ca cJidcher nous.

Eng. If they had said such a one hsd been seeking us.

Er. Si Von avait dit qu'un tel nous cherchaii.

Cr. Moen pas ca doe ni yone ni lote.

Eng. I owe neither (of them).

Er. Je ne dois ni a I'un 7ii a I'autre.

Cr. Titfie la jirer nijone ni lote.

Eng. The girl abused them both,

Er. Lafile invectiva I'un et I'autre.

Cr. Otifouer moen yest la, lifouhen toute-baggaie.

Eng. In his present condition, my brother is regardless of every
thing.

Er. Dans tetal ou monfrcre, se trouve, il ne regarde rien,

Cr. Vesonnepasjamain die ga.

Eng. No one ever said that.

Er. Personne w'a dit cela.

EEFLEXIVE PRONOUN^.

A Heflexive Pronoun represents at the same time the agent and

object of aa action. la Creole, tho »oua Qorps^ body, prefixed
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tb tliG Personals, expresses the reflexive idea in a manner at once

natural and forcible :

—

Creole, English.

SINGULAR*

French,..

1. corps-mom myself me
2. corps-ous yourself ie, vous

3. corps-U himself, herself, itself

PLURAL.

«

1, corps-nous ourselves - nous

2. corps-zotes yourselves votes,

3. corps-yeaux. themselves

ILLUSTRATIONS,

s&

Cr. Moen te ca paler bat corps-moen..

Eng. I was speaking to myself.

Fr. Je parlais a moi-meme

Gr. Ous c'allerjini evec c.orps-ous.

Eng. You will Yuin t/ourself.

Fr. Vous allez xousperdre,

Cr. Capitaine la hlesser corps-li.

Eng. The captain wounded /iimse//".

Fr. Le capitaine s'est blesse.

Cr. Anouns chapper corps-nous..

Eng. Let us take ourselves off,

Fr. Echappons nous.

Cr. Zotes pas connaite corps-zotes.

Eng. You don't know your (own) selves^

Fr. Vous ne vous connaissez pas.

Cr. Yeaux amhoese corps-yeaux.

Eng. They (hurriedly) concealed themselves.-

Fr. Its se sont (vitement) caches.

When SELF is merely emphatic, it is rendered, as in French, by.-

adding wem^; e.g:—

1. moen-meme- myself moi-meme

2. ous-meine yourself vous-meme

3. li-meme, 'i-meme himself, herself, itself lui-mems

q2
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Creole^ - English. FrencTt.

1. nousmemes ourselves nous-memes

2. zotes-memes yourselves vous-memes

3. yeaux'inemes themselves eux-memes

Cr Moen p4 ouer ga raocn-raeme, I can see that myself, Fr. Je puts
voir cela moi-meme.

Cr. Fair toiite travate la ous-meme, do all the work yoursefj, Yv.faites
tout le travail vous-meme.

Cr. Misskr la Tiapper tit mamaie Za li-raeme, the gentleman himself
seized the child, Fr. le monsieur a saisi Venfant lui-meme.

Very often, for the sake of greater emphasis, the Eeflexives and

Compound Personals are combined ; as,

Cr. Ous ca hadinen corps-ous-meme, you are deceiving your (own) self,

Fr. vous vous trompez vous-m^ne.

INTERROGATIVE PRONOUNS

Serve to ask questions. Those commonly employed in Creole

are :

—

o qui f who ? whose ? qa ? (before relatives) who ? what ? qui ? what ?

qui ga f what ? quil-estce? which ? which of them ? qui-moum f who ?

ILLUSTRATIONS.

Cr. a qui ous ? who are you ? Fr. qui etes-vous f

Cr. 9a qui la ? who (what) is there P Fr. qui est-la f

Cr.' 9a ous pede ? what (have) you lost ? Fr. ^avez-vous
perdu ?

Cr. compte qui moune zotes ca paler f of wliom are you speak-
ing ? Fr. de Q^\ parlez-vous ?

Cr. qui ! marron ? what ! run away ? Fr. quoi ! evader ?

Cr. main, qui 9a ous hale? but, what did you give ? Fr. maiSy
c^avez-vous donne?

Cr. quil-estce ous simier ? which do you
. prefer ? Fr. lequel

prefereZ'Vous f

Cr. qui-raoune 9a ca vint la ? who is it coming there ? Fr. qui
est celui qui vient la?

VERBS.

A Verb is a word wliich. denotes being or doing.

With some few exceptions, the Verbs in Creole are French Infini-

tives, often altered by mispronunciation. In adopting this part

of speech, the original framers of. the dialect, haying no other guide
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than the ear, not seldom made Infinitives of past participles, indi-

catives, imperatives, and, sometimes, of even nouns, adjectives

and other parts of speech. In a set of Verbs so irregularly de-

rived, we should look in vain for that uniformity of ending, which

prevails in the French Conjugations. Nevertheless, a clear insight

into this part of Creole Grammar may be obtained, if, setting aside

the question of form, we examine the Yerbs only with reference to

their actual derivation. Thus considered, they fall under five heads,

according as they represent, faj real French Infinitives
; fhj Past

Participles; f'cj Indicatives; fdj Imperatives; and fej Nouns^,

Adjectives, etc. converted into verbs.

a. FRENCH INFINITIVES.

1. Most verbs ending in the sound of efrj ; as,

Creole. English. Freneh.

hlamer to blame hlamer

crier to call ; Cr. to name

fiioler, Ji^onler. to flourish firana.) Jignoler

gonader to deride, to provoke goguenarder

sauter to leap, jump

simen* to scatter abroad semer

touver to find trouver

vider to pour out

2. Verbs having the final sound of t, which represents ir of the

second French Conjugation :

—

accomplir

bannir

courir

fr&mir

garnir

hair

avertir

3. The following verbs of the third French Conjugation in

voivy Cr. vo'er :

—

avoir Cr. to procure, (to have) avoir, to have

* As has been remarked at page 5, the terminational er is usually converted

into en, after a nasal. This change affects very many infinitives of the first

French Conjugation ; e.g : 6mcu, gcHm'en^ simm, ioumn, etc., for abimer, (sej

gourmer, semer, tourner, etg.

accompli Cr. to fulfil

hanni to banish

cououi to run

fouemt, fouemi to shudder

gdni to garnish

hai to hate

veti to warn
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Cteole.

apecwoer, pecivoer

r£civoer, ricivoer,

rigouvoer

rivoer*

ETTMOLOGT;

^English,

to perceive

to receive

FrencTi.

apercevoir

recevoir

to see again, to ask again revoir^ to see

again

to see voirvoer, ouer

. 4. Infinitives of the fourth Frencb. Conjugation, sounded in:

Creole without the r :

—

confie

coude

fouie

vive

But when re^ is in French preceded by nd fi.e. ndrej, both d and r--

are dropped :

—

to fear crai^dre

to comfit, boil in sugar conjire

to sew coudre

to fry frire

to live vivre

crame

fone

joena

repone

to melt

to join:

to answer

fondre

joindre

repo7idre

Note —To avoid too wide a departure from the French ortho-

graphy, we have retained d, when n before it is preceded by
e ; as dropping the former letter totally changes the pronun--
ciation. The d, however, must not be sounded :

—

0.

atfende (attann) to wait for attendre

fende (fann) to splii fendre

vende (vann) to sell vendre

FRENCH PAST PARTICIPLES BECOME INFINITIVES t IN CREOLE..

apeci to perceive, i.e. apergu past par. of apercevoir

assise to sit „ assise, f „ „ s'asseoir

commis to commit „ commis „ „ commettre

couver to cover „ covvert „ „ couvrir

demis, demis to sprain „ demis „ ,, demetire-

ecM to elapse „ echu „ „ ecTioir

* This verbis often used in the latter sense—as, ous pas ini men arivo^t-
^pis mom, you have nothing more to ask (or to seek) from me.

"t For examples of this Mud of verb-derivation, compare the English to accrue,

to apprise, from accj-u, past part, of accroite, and apprisy past part, of apprendr^^.

and verbs ending in ate, from Lat. past parts, in atus*
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T^nglish. French.

mor to die i.e. mort past. part. of mourir

ne to be born ne » » „ naitre

ouvhr to open ouvert )> }> „ ouvrir

pedi to lose perdu »> M „ i?erc?re

resoU to resolve resolu » » „ resoudre

souffer to suffer soiiffert >» 3> „ sovffrir

Souffoui (for souffirir) is pretty often heard in our Patois ; btlt

'couvouif mououij ouvoui (for douvrir, mourir, ouvrir), are used only

by natives of Guadaloupe, Martinique, ete.

C. INDICATIVE CONVERSIONS.

The following verbs are conversions of French Indicatives

into Infinitives. It being difficult, in most of these cases, to deter-

mine what particular person of a given tense may have been at first

adopted, we deem it best to do away with inflectional forms in this

section also, when that could be effected without altering the sound.

For instance, we give the artificial form vau, instead of vaux or vau^,

both ofwhich are pronounced vo.^" The other substitutions, with their

probable originals, may be seen in the subjoined list :

—

bailie, haillent

dais, doit fdevez'f)

mordent (mordre ?)

peux, pent

savent

dtaiSt ^tait

travaille, travaillent

vaux, vaut

voulez {voulais, voulait ?)

To these may be added voudre and s4, which represent the French

conditionals voudrais (or voudrait), and serais (or serait) ; and finally,

ensouhaite, which forms a sort of optative.

d. VERBS FROM THE IMPERATIVE.

We give the following as derived from Imperatives, although

they may, with a single exception, be from the second person plural

late

doe

to give from

to owe

mode

pe

to bite, (of a fish)

to be able

sa
save

to be able )

,to know i

U was

iravaie to work

vau to be worth

vU to want

Ind. Pres. oihailler

U }) „ devoir

»J » „ mordre

if i) „ pouvoir

a >f t, sawir

„ Imp. „ etre

» Pres, „ travaille:

J J J) „ valoir

I » ,>etc .„ vouloir

^ee Orthography, page 12,
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Indicative Present as well. But, for reasons hereafter to bo

stated,* we think the presumption is in favour of the former view.

The matter, however, is of small consequence. In the following

list, the verbs in e% are spelt with an er^ to secure a distinction

'between actual and derivational Infinitives.

Creole. English, French

moder^moder to bite i.e. morcZes 2 pi. Imper. of mor^Zre

defaite to loose „ defaites „ „ „ „ d^faire

metier to put on, wear „ metiez „ „ „ „ mettre

soucourer to aid „ secourez ,, „ „ „s€courir

tienne to hold, keep „ [quHl) tienne 3 sing. „ tenir

NOUNS AND ADJECTIVES EMPLOYED AS VERBS.

lisoen

content

credi

envie

gdouler

Jalou

mecontent

plein

soen

soucier^ pas sou-

cier

to need from avoir hesoin {dej

to like

to give or take credit

to long for, to desire

to romp

to envy, be jealous of

to grow dissatisfied with

to be silent

to fear, to dread

to fill

to care, to nurse

to care nothing for

„ etre content fdej

„ vendre ou achefer a credit

„ avoir envie (de)

„ garruleux (adj.)

„ etrejaloux {de)

„ etre mecontent (de)

„ paix !

„ avoir peur (de)

„ plein (adj.)

„ avoir soin (de)

„ etre soucieux, to he

anxious

To these may be added acotipi, to stoop or squat ; ageounonxj to

kneel, Fr, croupir ; etre a genoux.

VERBS PECUIIAR TO THE CREOLE.

In conformity with our plan, we here present a few specimens

of verbs peculiar as to origin or formation, with one or two

from English and Spanish :

—

amagoter to bind, wrap up {magot)

amblouser to deceive

aouantar to contend (Sp. aguantar)

* See Syntax of the Personal Pronouns,
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Mymology.

itoho to hurt, annoy

houcanhi, houcaner to smoke (trans).

boitffiter to snub

cancansiner to stagnate {calcinerl)

ciiemher* to hold, seize {Hens Men ?)

cheper to excel greatly

conijler '

€scotvfier
to loiter about, dawdle

corcohiar to prance ; work hard (Sp. corcovear)

cosqiieliser to make a laughing-stock of

drivaitr to wander about, be a
Tagabond

(deriver)

f^l •tofc:l C^^S')

/outer to strike, heat ; cast down
violently

;
give iu a rude

manner

gaoidcr \ to romp {garruleux)

fjouroupicr • 10 curry favour {croupier)

gralfiiihi, graffil^er to scratch igrijjvntr)

Janjder to twist, wriggle

lainder to beat, strike violently

mdcJiico'er to tear or crush in pieces (macJiicatoire)

maCMucar to smash (Sp. macliucar)

marecager to entangle, involve (moA^ecage)

maconnen to sew or tie clumsily

mek-mek to mince matters (Eng. malii
make)

rodaier to ramble about (roder)

sagga'ier to ransack ; cut in pieces {sacccger)

santoiirar to bless } ironically, to abuse (Sp. santoral)

49

* The Crcolos in speaking use the interjection cnms ! obviously the French
tiens 1 which is coin-ncnly eni])]oyc'.) in t!ie hwii^ way ; thus, cnens ! mocn cucmbsr
zombi'i, hold I I have found him out, Fr. tiens /Je L'ai surr^ris duns ses ruses.

f For gioulex. The artiRcial forms in this list are intcndod for the be!(;f=r dig-

crimiiiition of thcso words when thfjy are verbs. Wo may here repeat that
we usually adopt such forms wlieiiover they appear to bo necessary. For ex-
ample, in the section containing Creole inii.mives that are in reality French past
participles, we have couvhr, TwJr, ouver, etc. for couoert, mort, ouvert, etc , thes«j

latter forms being reserved lor use as participles.
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Creole. JSnglish. French.

simier* to prefer [ceseraitmieuxf)

toriar to bait bulls, etc. (Sp. torcar)

iovnaier to turn frequently {tourner)

vaumier* same as simier {vaut mieux)

vavoter to whirl violently; ho-

ver ; wallow

vinaier to come often {venir)

vonvonen, vonvoner to buzz

iedte-wdt& to say "what, what" ; i.e.

to speak English

'zfponen to spur

AUXILLIAEIES.

{ep^ion )

Of all tlie Creole Auxilliaries, tlie most important and commonly

used is ca> With regard to the origin of this word, we have not

been 'able to discover anything satisfactory. But it is a verbal

particle whicb denotes progression or continuance. Prefixed to a

Verb, it forms the Present Tense Indicative, mOst usually with a

progressive import; SlB, yeaux ca dejinen, they are Ireal'fasting^

Pr, Us dejeunent. Mi yon sepent ca tdt'ier corps-li nans %ehe la, see

tbere, a snake is tmstitty itself in the grass, Pr. voild un serpent

qui se tortille dans Vherle. denoting as it does the progress

of an action, ca is also a sign of the Imperfect Indicative.

Put, in order to mark the j^ast signification of tbis tense, 14, an

abbreviation of Hais, or etait, was, is prefixed to ca, forming the

compound ti ca, which is, in general, the characteristic of the

. Im^perfect;—thus, moen te ca dodinerhord caie la^ I was loitering near

'the house, 'Ex.je flanais^res de ceite maison.

•Shall or will, tbe future sign, is expressed in Creole, as often

in Prench, by means of tbe verb aller, to go : but only under the

forms c^ aller (i.e. ca- aller), eder, and va f^a);e.g: nous c'aller die

li ga, we shall tell him (or her) that, Yr. nous lui dirons cela.

Should or would (conditional) is represented by sS, an abbre-

-viation of serais, or serait, conditional of etre^ to be. "\Yhea

See note on gaoxder, preceding page*
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auxllliary, &e loses its radical substantive meaning, and retains only

the modal sense of should or ivould ; as, li pas se fair ga, he would

not do (or have done) that, Fr. il n' eaivoXt pas fait cela. But before

Adjectives and Past Participles, se resumes its legitimate import;

e.g : laggaie la pas se horiy si zdtes pas U ranger li, the thing would

not he (pvliave heen) good, ifj'ou had not arranged it, Fr. la chose

ne serait pas honnr, si vous ne Vavie% pas arrang4. Lette la pas se ccrity

the letter would not he Tor have heenJ written, Fr. la lettre ne serait pas -,

icrite.

Shol'ld have and would have may also be rendered by sc, aa

,

might be seen in the foregoing e:?amples ; but the most appropriate

mode of expressing these auxilliaries is by means of the combina-

tion se va ; for instance, li se va oiler, si nous fe lesser li fair cner li^

hQ would have gone, had we allowed him to follow his inclination,

Fr. il aurait alU, si nous lui avions permis de suivre son inclination.

Sometimes te va is used in the sense of should ov would have. Sea

-

conjugation of manger.

Can in. Creole is m, which, like My^, to know, id anabbrevi^-.

tion of the French savent, 3rd person plural Indicative ot savoir.

Like the English "can," savoir and its Creole corruption, sa, pro-,

perly denote ability resulting from hiowledge ; e.g : moen sa dans^r,

I can (i.e. know how to) dance, Fr. je sais dayiser. But neither ia

Creole nor in English is this restriction observed.

May, denoting permission iii English, is represented by pe^^

a corruption of peux, or peut, part of the French pouvoir, to be

able. Although a distinction is seldom made in the dialect between

p4 and sa, we are yet of opinion that it would be preferable to use

the former in cases where the sense of the verb is permissive ; for

example,

—

moen s^ danser, main moen^Q pas fair li apouesent, pdc,3

moen e7i de'i, I can dance, but I mag not do it now, because I am in

mourning. Ous sa aller, j'ou can (i.e. are ahle to) go : ous pe aller,

you mag (i.e. are permitted to) go..

May have or might have is expressed by means of the com-,

"bination se pe ; i}\\xs,—Jean se pe aller avant boln t4 coucher ; Jean, ma)/) \

h2
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(or might) have gone before tlie sun had set, Fr. Jean aurait pu atler

avant le coucher du soleil.

Could and might, as preterites of ca.n and may, are respectively

U sa and te pe. Like se, when aiixiiliary, U loses its substantive-

meaning, and serves as a mere sign of past time ; as, 7ioiis te sa

icri; main nous oilier^ we t^owZ^? write, but have forgotten, Fr. nous

pouvions ecrire, mais nous Vavons oiiblier.

Must is rendered in Creole, as in French, by means of the

verh falloir, to be necessary. But the only forms employed in the

dialect avefauf, fallait, and, more rarely, faudrait and faiidra. As-

impersonals, fallait and faudrait might have been allowed to retain-

their orthography, but it seems niore correct to write them/«Z/e' and-.

faudre, as pronounced by all ordinary speakers. For examples of^

their use, see conjugation of manger.

.

Must haye is td do4 or doe ie ; e.g r li te doe ouer ea ; or, better

still, ?/ doe te ouer ga, he must, have seen that. The former con-

struction may mean; *'lie ought to have seen that^" but the latter

presents no ambiguity.

There is also another locution meaning 7mist Jiave ; viz : maucn or*

maVi'hi te ; thus,, ehe7i la m&Tien voer quecho'ie, the dog must have seen

something ; ous mniien te die li ga, you must have told him so. Some-

time, though seldom, the French construction with aura is employ-

ed ; as, Z^' aura te ouer li ca hatte haSyhQ muc4 have seen him in

reduced circumstances..

Let, though not strictly speaking an anxilliary, may be allow-

ed some notice here. This verb is represented in Creole by

Usse%^ Fr. laissez; ixs,-\QSsez-moen die ous, let mo tell you, Fr. lais-

BQz-moi vous dire. The Imperatives of quitter and alter (the latter

under the foiDi of anouns, for allons), are also used in the sense of

let, but there is a distinction in the meaning convej^ed by the use

of each. Anouns is employed only in the first pt^^son plural,, and is^

an invitation; thus, — anouns chapper corps-nous, let us escape,,

Fr. echappons-woMS. Quittez and Ussez are requests for permission!

to do the action expressed by the verb they govern ; as, quittez:

for lessez) yeaux pousser blague yeaux, let (or allow) them (to)

have their chat, Fr. qu.Hls aient leur Hague. In conjugating

manger, we give more than one person in the Imperative, bat
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merely as a matter of practical convenience; for wo are aware

that anouns, quitte%, and lessez are not there anxilliaries, but

principal verbs governing manger in the Infinitive Mood.

MOODS..

The Mood of a "Verb is the manner in which it is used.

"When a Verb asserts, whether afiirmatively or negatively, it fs^

said to be in the Indicative Mood ; as macaque connaite qui hois W
ea moutery monkey knows what sort of tree he climhs, Fr. le singe sait

%ur quelle arlre il faiit grim,per. La fiwen pas ca soti sans difcy.

smoke does not issue without fire, Fr. pas de fumee sansfeii.

When a Yerb expresses an action in a doubtful, qualified man-^

ner, it is said to be in the Subjunctive Mood ; as, si lamer te c^

ehechery if the sea were to dry up ; Fr. si la mer allait sdcher.

A Verb is in the Imperative Mood when it commands or requests

;

as, bad'nen hien dp}^ macaque, main pouengfide manen lacue li, johe

with a monkey as much as you please, but beware of handling his

tail, Fr. amusez-i-ows tant que voudriez avec le singe, mais prenez-garde

de lui tirer la queue.

A Verb expressing an action in a general, indeterminate, manner,

without any reference to an agent, is said to be in the Infinitive

Mood ; as, ricanen, to giggle, creoliser, to creolise.

TENSES.

Tense means time.

The Present Tense of a Verb denotes an action going on in pre-

sent time ; as, li ca amblouser p6r houque la, he is humbugging the

poor fellow, Fr. il irouipe ce pativre diable,

A Verb is said to be in the Imperfect Tense when it expresses an

action as going on in past time ; as, yeaux te ca bale blow la Iher moen

river, they were relating the incident when I arrived, Fr ils racon-

taient cette affaire lorsquefarrivai.

When we speak of an action done in the past, without any re-

ference to its progress or duration, the Verb denoting such action

is said to be in the Preterite or l*ast Indefinfte Tense ; as, moen

voer li ca cnsser bois nans zoretes li, I saw he was obstinate, Fr. Je vis

qu^il s' ohsiinait.
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An action which is to take place, is expressed by the Future -^

Tense; as, ows c'aller batte // ^jon bahotile, jon will tellhim. a cock-

and-bull story, Fr, vous lui direz des sornettes.

The specialities of the Present and Past Perfect. Tenses are, that

they denote action completed, the former at present, and the latter in

time past ; e.g : Pres. Perf. moen voer qa deja, I have seen that

already, Fr. j'ai d^Jn vu cela

:

—Past. Perf. notis te Jd ou^v ga, we
had already seen tha,t, Fr. naus avions dSjd \vl cela..

• CONJUGATION.

The Yerbs in Creole come under two classes or Conjugations.

The first, and by far the largest, comprehends all verbs that

form the Present and Imperfect Indicative with ca ; the second,

which may be called Irregular, comprises about twenty verbs that

either do not admit, or commonly dispense with, that auxilJiary in%

the formation of those tenses.

Conjugation witli ca :-—Manner, To Eat..

Indicative Mood—Present Tense..

SINGULAR,

Creole. Unglislx. French"..

1. mo^n ca manger-

2. ous ca manger

3. li, i^i) ca manger

I eat, or am eating je mange

you eat, or are eating vous mangez

he, she eats, or is eating it, elle mange

1. nous ca manger

2. zotes ca manger

3. yeaux ca manger

PLURAL.

we eat, or are eating

you eat, or are eating

they eat, or are eating

Imperfect Tense,

nous mangeons

vous mangez

Us, elks mangent:

1. mom te ca manger

2. ous te ca manger

3. li, (*ij te ca manger

SINGULAR.

I was eating

you were eating

be, she was eating

je mangeais

vous mangiez

t7, elle mangeait^
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PLURAL.

Creole. JEngluh.

2.

^3.

nous te ca manger we were eating

zoles te ca manger you were eating

yeaux U ca manger they were eating

Fremh.

nous mangions

voiis mangiez

ih, dies mangeaierit

Preterile and Perfect Tenser,

moen manger

ous manger

3. li, ('t) manger

nous manger

zotes manger

yeaux manger

SINGULAR.

I ate, or have eaten je mangeai, or ai mangi

you ate, or have eaten vons mangeates, oravez
mange

he, she ate, or have eaten i7, elle mangea, or a mangi

PLURAL.

We ate, or have eaten nous mangeames, or avons
mange

you ate, or have eaten voiis mangedtes, or avez
mange

they ate, or have eaten ils^ elles mangerent, or ont

mange

Past Perfect Tense,

SINGULAR.

mohn te manger I had eaten favais, or eics mange

ous te manger yoxx had eaten vous aviez, or eutes mangi

li te, manger he or she had eaten ?7, elle avail, or cut mange

PLURAL.

nous te manger we had- eaten nous avions^ or eunies mange

zotes te manger you had eaten vous aviez, or eutes mang^

yeaux te manger they had eaten ils, elles avaienf, or eurent mangi

Future Tense,

SINGULAR,

1. moen c^aller manger I will (or am going to) eat jemangerai

2. ous c'aller manger you shall {or are going to) eat vous mangerez

3. li,{'i) c'alkr manger he, she will (or is going to) eat tV, elk mangera
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'Creole.

1. nous caller manger

2. zotes c'aUer manger

•8. yeaux c'aller manger

PLUEAL.

English.

we shall, etc. eat

ye will, etc. eat

they shall, etc. eat

Other Forms.

Trench.

nous mangerons

vous mangerez

Us mancjeront

SINGULAR.

1. moen caer manger 1 am going to eat

2. ons va manger you are going to eat

3. H ca'er, or li 'a manger he, she shall eat

PLURAL.

1. nous va manger

2. zotes cder manger

3. yeaux va manger

we are going to eat

you will eat

they are going to eat

je vais mnnger

vous allez manger

il, die va manger

nous allons manger

vous allez manger

Us, elks vjnt monger

Conditional Mood—Present Tense.

1. moen se manger

2. ous se manger

3. li ('i) se manger

1. nous se manger

2. zotes se manger

•3. yeaux se manger

SINGULAR.

I should eat

you would eat

he, she would eat

PLURAL.

we should eat

you would eat

they should eat

Fast Tense,

je mangerais

vous mangeriez

a, elle mangerait

noxis mangerions

vous mangeriez

Us mangeraient

SINGULAR.

1. moen se va manger I should have eaten faurais mange

2. ous se 'a manger you would have eaten vous auriez mang(f

3. li {'i) se va manger he, she would have eaten il, elle aurait mange

PLURAL.

1. nous se^a manger we should have eaten nous aurions mang4

2. zotes se va manger you should have eaten . vous auriez mang4

3. yeaux se va manger they should have eaten Us auraient mangi
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Creole.

1. moen te va manger

2. ous te 'a manger

3. li, (i) te 'a manger

1. nous te '« manger

2. zotes te va manger

3. yeaux te 'a manger

"2. mangez !
*

3. lessez-U manger 1

Another Form,

JEnglish.

SINGULAR.

French,

should have eaten faurais mange

you would have eaten vous auriez mange

he, she would have eaten il, elle aurait mange

PLURAL.

we would have eaten nous aurions mangS

you should have eaten vous auriez mange

they would have eaten Us auraient mange

Imperative Mood.

SINGULAR.

eat!

let him eat

!

mangez

:

quHl mange.

PLURAL.

1. anonns manger let us eat

2. mangez ! zotes mangez! eat ! eat ye

!

3. quittez-yeaux manger let them eat

mangeons

mangez !

quHls mangentJ

Euhjunctive Mood—Present Tense,

1

.

si moen manger

2. si ous manger

3. si li manger

SINGULAR.

if I eat

if you eat

if he, or she eat

sije mangcais, etc.

* Such departures from the infinitive fonn as those in the text, are purely
artificial : the Creole being essentially non-inflecting. The notion that there
may be an imperative fomi in the dialect is suggested by the identity of the
sound of ez (the termination of that Mood) with the Creole pronunciation of er.

But if we turn to those verbs whose final sounds are dissimilar to that of er, we
find in every case that the same sound heard in the Infinitive prevails throughout
all the other Moods. As instances take fimerif tounen, coiide, jocne, ptnde,
vive, etc.
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English.

PLURAL.

French,

quoique nous mangwns, etc.1 . mdgre nous manger altho' we eat

2. mdgre zotes manger altho' you eat

5. mdgre yeaux manger altho' they eat

Fmt Tense,

1. quand-meme moen te manger even tho' I ate meme sijemangeais,etc.

2. quand-meme ous te manger even tho' you ate

3. quand-meme H te manger even tho' he, she ate

PLURAL.

1. quoequi nous te manger altho' we ate, (had eaten) quoique nous ayons
mange, etc.

2. quoequi zotes te manger altho' you ate

3. quoequiyeaux te manger altho' they had eaten /

Potential Mocd—Present Tense,

SINGULAR.

1. moen sa (orpe) manger I can or may eat

2. ous sa (or pe) manger you can or may eat

3. si sa (orpiJ manger he, she can or may eat

PLURAL.

1. nous sa (orpe) manger we can or may eat

2. zotes sa(oYpe) manger you can or may eat

3. yeaux sa(orpS) manger they can or may eat

1 . faut moen manger

2.faut ousmanyer

Z.faut li manger

l.faut tious manger

2. faut zotes manger

d.faut yeaux m<tngcr

Another Form,

SINGULAR.

I must eat

you must eat

he, she must eat

PLURAL.

we must eat

you must eat

thev must eat

je puis manger

vous pouvez monger

il, elle peut manger

nous pouvons manger

vous pouvez manger

ils, elles peuvent manger

ilfaut queje mange

ilfaut que vous mangiez

ilfaut qu^il mange

ilfaut que nous mangions

ilfaut que vous mangiez

ilfaut qu'ils mangent
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Creole,

1

.

moen te sa manger

2. ous te pe manger

3. si te sa manger

JEnglish.

Fast Tense,

SINGULAR.

I could eat

you might eat

he, she could eat

PLURAL.

French.

1. nous te pe manger we could eat

2. zotes te sa manger you could eat

3. yeaux te pe manger they could eat

jepouvais manger

vous pouviez manger

il, elle pouvait manger

nous pouvwns manger

vous pouviez manger

Us, elles 072t pu manger

Fer/ect and Fluperfect Tenses,

J aurat pu man-
ger, etc.

SINGULAR.

1. moen sepe manget I may or might have eaten

2

.

ous se pe manger youmay ormight have eaten

3

.

li si pe manger he (or she) may ormight have eaten.

PLURAL.

1. nous si pe 7nangev we might have eaten nous aurions pu man-
ger, etc.

2. zotes si pi manger you may have eatert

3. yeaux si pe manger they might have eaten

Infinitive Mood—Present Tense.

Manger—To Eat.

Fast Tense.

PoU te manger—To have eaten

—

Avoir mangL

Farticiples,

IPres.—Mangeant—Eating.

Past —Matigi—Eaten.

i2
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Conjugation of a Verb without ca.

Aimen—To Love

—

Aimer.

Indicative Mood—Present Tense,

Creole.

SINGULAR.

English. French.

1. moen aimen I love faime

2. ous aimen you love vous aimez

3. li aimen he, she loves

PLURAL.

il, elle aime

1. nous aimen we love nous aimons

2. zotes aimen you love vous aimez

3. yeaux aimen they love lis, elles aimenf

Imperfect, PreteritCj and Past Perfect Tenses,

SINGULAR.

1. moen te aimen I loved, had loved faimais, avais, eus aimi

2. ous te aimc'71 you loved, had loved vous aimiez, aviez, eutes oimi

3. i te aimen he, she loved, had loved il, elle aimait, avail, eut aim4

TLURAL.

1

.

nous te aimen

2. zotes te aimen

3. yeaux te aimen

we loved, had loved

you loved, did love

they loved, had loved

nous avions aime, etc.

vous aimdtes, etc.

lis, elles eurent aime, etc.

These are, as before remarked, the only tenses in which the two

Conjugations differ. Besides aimdn, the other verbs thus conjugated

are:

—

Creole. JEnglish. French.

hisocn to need avoir hesoin (de)

compter to intend

co7inaite to know connaitre, savoir

content to like aimer, etre content (de)
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Creole.

doa*

envie

fouhicn
pasfoubihi \

hat ]

honte

jalou

m Writer

pe

poueferer

sa

save

simier

soucier

tint

vau

vaumier

vk-f

J^ngliah,

ought

to long

not to care

French.

devoir

avoir envie (de)

to hate hair

to be ashamed avoir honte, etre honteux, (de)

to envy, to be jealous of etre jaloux (de)

to deserve

to be able pouvoir

to prefer preferer

to be able pouvoir (savoir)

to know savoir

to prefer preferer

not to care (seldom to care)

to have, hold avoir, tenir

to be worth valoir

to prefer, have rather

to wish, want vouloir

IXTEEROGATIYE AKD NEGATIYE CO:N^JUGATIOiS'S.

To conjugate a Verb interrogatively, no peculiar construction is re
quired : the tone of the voice being the usual mode of indicating the

nature of a proposition :
—^thus, moen manger ? have I eaten ? Er.

ai-je mangi ? To employ the Verb negatively, pas must be put imme-

diately after the Nominative; e. g.

—

graisse pas tint sentiment^ fatness

is not fastidious, Er. la graisse n'a pas de sentiment. To ask a ques-

tion negatively, the foregoing construction, usually preceded by ece^

is employed ; as, ece yeaux toutes pas coer, or simply, yeaux toutes pas

cohr ? did they not all believe ? Er. n'ont-ils pas tons cru ? The

following are examples of these two modes of construction :

—

Vie, Tim, Save, Doe.

* Do6, meaning to owe, is also conjugated with ca ; e. g. li ca doe moen yon
Idgent, he owes me some money, Er. il me doit de Vargent.

t In the SjTitax of Verbs the reader will see in what cases these words are

constructed with cj,.
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Indicative Mood—T*resent Tense.

Creole. French.

SINGULAR.

1- ece moen vle'f

2. ece ous vlef

3. ece li vie f

1. ece nous tmf
2. ece zotes tni f

3. ece yeaux tm ?

do I want ?

do you wisli ?

does he want ?

PLURAL.

have we ?

have you ?

have they ?

JEnglish.

cst-ce queje veux f etc.

avons-nous ? etc.

and so on through all the Moods and Tenses.

Save — To Know — Doe — To Owe.

Indicative Mood—Present Tense,

Creole.

1

.

moen pas save

2. vous pas save

3. 'i pas save

1. nous pas ca doe

2. zotes pas ca doe

3. yeaux pas ca doe

English.

SINGULAR.

I do not know

you do not know

he does not know

PLURAL.

we do not owe

you do not owe

they do not owe

French.

je ne sais pas, ete.

nous ne devons pas etc.

EEFLEXIYE COKJUGATIOlSr

Is performed by placing the Reflexive Pronouns immediately after

the Yerh, thns :

—

Creole. Fngli&h. French,

1. moen ca soen corps-moen I am caring myself Je me soigne

2. ous content corps-ous you like yourself vous vous aimez

3. H amhoese corp>s-U he concealed himself it s'est cachd
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THE PASSIVE VOICE.

Omng to the absence of inflections, but, perhaps, chiefly to the want

of a regular Substantive Verb, the Creole is essentially suljective. In

fact, it may be broadly stated that a purely passive construction is

never used in the dialect, except by persons in some measure ac-

quainted with French. The Past Participles, which, in most lan-

guages, are the bases of passive constructions, have in general lost

their verbal force and become pure adjectives ; etre^ the verb to he,

whereof only a few corruptions exist under the forms ic, sd, etc.,^ possesses

its radical force oiily now and then. The passive phrases that can

be formed by us are with i4 and 84 alone ; but, owing to the ambi>-

guity that may arise from employing them in this way, we usually

construct our sentences actively. For example
:

' he is loved, Cr. yeaux

aimen It, they love him. If we say li aimen simply, the expression

would unavoidably be understood as, he loves ; similarly, nous se sou-

pouende, would mean, we would surprise ; but a passive locution may

be formed by adding a complement to the sentence : thus, n6m se

soupouende pa ces mounes la, we would le sui-prised by those people,

Fr. nous sertons surpris par ces yens-Id. Constructions of this kind are

evidently French, and should seldom be used, as they are not only

grotesque, but ambiguous as well.

TEANSITIVES Al^D INTEANSITIVES.

Most verbs in Creol-e may be used transitively ; that is to say, with

an accusative after them. This arises chiefly from the general sup-

pression of the monosyllables used in French to denote the reflexive or

intransitive nature of certain verbs. Each of the following, for

instance, though governing an accusative in Creole, requires both the re-

flexive pronoun and a preposition for their correct employment in

French :

—

* For further remarks on the verb to be, Idiomatic constnictions of the Verbs,

etc., see Syntax of the Verbs and List of I^oms.
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Creole.

entende misiqiie

chapper yon volee

mdier yon fie

moCUer yrands mounes

English. French.

to understand music s'entendre en musique

to escape a thrashing s^echapper dhine castigation

to marry a girl se marier a unejille

to ridicule elderly folk se moquer des grandes per~

sonnes

From the ahove examples it will be seen that the omission in Creole

of se, a and de, alters the relation between verbs and their dependant

cases, and makes direct regimens of these last.

There are, however, some verbs which, from the meaning they convey,

or by the decision of custom, cannot be used transitively in Creole, viz. ;

—

assise, to sit ; domi, to sleep
;
gdouler, to romp ; mdr, to die

;

to start
;
pe, to be able ; roda'ier, to dawdle about ; sa, can ; sdtij to

go out ; vavoter, to revolve ; vini, to come ; vive, to live ; etc.

IMPERSONALS.

The Creoles employ fair, to make, in combinatioU with certain ad-

jectives, to describe impersonally the state of the weather or atmosphere.

The invariable nominative of the impersonals thus formed is 'V, it,

which is more generally dropped than expressed in conversation. We
subjoin the impersonals :

—

Creole.

(i) cafair heautemps

te cafair houin

(i) tefair chaud

English. French.

it is fairweather

it was dusk

it was warm

ilfaii beau

c'etait sur la brune

ilfaisait chaud

To which we must add/a*V clair, to be light; jair foHe, to be cold;

fair noer, to be dark ; and also fair solei, to be sunny.

ADVERBS.

An Adverb is joined to a Verb, an Adjective, or another Adverb, to

qualify or to express some circumstance respecting it; as, 'f c(i dohter
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iches U touplein,* ho coddles liis children a great deal, Fr, 11 dorlote

beauooup ses enfanis

;

—madame la tiniyon lair tono' dende pou moen^ that

lady has too determined an air for me, Fr. cette dame d. V.iir trop

determine pour moi

;

—yonfoisce pou coud-coud, li '« vim bien vitcment,

so its for a feed, he will come very qidchly, Fr. pourvu qufi ce soit pour

manger, il viendra bien vite. The Adverbs arc mostly the same as in

French. Those that are peculiar will appear in the ensuing list.

As in French and English, adjectives arc often used adver-

bially; e.g. :—

Cr. Conga, ^i pdler gras ha yeaux, ein 7

Eng. So, he spoke/«^ (i.e. hoastfidly) to them, did he ?

Cr. Tit mamma'ie la ca fair toute-haggaie douole.

JSng. The (that) child does everything droll (i.e. strangely.)

Fr. Cet enfantfait toutes choses drOlement.

LIST OF ADVERBS.

Of Time.

Creole, English. Fren

a-la-fois at once, at a time d lafois

apoues after apr'es

apou^s demain day after to-morrow apres demain

apoms-mindi in the afternoon ap?'es midi

apouesent now, at present a present

aussitot, sitot as soon, as, soon aussitCt

avatit before, beforehand CaujjaravantJ

avant-hier, avant-zier day before yesterday avant hier

belle-drive a long while ago

bientot soon hientot

CKequefois sometimes quclquefois

dejd, 'ja already dejd

demain to-morrow demain

dr6-en-avant from henceforth dorenavant

dri often (dru)

encor again

* For tovtpkin.
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Creole, English. French

enmr (Okiiev pas) any more

ensouite xifterwards ensuite

jadis, or rather )

nans tonps jadis ]
formerly jadis

jamain never jamais

Iher when (a Vheure que)

lote-fois, Uzotes-fois formerly, in ancient times autrefois

pdncor, puncor not yet pas encore

2ntot sooner, rather pliitut

quajit-et-quant {t sounded) at the same time, .)

simultaneously
j

rdynent rarely, seldom raretnent

soudainement suddenly

souvc7it, souventmetif often souvent

iandis, tandtque whilst tandis que

tantot by and by tantot

tantot-ia a little while since

temps when

to'-o-tad sooner or later tot ou tard

tous-le-mouments every minute tous les moments

toiijous always, still toujours

tcms-U-jous every day tous lesjours

tout-d-lher just now, presently tout-d-Vheure

iou-somte dii'ectly tout de suite

Of Place,

d-cote aside, away

d-doete to the right d droits

uu-fond to the bottom

d-goche to the left

alliers elsewhere ailleurs

alentoU, lenfou round about alentour

u-pdt apart, separately apart

au-poues near by aiipres

cote f qui• cote f where? whither? quel cote?

dehors, deouors outside dehors

deier behind dcrriere
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Creole. English, French,

ilicite, dicite-ici from here iVici

en-avant forwards

en-bas below

en-erier backwards en arrierc

en-haut aloft, above

en-lair above, atop {en Vair)

jisse

jouqiie

jousse

jousse oti ?

Id

1
icite up to here

how far ?

there

jusqiCici

jusqu^oii f

Id-has-ld yonder Id-has

hen afar loin

6ti where oil (es-tu ?)

poues

2)ouoche

near

near by

pres

jjrochc

d-corpS'dort-d-corps-vei

d-couhd

d-dddd

d-lassaut

d-lenvers

au-biGouh

bien

cabd-cabd

con, comme

con ga meme

coument

coument cownent

cou\\an-cou\\an )

ca\\an-caYi.an ]

di suite

di-vient ? doH-vient ?

en-balan

en-bene en-bene

en-bi^s

Of Manner.

cautiously

clumsily ; schemingly

astride

unawares

WTong-side-otit

to perfection

well

climisily

like, as

in like manner

how

at all events, however

slowly

successively de suite

how comes it (that) ? d'oic vient ?

fiwayingly

furtively, sneakingly (Eng. bend)

j2

d co>ps dort d corps veille

(a Vassaut)

d Venvers

comme

(comme cela meme)

comment
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Creole. JEnglish. French.

en-hiscade covertly (amhiscade)

en-houloqite higgledy piggledy

(Hsemhe together ensemble

esjyoues purposely expres

inal, mahnent, malouque badly mal

micx better mieux

pdfoce forcibly, reluctantly parforce

l^ele-mele, en 2>eque-mele confusedly pele mele

piame-iname so so, by degrees

j)oc-a-poc (Sp.) gradually, little by little

ric-d-rac up to the brim ric d ric

sangfoete calmly, in cool blood de sangfraid
sansfute without fail sansfante
sans honte shamelessly

sans pider immodestly sans jmdeur

sitout especially surtout

so-so (Eng.J indifferently

fant-soet-pe very little, however small. (tant soit pen)

tout-din-covp all of a sudden (tout d'un coup)

touop too, too much trop

touop pe too little trop peu

tout-d-faite altogether, entirely tout dfait

yon-fois at once (unefois)

Of Affirmation^ Denial^ Sfc.

ahsoUment, assoUment

d-coup-si

aussi

hien si

gasse-jye

cetelement

coument none f

jama in

na fin songsj

7ion

non coument

absolum,enf

a eoiqj sur

assm-edly

of com-se

also

very true hien sur

perhaps cela se peut

certainly certainement

how so ? most decidedly comment done f

never jamais

(do) not ne

no

no indeed
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Creole. ILnglhli. French.

pas not

pas pihce not at all

pitete perhaps jteut etre

pou-toute-bon, toute-hoji really, in good sootli (jjour tout de bon)

sans doute doubtless

sans die menti truly (sans dire mentir)

Of Quantity^ Niimher,
, Sfc.

d-hime-so abundantly

assez enough

assez con qa a pretty good deal

au-moens at least an nwin'i

aidant as many, as much

heaucoiq) a great deal, a great man;;

commen, comhi how many combien

di-plis in excess de 2>lus

encor more

en-pile much, a great deal en pile

Ger (^yith.2}asJ (not) much (juere

(/ran-cho'ie much grand''chose

Jio-to-to in abundance

moence less moins

pt few, little peu

plis more 2)lus

tant so much

PREPOSITIONS.

Prepositions are put before the words they gOTem, to show the rela-

tion which these words bear to others, as :

—

Cr. £ef nana code ce * pou cnouer.

Eng. Ox in rope is to (be) killed.

Fr. Boeuf a la corde est pour etre tue.

* This word represents the French c'est, it is ; but as neither ce nor est ia

used singly in Creole, and as the combination c'est does duty for the verb to he,

we shall in future adhere to the spelling given above, for reasons already stated
at pages 12 and 17.



Cr. Lire moen ondidans sac ous.

Emj. My book (is) in your bag.

Fr. 3Ion livre est dans voire sac.

Tbe following list contains the prepositions commonly used in Creole

Creole. JEnglish. French,

d-ce-pou as to, with regard to

(tlentou, le)itou around, about fatentourj

apoues after ajjres

avant before

compfe about, with regard to sur comjJte de

conte against eontre

de'ier behind derriere

depis since depuis

(U of de

(lici, cUcite from criei

(Urant, dirant tetups whilst dnrant

en in

en-has under, beneath

en-didans within (en dedansJ

en-Gtse instead of (en guise de)

eti-haut above

cn-tirant excepting

en-travers across

enfe between entre

envers towards

epis * with

excepU, cejJte except excepte

fGte for want of faute de

hodo out of hors de

jiquc,jisse,jouqiie,jousse up to jusque

laca'ie at the house of

la-sous upon, on (la-dessus)

lote-hod beyond (a Vautre hard de)

* epis, with, so spelt to distinguish it from et-pts, and—both representing
the French connective et puis, and then, after that, etc.
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Creole, English. French,

9yid,(/re in spite of malgre

nans in dans

nans mitan amidst

2id by par

pdmi amongst parmi

2)endant, pennanl while pendant

pou for pour

poues near 2)res

sans without

sOve save sail/

silon, soulon according to selon

suicant according to

vis-d-uzs opposite

€OXJIJI^CTIO]S^S,

Conjunctions join words and sentences together ; as, moen et-pis/ower

nous, I and our brother, Pr. onoi et notre frere ; H se crier ga yon

genementy si H U nans chimen It, he would have called that an obsta-

cle, if it were in his path, Fr. il aurait appeler cela un ohstacky s'«7 se

trouvail dans son chemin.

The Conjunctions usually heard in Creole are :

—

Creole. Jinglish. French.

ainsiy alosse so, therefore Cainsi, alors)

avant rather than (avant de)

conqa so, therefore (comma cela)

davoer because (d'avoir)

et, et-pts and (et puis)

mdgre although malgre

mdgre-si however if

ni—ni neither—nor

)

ohen ]
or (ou, on lien)

pace because parceque

si if
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Creole. EnQlish. French.

soet—0, soet—ohhn either—or soit

pisse since puisqiie

poutant yet pourtant

none then, therefore done

INTEEJECTIO]S"S.

Interjections are ejaculations by which we give vent to sudden emo-

tions; as,

Oui foute ! Ujlamhe ! Oh dear ! he is done for !

In Creole there is an infinitude of these ejaculations. To attemj^t to

translate them, as is done in some books, is simply absurd ; inasmuch

as the correct rendering of any of them by a particular expression must

depend upon tones and other circumstances which no grammar can take

into account. We content ourselves, therefore, with submitting a few

examples, under head of the emotion which 7nost usually gives utterance

theai :

—

Anger :

—

cri hie ! tomheau ! toulouse ! tempon I tomih; tonner di sort !

tonner di boese ! tonner mecou ! tomwr melengue I totie, totie ter !

sanieoton I ete.

Joy :

—

houavo ! liourre ! Men ! etc.

Grief:

—

aie ! aie aie aic ! helas I tco'i ! etc.

Apprehension :

—

ouifoute ! oui pipe ! oui nuiman ! etc.

Sm'prise :

—

ah ah ! eh eh ! oh oh / eh hen I etc.

DIALECTIC DEVELOPMENTS.

Spoken as it is by thousands upon thousands of human beings, to

most of whom all other language is unknown, the Creole would have

been a singular dialect indeed, if, from its formation up to the present
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time, it had continued to be a mere jumble of French words,

uncouthly pronounced, and, at best, pervertedjy understood. A language

spoken and yet inert is an impossibility. Hence this rude patois,

though abandoned to theignorant, and used only occasionally among in-

structed persons, yet exhibits one of the vital characteristics of living

tonguesinits capability ofgenerating nevrtermsfrom radicalswithin itself.

Of course, the operation of this procreating energy is but fitful and

limited ; but to a true philologcr it suggests a curious speculation on

what the Creole might have been, wero circumstances favourable to

its independent growth and cultivation.

Inthe foregoingportions of this workwe have given specimens ofpecu-

liar word-formations ; but only in illustration of general statements,

and without reference to the principles followed in the construction

of those which are not mere con'uptions but real develop-

ments of other forms. We will here offer a few remarks on these,

but our attention will be confined to nouns and verbs, as they are

more extensively formed in Creole than any other kinds of words.

NOUNS.

In framing nouns, generally from verbal roots, the most common

termination is ade ; as, from

VERB. xoux.

devircr (Yi\ deder) to turn back, dsclrade, a turning back.

boulevesser fFr. houleverser) to upturn, houlevessade, an upturning.

rimen (¥v. I'emuer) to stu', rimade, a stirring.

soucrer CFv. secouer) to shake, soucrade, a shaking.

In fact, a great number of verbs may, by means of this termination,

be converted into perfectly intelligible Creole nouns. Nor are these

new formations superfluous, even when the legitimate deriva-

tives are also used ; for these sjmonomous terms, in the lips of

even the most ignorant, express those distinctions in a general idea which

are so apt to be confounded. For example, the French substantive

from secouer, to shake, is secousse, in Creole soueousse. The usual

meaning of this word in Creole as in French, is, a shock, or sudden

K
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agitation. The Creole soucrade^ on the other hand, signifies a shaking.

Of course, the general notion of agitation adheres to both words ; hut

even they who cannot see the difference between a shaking and a shock,

could not fail to learn it,—from a little practical experience of both.

At all events, a Creole, if he has felt a shock, would say, moen senti

yon soucousse ; but if he got a shaking, say, from the jolting of a cart,

mohn trapper yon soucrade, must be his language, or he will not

have said what he intended.

A little less common than ade, and often substituted for it, is the

noun-ending age, Creolice aie. But, unlike ade, which usually de-

notes the act of doing f aie mostly signifies the thing done. The for-

mer answers, therefore, to the English ing, and the latter to ion ; the

one often used for the other, as age or aie is, in Creole, for ade, "We

subjoin specimens of words in aie

:

—

VERB. NOUN.

direr (Fr. durerj to last, la dira'ie, duration.

velopper to wind, veloppaie, a winding or fold.

maron to flee, marondie flight

soucrer to shake, soucra'ie, agitation.

maconen to sew clumsily, macondie, a clumsy suture.

The other nominal terminations are ment and tS, of which, we be-

lieve, the latter is most rarely used. In fact, the only words that we
have discovered with this ending, are houavet^, bravery, from louave,

brave (Fr. noun, Iravoure) : and malti distress from mal, in the Creole

sense of being *'hard up," or in low circumstances. We find ment in

tounement, a turning from tounen, Fr. tourner, to turn, genement ob-

stacle, impediment, from genen, (Fr. gener) to impede,—or, what is

not unlikely, genement might be formed from gene by apagoge of ment.

VEI?BS.

Exclusive of a number of verbs of genuine Creole growth, there are

a few from French etymons to which we shall devote a moment's at-

tention. To be brief, we shall speak only of those constructed from

verbs ; as they are somewhat curious. The termination of these, as
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indeed of most verbs in the dialect, is er, which replaces whatever

other ending the original verb may have. Between the termination

and the root, the syllable ai is inserted, and this gives a frequentative

meaning to the new formation ; e.g. :

—

SIMPLE FORM. FEEQUENTATIVE.

driver, to stagger drivdier, to stagger much.

rimen' to stir rimdier. to agitate

tounen, to turn toundier, to tm-n often

vim, to come vindier. to come frequently.

"We here close the Second Part of this Grammar. For a full and sa-

tisfactory discussion of individual words, the pages of a dictionary are

the most fitting place.

k2
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»

SYNTAX.

Syntax treats of the proper arrangement of words in sentences.

SENTENCES:

Before proceeding to the syntactical details of the Parts of Speech,

we shall offer a few general remarks on the framing of sentences in

Creole.

A sentence or proposition may be affirmative, negative, or interro-

gative.

AFFIEMATIVE SENTENCES.

When the snbject of a proposition is followed by a simple attributive,

by an adverb of place,—in short, by any word denoting its quality,

situation, or posture, no substantive verb is employed in Creole as a

connective, if present time is intended ; as,

.Creole, English, French.

moen bon, I a?n good, je suis ban.

ous malice, you are cunning, vans Mes ruse.

yeaiix Id, they are there, its sont Id.

li assise. he is seated, il est assis.

But if a noun, or any word representing it, follows in appositive relation

to the subject, then ci comes in as copula, in the present tense ; as.
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English. Creole, French.

ifous ce mounes wc are human beings nous sommes humains

zOtes ce angles, you are English people voiis etes anglais

"When the verb is in a compounded tense, the adverb does not, as ge-

nerally in French, come between the auxilliary and principal verbs,

but after the latter ; as,

Cr. Gens nous te oxier en-pile fois, our people hadq/Kew seen, Fr. nosgens

avaient souvent t>u ; nous se va connaite zotes bien, we would have known

you well ; Fr. nous vous aiirions bien connus.

When the verb ha« two regimens, a direct and an indirect, the lat-

ter must in Creole come first ; as,

Cr. Se-se '/ ha mounonque nous hagga'ie la, his sister gave our uncle the

thing, Fr. sa soeur a clonne Vobjet a notre oncle.

The French dative construction agrees with the Creole only in par-

ticular cases ; as when the indirect regimen is a personal pronoun, etc.

NEGATIVE SENTENCES

Are formed by means ofpas, which is supplemented hjjammn, or by

piece according to circumstances, if there is no verb expressed. The

place of ^;«s is always after the subject or its accessories ; but when

there is a verb, it comes immediately before this last, whether simple

or compounded ; as,

Cr. Moen pas malice, I am not cunning, Fr.Je ne suis pas ruse.

Cr. Joupa la qui nans place la pas grand, the hut that is in the place (is)

not large, Fr. la cahane qui est dans ce lieic n^est) pas grande.

Cr. Macaque pas ca die iche li laide, monkey does not say its young is ugly,

Fr. le singe ne dit pas que ses jpetits sont laids.

To strengthen a negative, jamain is often used with pas ; as,

Cr. Gens hon-temps pas jamain connaite Iher temps yeaux hon, people (see-

ing) good times never know when their times are good, Fr. les heurcux ne

savent jamais lorsqu^ils le sont.
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—

the aeticles.

In compounded tenses, jamain generally comes between the auxilliary

and principal verbs ; but it may sometimes precede the former
; as,

Cr. Bomhance pas ca jamain ^aiie/i meci, or pasjamain ca ga'Aen meci, ex-

travagance never buys thanks, Fr. la prodigalite n^achete jamais de remer-

ciments.

Pi^ce, coming in a sentence after pas, forms an absolute and total

denial; as,

Cr. Ous pas pieter li piece, you did not follow him up at all, Fr. vous ne

Vavez pas epie du tout.

This word, when thus used adverbially, must always follow the prin-

cipal verb, the accusative or its accessories.

IIS'TEREOGATIVE SEIfTEIfCES.

We have, at page 61, explained that a question is asked in Creole

cither by the tone of the voice or by means of ece placed before the sub-

ject. "With respect to sentences that have a present substantive import,

no change of construction is required ; except when the question is

asked by means of qui moune, qui ga^ ga, etc, in which case yd"^ (amy

is, are) must come after the subject or its accessories ; as, qui moune

ous ye ? who are you, qui etes vous ?

Cr. Qui ga hagga'ie la qui la-sous tahe la ye ? what is that thing wh^ch is on

the table ? Fr, quel est Vobjet qui est sur la table ?

SYNTAX OF THE ARTICLES.

THE INDEFINITE AETICLE,

" The Indefinite Article, yon, is used in Creole, to denote a sin-

gle indeterminate object ; as, yon ndmme ca mdr, a man dies, (Fr. uu

homme meurt.)

* From yest the Creole pronunciation of est is. See note on yeaux, page 12,

and that on ci-, page 60.
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It is used in Creole, but not in French, before words, denoting,

the nationality, rank, or calling of persons ; as,

Cr. Papa moen pas jonfouances, my father is not a Frenchman, Fr. mon

pere n^est pas Frangais.

Cr. Missier la ce yon gouvener, that gentleman is a governor, Fr. ce mon-

sicur est gouverneur.

Cr. Fouer U ce yon soliciter, his brother is a solicitor, Fr. sonfrere estpro-

cureur.

It is also employed, contrary to French usage, before a noun placed

in an appositive relation to another ; as, Jean ca moder doegt ; yon hag-

gaie moen U save U pou river, John is biting (his) finger {i.e. repenting

bitterly) : a thing I had known would come to pass, Fr. Jean se mord le

doigt f.i.Q se repent amerementj : chose guefavais su devoir sefaire.

The Indefinite Article is also used after ga before nouns occurring in

exclamations ; as, gd yon zaffair f what a business ! Fr. quel affaire !

THE DEFINITE ARTICLE.

The Creole Definite Article, la^ is appended to common nouns of

both numbers and genders, when used in a specific sense ; as,

Cr. Cdie la ous montrer madame la, the house you showed to the woman,

Fr. la maison que vans avez montree a la,Jemme.

But it is not used, as in French, with a noun governing the pos-

sessive ;'^ e.g. :

—

Cr. Cate papa tnoen, the house of my father, Fr. la maison de mon pere.

Besides being employed as above, la comes at the end of every sen-

tence in which there is a relative pronoun expressed or understood ; as,

Cr. Papelon la ga zotes ga^en la, the sugar-loaf which you bought, Fr. le

^papelon que vous avez achete.

Cr. Simaie la yeaux fair epis zeffets moen la, the dispersion they made of

my things, Fr. la dispersion quHls ontfaite de mes effets.

* In fact in every case where the faintest genetive notion is involved ; e.g.,

pouete Arime, the Arima curate, estimar fouanc^Sf the French steamer, gouvSner

LahdhadCy the Governor of Barbados.
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The Definite Article is omitted in Creole after the preposition

nans, in, when mentioning places familiar to both speaker and hearer,

to either, or to the subject of discourse ; as, nous pas sajouer nans sa-

vanejordMf we cannot play in the savannah to-day, Fr. nous ne 2^011-

vonsjouer aujourd'hui dans la savane.

Cr. Se-se moen oiler nans pit, my sister is gone to the well, Fr. ma sceicr

est allee an putt.

Cr. Lher nous aller lacaie li, 'i te assise nans lacou, when we went to his

house, he was sitting in the yard, Fr. lorsquenous etions chez ltd il etait assis

da?is la cottr.

USE OF THE FEE]S"CH DEEIXITE AETICLES.

The French Definite Article construction may be preserved in

speaking of weight, measure, and time ; as,

Cr. Sique ca vende a cinque goudes li haril, or, sique ca vende cinq goUdes

pou yon haril, sugar is selling at five dollars a barrel, Fr. le sucre se vend a

cinq gourdes le haril.

Cr. Toele con qa-ld doe yon goude la ydde, cloth like this must (be) one

dollar a yard, Fr. du drap comme ceci doit etre a ime gourde le metre.

Cr. Li om ca chanter toute laJoHnen, he only sings the whole day, Fr. il

nefait que chapiter toute lajournee.

In French, to denote a portion of any sensible object or abstract qua-

lity, the partitive article fdu, de l\ sing. mas. ; de, la, de Vj sing, fem.,

and des, plui'al for both genders) is placed directly before substan-

tives; as,

(a) II mangeait du heurre sans pain.

He was eating butter without bread.

(b) On a verse de Ve7icre sur mon hahit.

They have spilt ink on my coat.

(c) Lafemme me donna de la.farine.

The woman gave me (some) flour.

But in Creole the singular form of the partitive is never used, as

may be seen in the ensuing translation :

—

(a) 'e te ca manger her sans jJain.

(b) yeauxJeter lenque la-sous hahit moen.

(c) madame la ha moen farine fouance.
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Tlie plural partitive is sometimes used ; even wlien in French it is

replaced by the simple preposition, de ; e.g.,

Cr. Tim des moimes qui touu' beies, there are pei'sons who are too silly,

Fr. tl y a des gens que sont tres simples.

Cr. Ldbhe la bate des belles lives, the priest gave (some) beautiful books,

Fr. le pretre donna de beaux livres.

SYIs^TAX OF :N^0U]S'S,

The accidents and constructions of Nouns have already been so fully

discussed and illustrated above, that little remains for us here

but to remark on a few points omitted, or but slightly alluded to, in

our previous strictures on this class of words,

COMPOUNDED K^OTjNS,

It has already been seen that the Creole Possessive Case is ex-

pressed by placing the noun or pronoun denoting the owner imme-

diately after that denoting the possession ; without any other sign of

the relation existing between the words so arranged. It has also

been seen that the Creole construction is the Freneh construction with

case-sign de omitted.

This suppression of de is almost universal in the dialect; and gives rise

to the following usages with regard to those noun-relations that are indi-

cated in French by that preposition. A noun denoting the material

or species of another, comes immediately after it, a genitive relation

being implied in cases of this sort

;

Creole. English. French.

yon cotichc bois a sandal ©/"wood vne sandale dc bois

lamoelle bef ox marrow de la moele de boeuf
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Sometimes thougli in French another relation between two nouns is

indicated by a, the Creole formiala is the same ; as,

Cr. nomme gouos ziex la, the man with the large eyes, Fr. Vhomme aux

gros yeiix.

This occasions, ambiguities which are not possible in English or

French, owing to the difference of construction employed to express

the different relations above referred to ; thus,

Creole, English. French,

gon sac caco, though usually, a bag of cac^o un sac de cacao

often means a cacao-bag un sac a cacao

To .prevent mistakes, when expressions like sac caco, hoete capsiles,

panen pain, etc., have any but their ordinary meaning, it is usual to

employ some such circumlocution as, sac pou metier caco, hoete qui U

tni capsiles, pan^n yeaux ca mette pain^ etc.

Sometimes again, the words connected by de or d are all taken to-

gether as a simple appellative,—and generally limited from a general

to a particular application ; as, louile-a-houiler (Fr. de Vhuile a hruler,

i.e., oil to burn), lamp-oil. From the elements of this compound, it

is clear that all oil for burning may be thus indicated ; but in Creole

(at least the Trinidad Creole), it is used exclusively iov Jish-oil, and one

would be thought ridiculous were he to describe pitch-oil, cocoa-nut-oil,

or any other used for burning, as louile-a-lotdler. We must, however,

own that in English the same thing is observable ; for few persons

(we allude to those born and bred here), ever think of any but fish-oil

when lamp-oil is mentioned, or ever use the term except with that

specific meaning.

The Creole abounds in compounded nouns, many of which it is not

easy for strangers to understand j e.g.,
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ijon 2)asse-pd-th', " a pass by land," i.e., one who has come from out the Bocas.

pousslr-dife, "shover of fire," a stiiTer up of strife.

vent-mhien, " wind brought," same as j!?asse-^?«-^er.

vimti-vati* f^Fr. viens-tu, va-tu,) a gadder about.

pied-cochon, " hog's-foot," an illusory promise.

causer-ououge, "red-talk," indelicate conversation.

To express ''crowd," or ''multitude," the Creoles employ hdne, (Fr.

handej band, or rafale, before the nouns denoting the objects ; as, yon

bane mourns U la, a croivd of persons were there, Fr. une foule de per-

Bonnes y etaient;—^U haie yon rafale cappars, he gave .a great quantity

of coppers, Fr. il a donne une quantite de soils.

syj^tax of adjectives.

From what we have endeavoured to explain with regard to the Ad-

jectives in Creole, it follows that there can be no regularity

of concord between them and the nouns they qualify. The following

sentences, containing as they do the current and the fortuitous forms

of certain adjectives, will illustrate our doctrine : that when nouns deno-

ting animals or inanimate objects have been adopted into Creole by them-

selves, adjectives qualifying them will have the form cun-ent in the

dialect ; but if they have been adopted in such close combination with

the adjectives as to convey a single idea, the adjectives will have the fomi

required by French usage f :

—

Creole. JEnglish.

Ouohe li te faite ejus yon toele gris, Her gown was made with (of) a

qui te ca hien semhe toele-grise. gray cloth which very much re-

sembled holland.

Bee dleau-blanche ce yon dleau blanc ? Is a ichite Hquid ?

* Sometimes a verb. See List of Idioms for more of these compoimds.

t Part Second, page 28.

l2
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Creole. English.

Jordhi cS la-pleine-line, et laline plein To-day it isfullmoon and the moon

dlean. (is) full of water.

Moune ca crier in-pe boessons dleaux They call spirits "strong waters ;'*

forts, main yeaux pas faihes paase but they are less strong than

dleau-forte. aquafortis.

Medicme-dovLcepas medecine qui dovLx, A black draught is not by any

tovjous, means a sweet medicine. \

Prom the above examiples it follows also that nouns denoting animals

and inanimate objects have no grammatical gender.

POSITION OF ADJECTIVES.

The place of the Adjectives in Creole, as in French, is usually after

the Koun ; e.g.,

Creole. JEnglish.

yon nomme ^SLngan et-pis yonfemme a showy man and a cock-eyed wo-

ziex-coc^i. man.

There are certain adjectives which, when used singly, precede their

nouns in French. Of these we shall notice a few, which, in Creole

present some difference either as regards their usual position, or

otherwise.

Cher
J
dear, is placed oftener lefore than after nouns denoting persons,

and oftener after than before those denoting tilings ; as,

Creole. JEnglish.

" Ch^r maman moen, pas lapeine pie- My dear mother, its of no use cry-

rer, cher zamie nous 'Ja maron ing, our dear friend has akeady

nous.''* deserted us.

Voeld yon toele cher : qudte escallins Here is a dear cloth : forty cents for

poM yon ydde I one yard !

JDoiiXj sweet, never precedes its substantive, at least not as far
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as we have ever heard ; as, domplmes dcri^x U ca vende poii honhns,

sweet dumplings which she sells for cakes.

litclief rich, always follows its nouns ; e.g., yon moune riche, a rick

person.

Trisse (Ft. trute) sad, more often follows than precedes the noun,

especially when a person is spoken of ; as, moen ouer tois tits gdgons

trisses 6ti moen te aller h, I saw three melanchohj boys where I went.

According to the French Grammar, un grand homme means a great

man, and un homme grand, a tall man. In Creole only the former

phrase is used, and it invariably means a full grown or full aged man
;

e.g., yon grand ndmme con ga pas te doe jouer epts ces jenesses la, a ma-

ture man like that should not have played with those youths. To indicate

a "great" man, the phrase ^'grand tete" is commonly employed ; as,

ous te sa ouer li tS yon grand tete, you could see he was a great per-

sonage.

GOVEENMENT OP THE ADJECTIVES.

Adjectives expressing plenty, or scarcity, want, absence, and others

of similar import, require, in Trench, the preposition de before their

regimen.

In Creole, they either take no preposition at all, or, what is more

generally the case, any other than di, as may be* seen by the ensuing

illustrations ;

—

French. English. Creole.

il etait plein de honte he was full o/" kindness '/ te plein hontS

heaucoup de gens many persons yon pile mounes

Capable de lefaire in French, "is cai>able of doing it ;" but in Creole,

capdbe fair li, the literal translation, does not mean exaactly the same

thing.

Capdbe, seldom used in a laudatory sense, always involves a refe-

rence to the character of its noun, while sa is the worcj employed in all
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cases to express ability, without any implication of censure. If

we wish to say of a person with dishonest habits, that he

is likely to tell an untruth, etc., we must in Creole use capdhe ; e.g.,

li ce yon hoiigue qui capahe mentis he is a fellow who (is) eapaUe of

lying ; i.e., he is just the kind of person to do so. If we spoke simply

of his ability to nin a mile, capdhe would give place to sa

:

—i sa

cououi yon mile ; but should we mean that he would run that distance

for the purpose of stealing, capahe must be used :
—

'« capabe cououi yon

mile pou fair yon v6le ; he is capable of running st mile to commit a

theft. Perhaps a more striking illustration may be found in the pro-

per Creole translation of the English phrase: *'he is quite capable oi

protecting himself," Pr. il est ^res-capable de se proUger. Here, no cen-

sure being intended, capabe is not admissible : we must translate : li

sa pouend soen corps-U bien. ^N'egatively, however, capabe is only a

stronger expression of ability than sa ; e.g., moen pas sa houanenjambe

moen^ is the same as, moen pas capabe houanenjambe mokn^ the former

being ** I cannot move my leg," while the latter may be understood as, *' I

am ivliolly incapable of moving my leg." The fluctuations of meaning

observable in capahe is, common to most of the following adjectives,

which reject or take the prepositions we have placed after them, ac-

cording as they are placed before nouns or before verbs :

—

French. English. Creole.

charge de laden with chdge evec, epls

desoU de disconsolate for desole pou

las de weary of, with lasse evec, epis

prepare de prepared/or, to pouepare, pou

prete a ready to pouete pou .

rassasie de satiated with rassasie epis, evec

tounneiite de tormented with toicmente epis, evec

In Creole, such adjectives as oblige, lasse, rassasie, honte, etc., may

in general, take no preposition before verbs and infinitiyes used a»

nouns ; e.g. :

—
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Creole. Miglish. French.

Ous doe honte paler con You ought to be ashamed Vous devez avoir honte

qa. q/" speaking so. d^parlerainsi,

£efpas ca jamat?i lasse The ox is never weary of Le boeuf Ji'estjamais las

jjoter cones li, carrying his horns. de porter ses comes.

Moenrassasiei^i^man- I am sick of eating. Je suis rassasie de

ger. manger.

It frequently happens, however, that, in order to be understood, the

French must be translated into Creole by synonomous terms. Anancient

inhabitant of some country district, who has had but few opportunities of

hearing, and less of learning, French, (or even wliat we may call the

high patois^) would find it difficult to comprehend our meaning, if we

told him, nomme la digne di louange, the man is worthy of praise.

Doubtless, the two first words of our statement would be very plain

;

but all the rest might have been so much Greek, for all he should un-

derstand about it. But if we come down to his vernacular, and try,

ndmme la meriter yeaux vanter li, the man deserves (that) they (should)

praise him, or, ndmme la meriter hate Ion nom^ the man deserves to be

given good name, it would be all clearness, all light, to our rustic

friend.

The examples we have given above of the pronouns required

by adjectives might be multiplied greatly ; but we believe they suffice

to show the points of difference, in this respect, between the dialect and

the parent speech.

COMPAKATIVES.

To express than before infinitives, the French employ que de, but the

QiQioles passe pou and sometimes j!?«sse alone; e.g. :

—

Creole. English. French,

Li die simie zotes te He said it is better you // dit que ce serait

hatte li passe pou te bd had beaten him than mieux que vous Vau-

H yon tape conqa. to have played him riez battu que de Va-

such a trick. voir joue tin pareil

tour.

Meier li mur passe dri- It is better for liim to Mieux pour lui serait

vdier toiqmfout. die than to keep wan- de mourir que de va~

dcring about. .gabondcr.
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Before any tense «f the Indicative, the Prench express than by que nCf

when the sentence is not interrogative : in Creole pass6 is the word

employed in this case also. Fou, being an infinitive sign, is not admis-

sible :

—

Creole, JEnglisk, French.

Oils pits mele passe moen You are more astute Vous etes plus Jin

te ca coer. than I thought. qncje ne pensais.

I jjlts bon passe ous ca He is better than you II est meilleur que

die, are saying. vous ne dites.

Before numerals the Creoles generally omit plisy using passe alone in

comparisons : the Trench j^^Zws requires de immediately before the

numeral; as,

Creole. English. French.

Tim passe tois ca'ies lute- There are more thaji II y a plus de trois mai-

bod cela-moen. three houses beyond sons au-deld de la

mine. mie?ine.

Li metier passe i/on dou~ He has put in (cheated) II a trompe plus d'«<w«

zaine mounes endidans. more tlum a dozen douzaine de gens.

persons.

SYNTAX OF PBOI^OUKS.

TERSOXALS.

The place of the Personal Pronouns in the nominative case, is inva-

liably before the verb, whatever may be the nature of the proposi-

tion; as,

Creole.

Moen coucher Jians serein,

Dos moen tout mou'ie :

Zotcs hci moen lade la

Pou ra'aUer changer.''^

English.

I lay in the dew,

My back is all wet

:

Do you give me the key

That / may go and dress.
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Creole, English. French.

Ott nous yef ga zotes ca Where are we f what Ou sommes-no\is ? que

hoer ? drink ye f Jwvez-vous ?

In exclamatory phrases, the Trench often place the nominative pro-

nouns after the verb, as is done in interrogatories ; but the Creole, in-

flexible and prosaic, allows no such latitude. Impassioned utterances

must therefore conform to immutable usage, which req[uires the verb

to always follow its nominative ; for example :

—

French. English. Creole.

^'Soldats!''' s'ecria-t-il, " Soldiers !" exclaimed 7ie, Li heler, " SoldatsV

^^qui m'ttitne-me suive !" "let him that loves me "ja qui aimen mom
follow me !"

souive moen .'"

Que viens-^e (Tentendre I What have /just heard ! Qui qa moen soti tende

la!

^' When there are two or more pronouns in the nominative case, a re-

suming pronoun, such as nous, vous, ils, is generally used in French as

the subject of the following verb ; as,

French. English. Creole.

Vous et moi, nous ^j^r- You and I will depart. Ous et pis jnoen cder

tirons. jidti.

Vous et nous, nous page- You and we will pay."* ZOtes epu nous va pa-

rons. yer.

As may be seen in the foregoing illustrations, the Creole coincides

with the English in having no resuming pronoun.

In imitation of French colloquial custom, the Personals are often

repeated at the end of clauses or sentences, to give prominence to the

individual they represent. This use of the pronouns is equivalent to

the English ''for my part," *'as to you," etc.; thus

—

* Dehllc's Trench Graimnar, page 265.
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Creole. English. French.

Zutes die zutes lassejouer; You have said yom are Vous dites que vous etes

onoerqjoncor lasse, moen. weary playing ; I,/or fatigtiis de jouer : je

my party am not yet 7ie le suis pas, moi.

weary.

Li tint lagent, li. As to him, he has mo- II a de Vargent, lui.

ney.

Eefore pas and alter , the first personal pronoun, moen is "usually

ahbre^dated :

—

Creole. English.

Yeaux ca die m'pas * vie travate ; et They say / do not want to work

;

iher ra'aller travaie yeaux pas ca vie and when /go to work, they do

payer. not wish to pay.

The position of the. Personal pronouns with regard to each other,

when there are two or more governed by the same verb, is a very per-

plexing matter in Prench. But the Creole arrangement of these words

is the same as with regard to nouns : datives immediately following

the verb and accusatives after. Of course if the sentence has not

a dative, the accusative is next to the verb :

—

Creole.

Moen machicoter li. f

Ous pas marer nous.

loner li.

Moenpdncor die 'i H.

Hd 'i li.

English. French.

I chew it. Je Vai machc.

You did not bind us. Vous nous avezpas amar-

res.

He saw it. II le vit.

I have not yet told it to Je ne le lui ai j^as encore

him. dit.

Give it to her* Eonnez-le lui.

* PronouTiced : Yo deem-pah-vlay trah-vigh, etc.

t Bearing in ixiind the relation in wlsich the first concoctors of the Creole

stood towards those who supplied them ^vith the vocabulary and general frame-
work of their dialect, we should perceive that the difference of arrangement
existing between the French and Creole pronominal accusative, though
striking at first sight, is nevertheless, . as respects the Creole, a servile foUoAV-
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In reply to questions, the French use le^ la, etc., in agreement with

the word to which the question refers ; but in Creole the answer is

either a simple oui (yes), or non (no), or the word together with the

noun and verb are repeated; e.g. :

—

French. English. Creole.

E?.t-ce Id voire frere ? Is that your brother ? Cefouer ous ca f

Non, ce ne Vest pas. No, it is not. Non; or non, cepasfoner
onohi.

Sont-ce la vos plumes ? Are those your pens ? Eee ce pUmes ous qa f

Oui, ce les sonU Yes, they are. Oui; c^ plimes mom.

The French pronoun y is sometimes represented in Creole by la-sous

ga, on that, la-sous li, on it, after penser, combiner, and other verbs

signifying to think or reflect ; as,

Creole,

^

English. French.

Ous c'aller combiner You will reflect Vous y penserez

la-sous 9a cm it

En, denoting a part, and used relatively in French, is not found in

Creole, except as an insigniflcant syllable of the hortatory Avords,

tempouie (i.e. f-en-prie), and soye-ous-en-si fsoye%-vous en sur)."^' The

partitive sense of en is sometimes represented by la-dans, in it ; e.g. :—

•

French. English. Creole.

Je w'en ai re^u que trois. I have not received but 3fohi p>as touver pass6

thi-ee {ofthem.) tois U-dans.

ing of, rather than a departure from French, usage. Between two classes of
men so diiferent in nationality, race, position, no conversation strictly such
was possible. From the ruling class the subject people received only commands
—and having a language to frame for themselves, they fashioned it according to
the model most frequently presented to them. "Frenez-le," " cou2yez-le,"
" arrangez-le," exemplify the kind of construction likeliest to strike the hearing
of the Negroes : and it is no wonder that, with no teacher to guide and explain,
they should believe this construction to be universal, while, in fact, it was only
common. These considerations will, we think, assist towards determining
the actual derivation of the verbs cited at page 48 as originations from the Im-
perative, or, with slighter probability, from the second person plural Indica-
tive,

* Of ensouhaite also.
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Where <9W isused personally, in the sense of ''from liim," *'of him,"

and so forth, the Creole generally employ nans lamm'n It, compte U^

in ''his hand," "about him," etc.; e.g.:

—

French. JEn(/Iish. Creole.

t/'en ai recu des hietifaitS' I have received bene- Mom ricivoer hienfets

fits from him. nans lamain li.

I^ous en parlerons. We shall speak of Mm Nous caller paler

(or it.) compte li.

POSSESSIVE PEOXOtris'S.

In French the Possessive Pfonouns are replaced by the Definite

Article, when the sense of the phrase clearly indicates the possessor ;

but in Creole no such substitution occurs : either the possessive must

be used, or some other construction resorted to ; as,

French. English. Creole.

J^aifroid aux mains. My hands are cold. Lamains jnoiinfoetes.

Vous avez mal a la tete. Your head aches. TeteoM^ca fair ous mal.

II a le corps trop gros et His body is too large Corps li touop gouos, et-

la tete trop petite. and his head too pis tete li touop pitit,

small.

Tti lui dots la vie. You owe your life to Oiis ca doe li lavie ous.

him.

Nous vmmestous\eB mains We all came with our Nous toutes vim cvec

liees derriere le dos. hands tiedbehindowr lamain nous marees

backs. deier dos nous.

To express "one of," as in the phrase^ "one of my friends," the

Creole expression is identical with the Spanish, and differs from

the English and French in both of which the preposition is used :

—

French ^' English. Creole 8f Spanish.

un de mes freres yon fouer moen

one of my brothers un hermano mio

EELATIVE PEOIs^OITlS'S.

For.the rules that regulate the' employment of the relative, (jfutj

ga, etc., see Second Part, page 39.
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deitoxstrati^t; peoxotjxs.

Celui-cij this one, the latter, and celui-Id, that one, the former,

are represented in Creole by ga-ld, this one, and I6te-ld the other

one ; but chiefly with reference to visible objects. The use of them

in the following literal translation would be puzzling to a mere

Creole :
—

French. English. Creole.

"L^opulence et le repos Opulence and tranqui- Richesse et-pis I

snnf. A ti/np si nvnnilp \\\-sj nrp n+. sn cr-rf^^^. flntiv si' Irtprt. tinsont d une si grande

distance Vun de Vautre

que plus on approche

de celle-la, plus on s'e-

loigne de celui-ci.

lity are at so great

a distance from each

other, that the more

we approach the

former, the more

we remove from the

latter:'
*

lavie-

doux si loen yone-a-

lote, pits nous ca vim

poues 16te-la, ce plis

nous caller loen 9a-la.

Instead of using lote-Ia and ga-Id in a statement like the above, a

Creole would repeat the substantives ;

—

pUs nous ca vini poues richesse,

c^ plis nous ca aller loen lavie-doux :—or he might use gone di yeaux

and Idte-ld ; which would destroy the definiteness of the statement, al-

though without changing its meaning ; for wealth and tranquility being

removed from each other, it follows that approaching either is re-

ceding from the other:

—

plis moune aller poues yone di yeaux, ce plis

li'ca quitter 16te-la deierj the more one approaches one of theniy the

more he leaves the' other behind.

Ce^ this or that, the French demonstrative, is used before etre,

to be, in the sense of it^ they, etc., according to the number and

person of the verb ; e.g. : o^est moi—it is I ; ce sont mes gens— tliey

are my people ; but in Creole the expressions c^st it is, and c''etait, it

was, are considered as single words. They retain their demonstra-

tive meaning only in part, and, especially ce, discharge the func-

tions of the substantive verb in attributive clauses ; e.g. :

—

* Delille's French Grammar.
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Creole.

SYNTAX.

English. French

Moen ce * yon hon moune. Iam a good person. Je suis une bonnepersonne.

Ous ce papa nous. You are our father. Vous etes notre pere,

Li ce gouos pague. He is a great personage. II est un grand homme.

PLURAL.

Nous cete * louois.

Zotes cet6 pions. f

Yeaux cete hons mounes.

"We were kings. iVbws etions c?es rots.

You z^jcre day-laborers. Vous etiez des laboureurs

They t^ere decent folks. lis etaient des gens de-

cents.

After the verb ouer, the Creole demonstrative gala (as well as Id)

is added to moen and ous, to direct particular attention to the

speaker or the person addressed. Zi, nous, zdtes, and yeaux usually

take Id alone, for the same purpose ; e.g. :

—

Creole. English. French.

Ous te ouer moen-9ala la- Did you see me at your Wavez-vous vu, moi,

ca'ie ous ? house ? chez vous f

Ous ouer li-la, '/ bon cote You see him there ? he Le voyez-voiis f il est

baton li, va. f is good at his stick maiti^e de son baton.

(I can tell you.)

Ous-9ala bd moen ze- You, make me a Christ- Vous, 7ne donner des

trenne

!

mas present

!

etrennes

!

When used as in the last example, ous-ga-ld and mom-gaid, ex-

press incredulity, indignation, or contempt, on the part of the

speaker.

* Not to speak of securing uniformity, (as in the case of te, sere, etc.,) the
abandonment of the inflected forms c'est and c'etait would be desirable if it were
only for our being accustomed to see them exclusively in the third person
singular.

t Sp. peon.

X Suchinterjectionsast'fl, toujous, oui, and others cannot be translated, though
they produce distinct impressions on the hearer's mind.
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INDEFINITE PRONOUNS.

Like on in French, moune and yeaux are employed by Creoles to

indicate in a vague and general way, mani/j some, and all per-

sons ; e.g. :
—

Creole. English.

Moune ca die Lacotefeme People say that the

Spanish Main is

far : that is by no

loen : gapas voue, tou-

jous.

French.

On dit qae La Cote-

ferme est loin: ce

n^estpas vrai du tout.

Yeaux ca echouer stimar

2)ou ranger It.

Onfaitatterirle hateau-

d-vapeur pour le re-

parer.

means true.

They are stranding the

steamer in order to

repair her.

After toute-moune^ every body, chaquin^ each one, and other dis-

tributive pronouns, the Creoles xlsq yeaux^ they, them, their, instead

of the singular li ; e.g. :

—

Creole. English. French.

Touts hete-d-fe ca clerer Everyglow worm sheds Chaquehete-d-feu eclaire

poll name yeaux. light for their (its) pour son dme.

soul.

Toute moune ca chdcher Every body seeks good Chaqu^un cherche du

been poU corps-yeaux. for themselves (him- bien pour soi-meme.

self.)

For quiconque, whoever, quelconque, whatever, the Creole equiva-

lent is quicon which is used adjectively ; e.g. :—quicon moune ous die

ga pas c'aller coer, whoever you tell that to will not believe
;
quicon

laggaie ous vUj whatever (thing) you desire.

SYNTAX OE YEEBS.

VERBS WITH TWO REGIMENS

'

We have already seen that when in Creole a verb has two cases,

a dative and an accusative, after it, the latter must invariably come

first.
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No sign of the dative is used in Creole after the following;

verbs, which take in French the preposition d before substantives

in that case :

—

appouende, to teach ; haie, to give ; confierj to entrust

;

die^ to tell ; doe^ to owe ; ^criOy to write ; moutrer, to show
;
pomette,

to promise
;
poudter, to lend ; rimette, ritoun^n, to give back j semen-

ter, to swear j etc. :

—

Creole.

Moen pas sa eerie papa

ous ga.

Madame la rimette iche

U hagga'ie la.

Si ous poueter Jean gavo-

lant lay li ' c'aller haie

tit se-s3 ous cinq-sous.

EXAMPLES.

English.

I cannot write that to

jovLT father.

The lady returned the

object to her child.

If you lend the kite to

Jean, he will give a

half-bit to your little

sister.

GOVEENMEKTT OP VEEBS.

French.

Je tie puis ecrire cela a

votre frere.

La dame remit Vohjet a

son enfant.

8i vous pretez le cerf-

volant h. Jean, il don-

nera cinq sous h voire

j)etite soeur.

There are verbs which in French require the preposition a or de

before an infinitive.

In Creole, the following take no preposition, though in French

they require a :
—accoutimen, to accustom ; aimevt, to like ; appouende,

to teach ; chdcher, to seek ; hahitouery to accustom
;
pessister, to per-

sist
; poucferer, to prefer ; rider, to help ; rinoncer, to renounce

;

simiery to prefer ; vautnierj to prefer ; etc.

Creole.

3foen accoutimen corjis-

moen lever nans som-

mei douvant-Jou,

Zotes pas aimen rider^ews

zotes idiir piece travai.

Nouspas ca rinoncer dan-

ser hellairs.

EXAMPLES.

English.

I have accustomed my-

selfto wake at dawn.

You do not like to help

one to do any work

at all.

We would notrenounce

dancing bellah-s.

French.

Je me suis accoutumS a

me reveiller au point

dujour.

Vous ?'t'aimez pas a

aider (a) vos gens a

faire nul travail.

Nous ne renoncerions

pas a danser des hel-

lairs.
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The following, with d in French, usually tokepoii in Creole before

infinitives :

—

halancer, to hesitate ; consenti, to consent ; encourager^

to encourage
;
engager^ to engage ; offer, to offer ; sevi, to serve ; tra-

vaie, to work j etc.

EXAMPLES.

Creole.

Yon nomme qui tint les-

pouit 2^as ca balancer

pou fair douvoir li.

Moen consent! pou aller

ha ous.

I te engager pou travaie

yon mois tout-sel.

English, French^

A sensible man does Tin homme sense ne

not hesitate to do his . balance pas a /aire

duty. S071 devoir.

I consented to go for Je consens a aller pour

you. vous.

He had engaged to II s'etait engage a tra-

work for only one vailler pour un mois

month. seulement.

The following verbs requiring de in French, usually take no pre-

position before an infinitive :

—

cesser, to cease ; chdger, to commis-

sion ; coumencer, to begin ; conseier, to advise ; consenti fpoiij, to con-

sent ; continouer, to continue ; craine, to fear ; defende, to forbid

;

mdnder, to ask ; emp4cher, to prevent ; entoupouende, to undertake

;

envie, to long for
;
focer, to force ; honte, to be ashamed ; menaeer,

to threaten ; m^riter, to deserve ; oUiger, to compel ; ddonner, to

order ; oUier, to forget
;
pouengdde, to take care

;
per, to dread

;

pouier, to pray ; rifiser, to refuse ; rigretter, to regret ; ristier, to

risk,

EXAMPLES.

Creole.

Moen (ca) craine trapper

ga mom mander poU.

J' per metter corps-U nans

tete hane la.

English,

1 fear to obtain what

I have asked for.

He is afraid to place

himself at the head

of the band.

French.

Je crains d^obtenir ce

qiiefqi deniahde.

II a peur de se mettre

a la tete de la hand4.
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Creole.

Pouqui ous rifiser aUer ?

ilohi honte poter ces p6-

treis-ga-Id.

Gens qui ca conseier

motme \gavihi chou-

val gouos houdin, pas

ca rider moune noun

JEngUsh.

AVhy have you refused

to go ?

I am ashamed to carry

these pictures.

They who advise one

to buy a big-bellied

horse, do not help to

feed him.

French.

Pourquoi avez-vous re-

fuse dialler ?

J^ai honte de porter ces

tableaux-ci.

Ceux qui vous conseil-

lent d!acheter un

cheval a gros ventre,

ne vous aident pas h.

le nourrir.

The following verbs of the same class in French, are usually em-

ployed in Creole with the prepositions placed afterthem : affliger pou,

sfflict/or ; hldmer davoer/to blame /(?r ; convinl-^0% to agree to] de-

lilerer pou, to deliberate to ; disconvini pou, to disagree to
; fouimi

pou, to shudder to ; offer pou, to offer to ; scmenter pou, to swear to
;

ripouoclier davoer, to reproach /or ; tdder pou, to delay to ; tenter pou,

to attempt to ; iremUer pou, to tremble to.

EXAMPLES.

Creole. English. French.

I tenter pou hd nous yon

bote ; main nous te

Id pou corps-nous.

Yeaux fouemi pou oulr

coument nomme la

ristier mouter en-lair

vuM la..

Li pas sa tader pou

vim.

He attempted to cheat

us ; but we were

alive to our in-

terests.

They shuddered to see

how the man ven-

tm^ed to climb to the

top of the mast.

He cannot delay in

cominff.

II tenta de nous tromper

;

niais nous gardions nos

interets.

lis ont fremi de voir com-

ment Vhomme se ris-

quait en montant le mat.

II ne peut tarder de ve-

nir.

The foregoing examples are intended as illustrations only of ge-

neral usage. For the duties required of a living language, are so

manifold and various, that their complete fulfilment demands a
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vocabulary nothing less than infinite. Yet every language, how-

ever copious, is but a limited assemblage of words ; and these, if re-

stricted each one to a special signification, would be hopelessly in-

adequate to the vast requirements of human intercourse.

Hence the necessity of multiplying constructions and applications of

single terms ; and hence, also, the impossibility of binding certain

words to certain constructions, as may be seen by the changes of

prepositions allowable in French and Creole to almost every one of

the verbs we have cited above.

USE OF THE MOODS AKD TE^^SES.

Verbs with ca. '

. ,

INDICATIYE MOOD TKESENT TEXSE.

The Present Tense is very often used in Creole, as in other

idioms, to describe past occurrences with greater vividness and

force. But, as it is the Present Tense of only verbs with ca that

can be so employed, a very tiresome effect is often produced by a

too frequent recurrence of that monosyllable. This a skilful speaker

avoids by a judicious mingling of past tenses with the historical

present, e.g. :

—

Creole. English. French.

Con moen ca soti- nans As I corns out of the Comme je sortais 2^0,^

lapote la, i ca fau' moen door he deals me a la 2'One, il me donna

yon coude baton ; Iher blow with a stick

;

nn coup de baton

;

moen trapper coiqy la, when I received the lorsque je yq^ms, le

etc. stroke, etc. . coup, etc.

As in French and English, the Present Tense is often employed for

the Future ; especially when an action shortly to take place is spoken

of; eg. :—

Creole. English. FreneJi,

MohiQ^ymidhnrmimeme, I come to-morrow. Je viens demain mems.

X 2
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THE IMPEEFECT TENSE.

The employment of this tense is the same in Creole as in other

languages. It denotes an action going on at the occurrence of an-

other that is past ; e.g. :

—

Creole. English French.

Nomme la passer la-sous The man passed on the L'homme passa sur

lanse la IJier ces wara- beach when the Wa- Vanse lorsque les wa-

hons la te ca haler rahoons (Indians) ef;ere rahons tiraient leur

cou'ial yeaux. dragging their canoe. courial.

The Imperfect also denotes actions habitually or frequently done

;

e.g. :--

Creole. JEjigl'ish. French.

Comment zotes te ca fair How did you manage Comment faisiez vous

retersanspomenen7tans to dispense with tak- pour vous dispenser

nouite ? ing walks at night ? de vous promener

dans la nuit ?

Preceded by si (if), the Imperfect is used in relation to present

time, and implies that the speaker is persuaded to the contrary of

his hypothetic statement. The same usage obtains in French

;

as.

Creole. Fyxglish. French.

jSimoent4 cavini Id, moen

se ouer compte zaffaire

la moen-meme.

If I were in the habit

of coming there, I

should have looked

after the business

myself.

SijeYenois ld,je verrais

a ces affaires moi-

meme.

After 5», the Imperfect has sometimes the force of a conditional
j

e.g. :
—
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Creole. English.
'

' French:' * "' • ^
*

Si oils te ca die ga qui If you would tell what Si vous disiez ce que

nans Udee ous, moune is in your mind, one vous avez a Vesprit.,

s6 save ga yeaux doe should know what to onauraitsuquefaire

fairpou ous. do for you. pour vous,

STJBJUNCTIYE MOOD.

In connexion with si, we may notice and dispose of that usage

of the verb which in the paradigms we have called the Subjunctive

Mood.

Its Present Tense is the same as the Past of the Indicative, with

si or some other conjunction prefixed ; e.g. :

—

INDICATIVE past; SUBJUNCTIVE PRESENT.

Cr. Moen manger. Si mom manger.

Eng. I ate. If I eat.

Fr. Je mangeai. Sije mange.

The Past Subjunctive in Creole is the Pluperfect Indicative, with

a conjunction prefixed ; as,

INDICA.TIVE PLUPERFECT. SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Cr. Moen te manger. Si moen te irianger.

Eng. I had eaten. If I ate, or had eaten.

Fr. Tavais mange. Si j'avais mange.

It is evident from the above that what we have called the Sub-

junctive in Creole has little in common with that mood in French.

The latter is an independent form and usage of the verb, to-

tally distinct from the Indicative, while the former, that is to say,

the Creole Subjunctive, is a mere variation of the Indicative con-

struction. It would be a waste of time to write a disquisition oa

BO barren a theme.
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YERliS ^YITHOUT CA.

As has been shown/'' the verbs conjugated without this auxilliary

are few in number, and differ from the other verbs only in the

Present and Imperfect Tenses. Their Imperfect, Preterite, Perfect,

and Pluperfect are identical.

When constructed with ca, they express an habitual action or state-

of mind contingent on and resulting from another ; e.g. :

—

Moen hai

mounes qui miprisants, I hate disdainful people (as a present existing

sentiment) :

—

mo^n ca hiii mounes Iher yeaux ca jair h4tise 4pis corps li.

It ismy custom to hate persons when theymake fools ofthemselves. Yeaux

honte mander nous ga, they are (at this present moment) ashamed to

ask us that
;
yeaux ca honte mander po-A 9a yeaux hisoen, They are

(habitually) ashamed (whenever they are) to ask for what they re-

quire. Prom which examples it will be seen that the distinction

between the conjugations is not a matter of mere fancy, but a fact

of some importance.

Sometimes the meaning given to the verbs by the addition of ca is

inceptive, and denotes the beginning of a mental feeling or con-

dition ; as, moen ca aimen place la, I am getting fond of the place
;

yeaux ca honte gens yeaux, apouhent, they are growing ashamed

of their people, now.

THE PEESEKT AND PAST PEEFFCT TENSES.

The Present Perfect Tense of verbs conjugated with ca is simply

the Infinitive placed after a nominative case ; as cheper, to excel

greatly, li cheper nous, he has greatly excelled us.

The Past Perfect is formed by prefixing te to the foregoing tense
;

as, li te cheper nous, he had greatly excelled us.

As the Preterite and Perfect meanings of a verb are not indicated

by any difference of construction, it is sometimes found necessary

to employ, as a perfect sign, jd, an abbreviation of d4jd, already j

e.g., li'i^casser toutes zassiettes la deja,, qui lapeine bofigonncnf he

* Part Second, pnge 60.
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has broken all the plates already , what is the use of grumbling ? We
are aware that^a does ordinarily mean the same as deja ; but in the

simultaneous use of them, as in the foregoing sentence, there is

something deeper than the seeming tautology.

THE IXFIXITIYE MOOD.

Every infinitive in Creole is used as a substantive. This license

has given rise to a variety . of singular constructions. Commonest

among these is the repetition of the infinitive with a possessive

pronoun, as a complement to some other mood of the same verb ; e.g. :

domi domi ous, ^^ sleep your sleep^^^ i.e., go on sleeping ; mom cou-

cher coucher mom, Iher moen tende hatta'ie la, "I lay my lying when

I heard the fight ; i.e., I remained lying when I' heard the fight ;

—

temp)oiiie, lesse%-nous soil sotl nous, "Pray, let us go out out going out C^

i.e., allow us to carry out our intention oi going out. In this way a

variety of impressions is convej'ed ; but the cardinal notion underly-

ing them all, is the continuance or prosecution of an inchoate

state or action.

Besides their employment as above illustrated, the infinitives

supply the place of participles.

PARTICIPLES.

Especially in verbs ending in er^ the Creoles present participial

termination is ant; as, mangeant, dan.sant, eating, dancing. But

generally speaking, the use of this mood is very limited. Verbs

ending otherwise than in er have generally no participial form; as,

coude, to sow, repone, to answer. This defect it is attempted to re-

medy in the following ways : the prejoosition en is placed before

the verb ; e.g., en coude yon moceau la-sous I6te, ous ca gdter ces toelea

la, by seiving one piece on th-e other yow are spoiling the cloths.

Sometimes ca is placed before the Verb ; e.g. :

—

Creole. English.

Ca die yon hagga'ie, ca ridie yon hag- Saying and repeating a thing every

ga'ie toiis-le-mouments, ca emheter minute, bothers mo.

moen.
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Con fl^v. commej, as, placed before ca, also gives the verb a parti-

cipial sense ; e.g.:—

Creole: English.

Con canote la ca boucler poente la, See how beautiful the boat looks,

gddez comment li belle ! as it is rounding the point !

The simple infinitive may sometimes have the force of a present

participle ; e.g. :

—

Creole. English.

MoSn save batte yon mamma'ie pou I know that beating a child for

toute tit bagga'ie pas ca fair li bon. every little fault does not make

him good.

On the whole, it would appear that present participial construc-

tions, pure and simple, are not much favoured in Creole.

PAST PAETICIPLES.

Verbs in <?r may be credited with a past participle whenever it

may be found necessary in Creole ; thus, '^ t4 assire ga, he was as-

sured of that ;

—

710US Tester lien coupes, '* we remained well cut; i.e.,

we were thoroughly disappointed. But, as has been already observed,

(p. 63,) these past participles retain but little, if any, verbal energy

;

having subsided into mere adjectives. Altogether, this is a most

difficult point, the complete investigation of which requires more

time and research than we can devote to it. The following facts,

however, may be noticed in connexion therewith.

Pew Frenchverbswhosepastparticiplesend in sounds different from

thatof their infinitives, have past participles in Creole. Consequently,

if we frame a passive construction having an instrumental case, (go-

verned by^ar,) the infinitive must be employed ; e.g., jilet moen te

coude^ci yon Ion tdier, my waistcoat was sewn by a good tailor. If

we use the French cousu instead of coiide, no mere Creole would un-.

derstand us. But, besides the probability of being misunderstood, if
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too Frencliified in his ^patois, an affected speaker incnrs the certainty

of being ridiculed for his pains. Whosoever condescends to talk

Creole, must, for the while^ forget his French, and believe (for it is a

fact) that he is using a dialect fully capable of expressing all

ordinary thoughts, provided the speaker is master of, and understands,

how to manage, its resources.

IDIOIEATIC COXJUGATIOXS.

To express^the act of doing, or being on the point of doing ^ in time-

past or present, infinitives are, in Creole, constructed as follows:

—

Ce or cete is placed before them, and a nominative case with, soma

other mood of the same verb after ; as,

Creole. MigltsFi.

Ce gader mohi ca gader qa. I amJust looking at that.

Cets gader moen ts ca gader. ' I ivas in the act of looking.

To denote an intention on the i)oint of being carried out, alter is

emi)loyed ; as

;

CS aller li te ca aller bd moen dlcau He ivas just about to give me the wa-

la. ter.

CS aUer li caller die qa. He is on the point of saying so.

To intimate that an action has just been done, sdti, to come out

from, is used with the verb, as in the following examples :

—

Creole. English. French.

3Iuen soil contrer epis yon I have Just met one Je viens de rencontrer

moune moen paste sou- w^hom I had but lit- quelquhin queje n'a-

cier ouer. - tie desire of seeing. vaisj^as un grand de-

sir de voir.

A repetition of soti, adds force to the idea of recentness ; e.g. :
—

Ce soti geaux soti man- They have been eating lis viennent de man-

ger : 2^as bd geauxjnece but this instant: ger : nc Icur donnez

cncor. don't give them a bit rien de jilus.

more.
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ADDITIONAL EEMAEKS 0:N A JEW TEEBS.

Fr. Avoir,

To Have ; i:tre, To Be.
Cr. Tim,

The place of avoiry as a principal verb, is filled in Creole by tint,

while as an auxilliary it has been displaced, as we have seen, by dif-

ferent parts of etre.

With regard to tint, it is curious to observe how it has supplanted

avoir, not only in ordinary phraseology, where the primary? import

of both,—namely, possession—suggests and explains the substitution,

but also in some of those idioms in which the possessive notion is by

no means so prominent. Not less singular is the coincidence of

Creole with Spanish, and other. Bomance dialects, in preferring

tenir to avoir in possessive and other analogous constructions. We
subjoin examples, with Spanish equivalents :

—

French ^ English. Creole 8f Sjmnish.

J'ai un tres-joU livre. Moen tini yon bien belle live.

I have a very handsome book. Yo tengo un muy hermoso libro.

II avait de Vargent. Li te-tini Idgent.

He had money. El tenia dinero.

Nous avions raison. Nous te-tiui reso7i.

We were in the right. Nosotros teniamos razon.

Najez 2)as peur. Pas tint per.

Be not afraid. No tenga cuidado.

The French construction d''avoir (as after hldmer, accuser, etc.,

Avhere cVavoir signifies for having, with having, etc.,) is in

Creole a pure conjunction ; viz., davoer. This word, like other con-

junctions derived from verbs, retains much of its radical import,

though, of course, deflected and obscured ; as,

Creole. English.

Tajya moen bimhi moen davoer moen My father beat me, because I did not

ptas tc viefair ga 'i die moen, -^yant to do what he told me.
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Another part of avoir found in Creole, is aura, employed as in

French to express probability or likelihood ; as,

Creole. English.

Li aura vim laccue Iher nous te nans He must have come to our house

leglise. when we were in church.

The third person singular Indicative Present of avoir ; viz., ^, is

found in the Creole phrase napoent (i.e., n''a imnt) which means,

** there is no," ''there was no;" as,

" Celesse Sainte Anne, O ! Celeste of St. Anne's !

Si napoent tamhou'ierj If there is no di-ummer,

iV'a virery We shall return.

Yeaux chdcher couteau, napoent cou- We searched for a knife, there

teau. was no knife (to be found.)

The infinitive of the French verb to he is but rarely used in Cre-

ole; no substantive verb being ever expressed in attributive propo-

sitions relating to present time.

JEtant, the present participle, is a Creole conjunction meaning,

inasmuch as, since, etc. ; as,

Caniarades zutes etant te Id, pouqui Since your companions were pre-

yeaux pas bate zotes lamain ? sent, why did they not aid you?

jLst, pronounced in Creole yest, serves in particular cases,

through all the persons of the Present Indicative of the verb.—See

page 78.

Concerning the other parts of etre commonly used in Creole, see

AuxiUiaries pp. 60—52.

• SYNTAX OF ADYERBS.

Adverbs, as a general rule, come after the word they qualify ; as,

2
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Oi-eoU. Bnglklu

Yeaux ca virii dri. They come often.

Moen seja aller belle-drive, I would have gone long since.

Yon tit gdqon cou a-cote. A boy with his neck awry.

When used interrogatively, the Adverb commonly begins the

sentence, as in other languages ; e.g.:—

>

Main, jisse oti zotes ca mhien nous ? But, hoic far are you leading us ?

Coument zotes se vU nous mouter How could you wish us to go up

yon cetain mone con-ga ! • a vast mountain like that ?

Adverbs of Manner present no peculiarity save in very few ex-

ceptional cases. The following are purely native formations :

—

Lifair ca'ie la tout caba-cabsi, con si ce He built the house quite clumsily

,

pas ts lagent yeaux te ca hd Upon as if it was not money they were

travdili. giving him for his labour.

Yeaux hd li coups jisse temps houdins They, gave him blows (beat him)

yeaux pleins ; apoues, yeaux assise till their bellies were filled (they

a-dada la-sous li. were satisfied) ; after that, they

sat astride on him.

CJiein la ca mdcher cauan-cali«n
;
por The dog y^^alks painfully slow ; poor

hete, zangaue tomher ahord li

!

brute,- evil days have overtaken

him!

Pas lapeine gdder moen cn-bene en It is useless to watch me thusykr-

bene con-ga i moen va Jini piece la tively : I shall finish the piece

ha ous au-bicoule. for you in a masterly manner.

COMPAEISOJf OF ADVERBS.

In Creole Adverbs are usually compared, like Adjectives, hj pits,

more, or moence, less, placed before them; e.g., plis doucement, more

softly ; moence long-temps, a shorter while since.

As in the case ofAdjectives also, the most favoured mode of express-

ing absoluteness of the notion conveyed by the Adverbs, is by itera-

tion; as, moen pas vie ga-^i^ce, piece, I do not hy any means want that

;

li vini tout bosale, hosale, he came in the rudest possible manner.
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SYNTAX OP PREPOSITIONS.

The Creole Prepositions, as may have been- seen, (p. 70.) are, in

general, corruptions or compoundings of French prepositions or

adverbs. We shall content ourselves with noticing one or two that

present features worth noting :

—

..

Ba or ha'i—pou, for.

That these two prepositions are not always exchangeable, may be

seen in the following examples :

—

Creole. English.

Ous vie gahen yon chapeau ba mohi ? Do you wish to buy a hat /or me ?

(i.e., to save me the trouble of

' going myself.)

Tempouie ganen yon chapeau pou Pray buy me a hat /or (my use.)

moen,

Yeaux ca fair bonbon la ha, 7noen, pace They are making the cake /or me,

ce moen qui loUer yeaux, main c 3 because I hired them ; but it is

pas pou mohi, pisse ce pas moen qui not for me (my use), since it is

caller manger li. not I who am to eat it.

Nans, in.

After such verbs as s6ti, tirer, etc., this preposition means /ro?;?

or out of in Creole ; as,

Nous pas soil nans bois. We are not come from the woods.

Qui moune caller tirer moen nans hor- Who will take me out ofthis scrape ?

rope cald ?

Epis—evec, with.

We may be wrong, but our impression certainly is that epis is

more often used among us than evec. Both of them, besides serving

to unite words, often denote the instrument or means ; as,

Li taller lute la d-ter epis yon coude He felled the other to the ground

bouique. by a blow with a brick.

31oen natter ga evec larnains moen. I plaited that tvith my hands.
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syntax:—coJs^jrNCTioNS.

La-sous—en-lair, upon.

These are every day used convertibly ; e g. :

—

>

Creole. Englisli.

Tit gdgon la la-sous dos yon gouosc liou- The boy is on the back of a big

val, or, Li en-lair dos yon, etc. horse.

But there seems to be some difference between them after all, as

for example in,

La-sous tete mom. On my head (on the side, back.)

En-lair tete mom. On my head (on the crown, above.)

Li la-sous pied-hois la, main Upas en- He is on the tree, but not on top

lair li. ofit.

SY^^TAX OF COT^JTJNCTIO^^S.

As a general rule, Conjunctions are but sparingly used in Creole.

In the following lines, for example, there is none, and none is

needed, as the meaning is perfectly clear. But it would not be

easy to translate them correctly into English or French without

connectives of some sort :

—

" Femmes tonihees, lever Though vromen {all a)id rise

Se2)t fois nans lavie

:

Seven times in their lives,

Antoenette tomher, Yet Antoinette has fallen,

Li pas sa lever .'" And cannot rise again !

We proceed to illustrate the use of some conjunctions :

—

Ainsi—so, therefore.

Moen iJa die ce pou ous aller, ainsi ce I have already sa^'d you are to go
j

pas lap)eine douhoute Id. so it is useless standing there.

Ava7it—rather than.

" Avant moen coer
'

Bather than think

M^a sevi beques, I'd serve the whites,

M'a piler ter I shall tread the earth

Grand-chimin la Of the broad road

Hn-has pieds moen." Beneath my feet.
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Mdgre, si—howeter, if.

Creole, English,

Ohs do'j alter, moncher ; rnagre, si You ought to go, my friend ; how-

ous vaitmter assise Id, assise assise ever, {/"you prefer sitting there,

ous, . sit on.

/Soet, ohm—either, or.

Li pas die zotes dex ; li die soet yone He did not say you two; he said

oben /u^e. ceY/tt^r one or the other.

None, then.

This word which is, properly speaking, an interjective particle

in Creole, represents the French done, by the same change of d into

71, as appears in nans for dans. It comes at the end of most affirma-

tive phrases 5 especially those that convey a consequential or resul-

tive import ; in fact, just like its original, done, and the English

then ; e.g. :— .
.

,

Li vie ffoumen ? Does he wish to fight ?

Eh-hcn quittez-li goumen, none. Well, let him fight, there.

Poittant, yet.

Yeaux sementer di^ didhe, yeaux te Id, They swore by everything sacred,

et moen pas te oner yeaux, poutant. that they were there, yet I did

not see them.

INTEPJECTIOXS.

As these are not significant words, they are not subject to rules of

construction. But the ensuing interjectional particles deserve notice,

as they are of constant occurrence in Creole discourse :

—

ein hein, or

oun houn, yes ; ein ein or oiin oun, no ; and the expletives, non, no,

oui, yes, which come respectively at the end of negative and affirma-

tive declarations, and impart a certain admonitory emphasis to what

is said j as.
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Creole.
'

English.

Ce pas pou ons vim, non. You must no^ come (mind Tou.)

Cepou ous vim, oui. You must come (do you hear ?)

Tqvjous occurs at the end of affirmations in which a strong, and,

in general, a hostile opinion is expressed ; as,

Ce yon haggdie mohi bien Mi, toujous. It is a thing I utterly detest.

It also intensifies a negative ; as,

Pas moen U 'a touver nans lair li, It would not be me he will find iit

toujous. his way.
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I:N'TERPEETATI0^^—IDIOMS

.

We have now ended the Grammar proper of the Creole patois.

The composition of its vocabulary as a whole, the accidents of its in-

dividual words, and. their arrangement into sentences, have all

been discussed with more or less minuteness. It is now our j)nr-

230se to treat, in a few briefparagraphs, of the meaning of words, both

individually and in specific constructions. In doing this, we are sen-

sible of exceeding, in some points, the limits of our present under-

taking, which is a grammar, and not a dictionary. But, considering

the peculiar nature of the subject, and the fact that there is, as yet,

no work devoted to the exposition of the patois—of this Island at least

—we anticipate the ready forgiveness of the reader, and promise

that the indulgence granted will not be abused.

In order that some notion may be formed of the divergence

of the Creole from the French with regard to the import and use of

individual words, we shall give a few specimens of French words with

meaning deflected, contracted, or diverted to totally different appli-

cations ; and of French words with their ordinary Creole equiva-

lents.

I.—FEENCH WOEDS IX THEIR USUAL CEEOLE ACCEPTATION.

French. Creole.

Abitner, v. to destroy, ruin, etc. JBmien, to beat severely.

Acajou, mahogany. Cajou, cedar,

P
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French. Creole.

Achat, s. a purchase.

Aplanir, v. to make plain, to level.

Aligner, v. to put in or according to

a line.

Aneantir, v. to annihilate.

Bagage, s. luggage, haggage.

Ballotery v. to ballot.

JBamhoche, s. a dwarf.

Bananier, s. a large rose.

Bombe, s. bomb.

Botte, part, booted.

Bout, s. end.

Brigand, s. brigand, robber.

Brigandage, s. robbery, etc.

Cahane, s. cabin, hut.

Camisole, s. waistcoat, jacket.

Camoujlet, b. a lighted paper held

under one's nose, an a&ont.

Capon, s. a sharper.

Capote, s. a riding-hood.

Carrefour, s. cross-road.

Case, s. small house, hut.

Casual, adj. casualj accidental.

Chaudiere, s. cauldron.

Chicoter, v. to quarrel about trifles.

Commerce, s. commerce, traffic.

Crier, v. to bawl out.

Crise, s. crisis.

Courage, s. courage, fortitude.

Achat id.*—any transaction.

Plant, to swoop down (of birds.)

Aliher-corps, to put one's-self on a

level with.

Aneanti, to worry out, to ill-treat.

Bagga'ie, id.—thing, object.

BaUoter, to sway to. and fro, to stag-

ger, to dawdle.

Bamhoche, dissipation, revelry,

Bananier, a plantain-garden.

Bombe, a beaver hat.

Botte id. (rarely)—to be' violently in

love.

Bout(e) id.—cigar.

Bouigand, a pugnacious blackguard,

a dissolute fellow.

Bouiganddie, uproar, dissipation.

Cabane, bed.

Camisole, jacket.

Camoujlet, a back-handed slap.

Capon, a coward.

Capote, a bonnet.

Callefou, hut, hole, obscure corner.

Caie, house, residence.

Casouel, s. perquisites.

Chodier, iron pot, copper.

Chicoter

Chipoter,
to pester, to worry.

Commece id.—mess, confusion.

Crier, to call, to name.

Crise, a fit, hysterics.

Courage, endurance, eflfrontery.

Decapiter, v. to cut o& the head. Decapiter, to slander.

* This contraction coming after a word signifies that it sometimes has m
Creole the same import as in French.
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French. Creole.

JEcraser, v. to crush in pieces. JEcraser, to depreciate, to cast a slur

upon.

Fricasser, v. to fricassee. Fouicasser, id.—to fling down vio-

lently, to give angrily.

Mal-d-propos, adv. unseasonably, Malapouopos, causelessly.

untoward.

il!/«rcAawc?,e,s. a dealer, shop-keeper. Ildchdne, a hawker about of vendi-

bles.

Jappe, s. prattling. Jappe, manner of barking; a bark.

Jurer, v. to swear, blaspheme. Jirer, to curse, to abuse.

Jurement, s. an oath, blasphemy. Jiement, abuse.

Pere, s. father. . Per, priest.

II.—FRENCH WOEDS WITH THEIR ORDINARY CREOLE EQUIVALENTS.

Almost all the sentences in this book illustrate the fact that the

Creole, like all dialects of synthetic languages, is essentially analyc-

tical. A vast number of words common in French not being used in

the patoisy it is often necessary to recur to those which are current

and convey the same general notion in both idioms :

—

French. English. Creole.

Ahoyer, to bark—;;a/?j9er.

Aiguise, sharp—^/<?.

Aimable, aimable

—

meriter aimen.

Avare, avaricious

—

safe pou Idgent, chice.

Bienveillant, benevolent, qui tim hon CHer.

Demarche, gait

—

mdche, game tndcher.

Dessein, design

—

ga yon moune compterfair.

Donner, to give—6^e.

Elage, story

—

grihen.

Evidemment, evidently

—

claiment.

S^hahiller, to dress

—

changer.

Hideux, hideous

—

hien laide.

Impartial.) impartial

—

nipou yone nipou I6te,jisse,

p2
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Trench, English, Creole.

Inexorable, inexorable

—

qui iini Cller fer, sans pitii

Lit, bedstead

—

couche.

3ftcr, wall

—

magonne.

I*arapluie, umbrella

—

parasol.

Parer, to adorn—;/«^V helle.

Plafond, ceiling

—

del ca'ie.

Porte cochere, gate

—

hmer.

Pceo7npenser, reward

—

payer pou lapeine.

Se reconcilier, to be reconciled

—

-fair zamis.

Se reveiller, to wake—/e?f<?r nans clomi.

Taie cVoreiller, pillow-case

—

sac zorter.

Tableaux, pictures

—

portrets.

Toit, roof

—

combe.

Des vitres, window panes

—

glaces Jinetcs.

IDIOMS.

Idioms are modes of expression peculiar to a language, and wliich

if literally rendered into another, will not give the right meaning.

In Creole the number of idiomatic expressions is very large ; and,

sometimes, owing to the extreme fancifulness of many of them, most

difficult of interpretation. The following are samples of these sin-

lijrular locutions :
—

Creole.

Bdie lelemis laite poil

hoer la-sous tete oiis.

Bate coucle ouuche, et-pis

die cc laboue.

Bdie yon rnoiine Bondie

sans confesser.

Barer lair yon moune.

Literal.

Give enemies milk to

drink on your head.

To hit with a stone,

and then say it is with

mud.

To give a person God

without confession.

To stop up a person's

room.

Meaning.

To act so as toJustify

their icorst imputations.

To insidt under j^rc-

tencc ofjesting.

To repose unlimited

confidence in him.

To cut him short.
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Creole, Literal. Meaning.

Batte bouche compte To beat the moutli To talk incesmntbj,

yon bagga'ie. about a thing. to babble, to boast, about

a thing.

Batte tambou et-pis To beat a di'um and To Jlathj contradict

danser li. dance it. one'soivnprevious state-

ments.

Bouef la-sous yon cau- Brief on a discourse. To stoj) short in a dis-

ser. course.

Chdgez waid ous, nion- Load your hamper, TaJce a long swill

cher. my friend. at the bottle.

Nomnie la tint yon tit That man has a pig Ileotcesyouagrudge.

cochon ca nouri p)ou ous. feeding for you.

TA casser bois nans zo- He broke wood in lie turned a deaf

reies li. his ears. ear to.

Li eraser toutes niembes He smashed all my lie moved me to deep

moen. members. commiseration.

Coui con dos, dos con Calabash like back, Utterly disajjpointed

coui. back like calabash. in one's exjiectations

;

destitute.

Ce yon couteau 2>hema- lie is an apothecary's A man tcith two

cie. knife. faces.

Chauffer deiHr zorcie To warm behind a To incite or urge Mm
yon moune. person's car. to some deed.

Sourer zorcie li. To blow his ears. To give him private

warning or information.

Danser con tambou ca To dance as the drum To accommodate one's

hatte. beats. self to prevailing cus~

to?ns.

De'capiter yon moune. To decai)itate a per- To slander him icith-

son. out stint.

Employe laca'ie Flam- Employed at Flani- To be out of emjyloy.

gan (i.e. caflanner.) gan's.

Entrer 7ians vente yon To get into a i^er- To cheat him out and

moune. sou's belly. out.

Eair ^^ riviens-helas." To make return alas. To take up again

what had been aban-

doned.

Fair gouos mageOles, To make large dew-» To give one's selfairs.
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Creole. Literal.

Fair yon moune mal. To do a person harm. To injure him hy

means of witchcraft.

Li fourer doegt nans He poked his finger He presumed on my
ziex moen. into my eye. good nature to insult

me grossly.

Gens qui ca mahen People who handle Persons addicted to

zehes. grasses. obeah.

Odder moune d-cote. To watch a person To mistrust or sus-

aside. pect a person.

Gahen la-sous lespouit To gain on our sense. To persuade us to our

nous. disadvatitage.

Gazou'ier nans pdouoles To babble in his To he random, inco-

li. talk. herent, wandering, in

one's speech.

Gens qui tint poeles People who have Pugnacious, stubborn

raides.
_

stiff bristles. people.

Pas moen caller haler Not I will pull this / decline to discuss

piquant ^ald 6pis zotes. thorn with you. for to dispute on) this

matter icith you.

Lapcau ziex yeauxbien Their eyelids are They are utterly ig-

raides. very stiff. norant of reading and

writing.

Yeaux doe lasses laver They ought to be They should be weary

lamains la-sous zotes. weary washing hands of beating you so often.

on you.

Lever boucan deier To raise a bonfire To reprimand them

mounes. behind persons. noisily.

Mdrer yon moune. To tie a person. To cast an obeah spell

over him.

Mdrer vente pou yon To tie the belly for a To endure every pri-

baggaie. thing. ration, strain everyfa-

culty,for its attaintnent.

lldter yon moune. To put a mast on To lift him suddenly

someone. off his feet.

Li metter dleau nans He put water in the He occasioned them

ziexfamie li. eyes of his relations. grief.

Ous va moder doegt You shall bite finger You shall bitterly

Iher li touop tad. when it is too late. repent, etc.
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Creole,

Yeaux pSser la-

laque li.

Pieter yon moune pou

yon baggaie.

Li tint yon plotnb.

Pouend dithe pou la-

/ieve yon moune.

Quitter chein manger

yon moune.

Moen pende chapeau

moen oti lamain moen ie

sa river.

Pousser zaile zoies.

Sans coucou sans

graine-dor.

Sauter ba'i mounes qui

ca bd li bon bouche.

Pas sevi pessone lam-

pion.

Yon nomme simpe.

Gens qui tini zoreies

yeaux plis hauts p>(^^^^

Literal.

They have pressed

on his tail.

To wait for a person

with the determination

of extorting satisfaction

of some kind from him.

He has a lead.

To take tea for some

one's fever.

Meaning.

They have fined or

charged him heavily.

tetes yeaux.

To let dogs eat a

person.

I hang up my hat

where my hand could

reach.

To shove goose wing.

Without (bored) ca-

labash, without gold

bead.

To jump give per-

sons who are giving

him good mouth.

Don't serve as a lamp

to any body.

A simple man.

People who have

their ears above their

heads.

He is tipsy.

To interest one's self

in a business more zea-

lously than those it

really concerns ; to take

the least notice of an

individual.

To allow every one

that lists to op2Jress him.

I went according to

my abilities, or afford-

ings.

To handle a pen : to

write rapidly.

JVithout kith or kin ;

utterly destitute.

To be impetuously

insolent towards those

who address hitn with

civility.

Do not hang on his

skirts, dog his steps, be

a parasite.

A man ignorant of
witchcraft; having no

obeah charms, etc,

wearing.

Insubordinate per-^
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Creole, Literal.

Tim pou la hente et la Sp. Tener por la

gente y la goleta.

Ce yon jene gens qui He is a young fellow

tint lestomac foete, with a cold stomach.

Toute mCune metter

lamain nans bouche.

Veres qui en dei pou

gangane yeaux.

Everybody put hand

to mouth.

Glasses in mourning

for their grandmother.

Meaning.

I'o have in super-

abundance.

He cannot keep a se-

cret ; he must bring it

up and out.

Every body was

speechless icith surprise.,

Extremely dirtyglasses.

CREOLE PEOYERBS.

Besides their value as compendious expressions of human wisdom

and experience, proverbs possess the recommendation of affording,

to some extent, an insight into the mental habits and capabilities

of the people who invent them. It is from this latter point of view

that we should have invited the reader's attention to the beautiful

sayings which form the ornament of African discourse ; but neither

our space nor our present limited knowledge will allow our writing

a formal dissertation on the subject. We trust, however, to be able

to do so at some future period.

The following selection is from that vast and valuable fund of

proverbial wisdom, which has been the instruction and delight of the

JS^egro race in all ages and stages of its existence. To us, they ap-

pear admirable. "VVe prize them as beautiful n9 less than intelli-

gent deductions from the teachings of Nature, that free, infallible,

and sublime volume, which Providence has displayed to all men,

but more distinctly to those who have no other revelation and

guidance. We certainly do not mean, that, even among the few

we shall cite, there may not be some which are mere translations of

French, English, or Spanish originals. On the contrary, we have

been much hampered in our choice by the ever-present conscious-
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especially when we findats parallel in so many different languages.

Nevertheless, after deducting from ourproverbs those ofwhose foreign

extraction the acute reader is certain, enough will yet remain to

prove that the Africans are not, after all, the dolts and intellectual

sucklings that some would have the world believe them. The

predominant characteristic of our proverbs is their figurativeness.

Everything in Kature symbolises to the Kegro something in man

or man's affairs ; and these applications are usually so truthful and

ingenious that they are worth volumes of comments and laboured

definitions. Not seldom a jingle of rhyme or a rhythmical arrange-

ment adds to their piquancy. But the unlaboured proverb is, gene-

rally, the truest and most significant. In the ensuing selection,

there are some sayings which arauot current here : these are marked

with asterisks..

Creole, English.

Befpasjamain ca die savane, ^'-meciJ* Ox never tells the pasture, "thank

you."-

This proverb alludes to the scant gratitude commonly shown to

benefactors by those most indebted to them. It means also that men
have little claim to acknowledgment when their good deeds have

been the result of pure accident, and not of spontaneous liberality.

Fas fote langue quifair hef pas sa It is not for want of tongue that

paler. an ox cannot speak.

Men with great advantages are not always gifted with ability to

improve them.

* Toute hois ce hois

;

All wood is wood,

3fain mapou Yet mapou (a worthless wood)

Pas cajou. Is not cedar.

Bon-temps pas hosco^ Ease is not hunch-backed.

Boudin pas tint zoreiesi The belly has no ears.

No train of reasoning, however exquisite, can appease the cra-

vings of hunger.

Q
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Creole. English.

Bon-bouche ca ganen chouvals d-credit. Fair words buy horses on credit.

Meme baton qui batte chein noer la pe The same stick that beat the black

batte chein blanc la. dog can beat the white.

Canari vie He chodier. The clay-pot wishes to laugh at the

iron-pot.

Ous poncor travesser Idtvier, pasjirez You have not yet crossed the river,

maman caiman. do not curse the crocodile's mo-

ther.

AsMungo Park, in his ** Travels," has truly observed, the dead-

liest affront that can be offered to a Negro, is to abuse his mother.

This proverb, therefore, means that men should beware of unpar-

donably offending those into whose power they possibly may fall.

Si crapaud die ous caiman tini mal- If the frog tells you the crocodile

ziex, coer-li. has sore eyes, believe him.

In the testimony of one man concerning another, his neighbour-

hood and similarity of habits and living should be allowed great

weight.

Ce langue crapaud qui ca trahi era- It is the frog's own tongue that be-

paud. trays him.

But for the clamourous self-proclamation of some mortals, they

might have lived through a life, the obscurity of which alone could

save them from the world's contempt.

Crapaud pas tini chimise, ous vU li Frog has no shirt, (the necessary,)

poter canegon ! and you wish him to wear draw-

ers (the superfluous)

!

Cououi pas laide, temps lafoce pas Id. To run away is not ugly, when one

has no strength.

Piscretion is the best part of valour.
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Creole. EngUsh.

Couyenade cS pas Umonade. Nonsense is not sugar-water.

Crahe pas macher, li pas gras : li ma- Crab has not walked, he is not fat

;

cher touop, et li to7nber nans cho- he has walked too much, and has

dier. fallen into the pot.

A judicious activity is here inculcated.

De'ier chein, ce " chein ;" Behind dog's back, it is " dog ;"

Douvant chein, But before dog,

Ce "missier cheinJ* It is ^^ mister dog."

We take more liberties with men in their absence than when they

are present.

Gens quicabdous conse'i ganen chouval They who advise you to buy a big-

gouos houdins nans Ihouvena'ie, nans paunched horse in therainy season

careme pas ca rider ous nouri U. (when grass is abundant) don't

. help you to feed him in the dry

season (when grass is scarce.)

* Si couleve pas te fonti, femmes si Ifthe adderwere not so brazen (dan-

pouend lifavr rihansjipes. gerous) women would take it for

coat-strings.

But for the spirit of resistance known to be dormant in even the

quietest of men, the freaks of tyranny would go to greater lengths.

Causer ce manger zoreies. Conversation is the food of the ear.

Manger yonfois pas ca riser dents. Eating once does not wearout teeth.

l)ents pasjamain rie bons baggdies. Teeth never laugh at things that

are good.

Dents pas ca poter deu Teeth do not wear mourning.

Dents pas CKers, Teeth are not hearts.

Innocence or lightness of heart must not always be inferred from

displays of the teetli in laughter.
'

q2
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Creole. English.

Ton doegt pas sa pouend pices. A single finger cannot catch fleas.

Doucement doete. Slow and straight.

Gens fe-nants ca mander travdi epis Lazy people ask for work with their

bouche, main CKers yeaux ca pouier lips, but their hearts beg God

JBoidiS pou yeaux pas touver. to prevent their getting it.

Fair poU fair pas mal. Do for do is not hard.

To requite evil for evil is an easy task.

Gens ban-temps ca aller die gouvener Idle people go to "wish the governor

bonjoH. good day.

IS'othing is too absurd for the doing of those with nothing to do.

ZaGer vetipas ca pouend viex negues A war that is threatened does not

nans cabarets. overtake old negroes in the grog-

shop.

Forewarned is forearmed. We can provide against the evil

which is heralded by a menace.

Graisse pas tint sentiment. Fat has no sentiment.

People often grow stout in spite of misfortunes and distress.

Ce couteau qui connaite j-a qui nans It is the knife that knows what is

'CTLer geomou. in the heart of the pumpkin.

Hdi moune, main pas bd yeaux pahen Hate people, but don't give them

poll chdier dleau. baskets to fetch water.

That is, do not impute to them crimes that are impossible to their

character, and abhorrent to their nature.

JBaignen iches mounes, main pas lavez Bathe people's children, but do not

deier zoreies yeaux. wash behind their ears.

Excess of coddling, and self-identification with respect to, the be-

longings of others, are here deprecated.
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Vreole. English,

^ddin loen, gombo gdter. The garden far, the ochre spoils.

Temps moune connaite lote nans grand- When a person has known another

jou, nans nomte yeaux pas hiso'en in the day-time, he does not need

chandelle pou cUrer yeaux. a candle to recognise him at

night.

Our previous knowledge of a person's disposition is a criterion by

which to judge of what he is likely to do under given circumstances.

Ce nans temps laplie hefhisoen lacne It is in rainy season that the ox has

U. need of his tail.

Si lephant pas te save boyaux li gouos, Had the elephant not known the

Upas se valer calebasses. size of his intestines, he would

not have swallowed calabashes.

Liane game ca mdrer yame. The yam vine ties the yam.

Alluding to the wide-awake ones of the world, who often hang,

like Haman, on the gibbets their perfidy had contrived for the un-

doing of some innocent fellow-creature.

Mamans ca fair iches, main pas CB.ers Mothers make (beget) children, but

yeaux. not their hearts.

Macaquepasjamain ca die iche li iaide. Monkey never says itsyoung is ugly.

Men regard sometimes with absurd partiality whatever proceeds

from them, or is the result of their individual exertions.

Macaque caresser iche li touop, lifou- The monkey fondling its young too

rer dobgt nans ziex li. much, has (at length) poked her

finger into its eye.

Macaque connaite qui hois li ca monfer. Monkey knows what tree to climb.

An insolent man is not such to those who could and would chas-

tise him.

JBadnen hien epis macaque ; main Joke freely with the monkey ; but

pouengdde mahhi lache li. beware of handling his tail.

Alluding to the well known touchiness of Jacko about his caudal
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region. Liberties and encroachments may proceed to great lengths

;

but there is a point at which they rouse the sleeping devil in

the meekest of men.

Creole. English.

Miser cafair macaque manger piments. Want makes monkey eat pepper.

The iron pressure of Necessity drives men to concessions foreign

to their natural predilections.

Malhers pas ca chdger con laplie. Accidents do not threaten like rain.

Baggaie quifair ziex fair nez. Whatever affects the eye affects the

nose.

Qui meler zefs nans calenda ouoches ? What business have eggs in the dance

of stones ?

• Qui meler rose nans paquet hois WTiat business has a rose in Jacque's

Jacques ? bundle of wood ?

This is tomeddlers in matterstheyknownothingabout ; to men eager

after, and moving in, society which they cannot enjoy without in-

jury or self-abasement; in short, to all who, through their own

folly, are, and suffer for being, where they ought not to have intruded.

Paler touop ca lever chein nans domi. Too much talking rouses the watch-

dog from sleep.

The eager whisperings of irresolute thieves are as sure to produce

the result above described, as the babblings and childish indiscre-

tion of some men are to bring ruin on their projects by putting the

vigilance of envy on the alert.

Paler pas rimede. Talking is no remedy.

JPdouoles pas tini couler. Words have no colour.

• This is generally said in rebuke of persons who stare a speaker out

of countercance.

* Faut paouoles mor pou mounes pe Words must die that men may live;

vive.

Yery shoit will be the earthly existence of a person who does not
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allow slander to die a natural death, but fumes and frets at every

thing said against him.

Creole. English.

Itavette pasjamain tni ratson douvant Cockroach never is in the right

poule. where the fowl is concerned.

The reign of injustice, during which the insect symbolised the

Negro, and the bird, his oppressor, is slowly passing away. There

is now some chance for the roach, and day by day he is vindicating

his claim to a little more.

Rasters tini zoretes. Bush has ears.

Ce souliers tout-sel qui save si has tint Shoes alone know if the stockings

tous. have holes.

Tambou tinigrand train pace en-didans A drum makes a loud noise because

li vide. it is empty within.

Tampee ca gahen malhers ga douhlons A penny buys troubles which dou-

pas sa Girt. bloons cannot cure.

Travou pas mal ; ce ziex qui capons. Work is not hard ; it is the eyes

that are cowards.

Ce Ihhr vent ca venter moune ca ouer It is when the wind is blowing that

lapeau poule. we see the skin of a fowl.

The true character a man can be seen only under circumstances

that ruffle the every-day monotony of his life.

Voyer chein, chein voyer laCYLe li. Send dog, dog sends his tail.

The reference here is to that conceited laziness which likes to

obey by proxy.

Nomme mort, zebes ca lever douvant The man has died, grass grows be-

lapote li. fore his door.

Si zandoli te ban vidne Upas si ca dri- If the lizard had eatable flesh, it

ver, would not be so common.
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CEEGLE TEANSLATIONS, &c.

TIiG following specimens, (which are all we have room for,) are*

intended to exemplify two modes of translating into Creole. Our-

first piece, from the Gospel of St. John, is a close translation, which

was made, experimentally, from the Latin ; and afterwards com-

pared with the Greek. In some verses we have departed from

the formula ^^ answered and said t"" and have substituted ^^ made for

answery"*^ or simply ^^ answered,''^ the latter renderings being the

only ones allowable in Creole. In the 12th verse, we begin

the woman's question with die moen, *' tell me," for which there is

no equivalent in the English nor French translation ; but we think

it answers to the interrogatory particle in the original, which

is represented in the Latin version by num. Our other pieces

are paraphrases, more or less free, from Perrin, .^sop and

La Fontaine. The last is a sample of Haytian, by M. I'Herisson,.

Burnamed the Beranger of Hayti.

JOHN IV.~6-I9.

Creole. French. English.

6. Apouesent, pits Jacob- 6. Cetait Id qu^etait 6. Now Jacob's well

te nans place la. Jesis, con le puits de Jacob. Jesus was there. Jesus there-

11 te lasse epis route li,

assise bod pits la ; et cete

cote mindi con-9a.

done, etant fatigue du

chemin, s^assitpres du

puits : c^etait environ la

sixieme heure du jour.

fore, being wearied

with his journey, sat

thus on the well : and
it was about the sixth

hour.

7. Yon femme, gens Sa- 7. Unefemme sama- 7. There cometh a

marie, vini haler dleau. ritaine etant venuejwur woman of Samaria to

Jesis die li : Ba-moenboer. puiser de Veau, Jesus draw water: Jesus saith

lui dit : Dotme-moi a unto her, Give me to

hoire, drink.

8. (Discipes li etant te 8. Car ses disciples- 8. (For his disciples

aller nans bouq la ganen etaient alUs a la ville, were gone away unto

povisions.) pour acheter des vivres. the city to buy meat )
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9. Alosse, femme sama-

ritaine la die li : coument

fair ous, qui yon Juif, ca

mander dleau pou boer

nans lamam moen, qui

yon ferame samaritaine ?

pace Juifs pas ca meler

epis gens Samarie.

10. Jesis fair li pou la

reponse: Si ous te con-

naite §a Bondie baie, et-

pis quimoune ca qui ca die

ous : Ba-moen boer, ous

se mander, et li se va ba

ous, dleau vivant.

9. Cette femme sa-

maritaine lui repondit :

Comment toi, qui es

Juif, me demandes-tu a

boire, d moi qui suis

femme samaritaine ? car

les Juifs fi'ont point de

communication avec les

Samaritains.

10. Jesus rSpondit et

lui dit : Si tu connais-

sais le don de Dieu, et

qui est celui qui te dit

:

Donne-moi d boire, tu

lui en aurais demande

toi-meme, et il faurait

doiine une eau vive.

9. Then saith the wo-

man of Samaria unto

him. How is it that

thou, being a Jew,

askest drink of me,

which am a woman of

Samaria ? for the Jews

have no dealings with

the Samaritans.

10. Jesus answered,

and said unto her, If

thou knewest the gift

of God, and who it is

that saith to thee. Give

me to drink; thou

wouldest have asked of

him, and he would

have given thee living,

water.

11. Femme la die lit 11. Lafemme luidit.- 11. The woman saith

Maite, ous pas tni aien Seigneur, tu n'as rien unto him, Sir, thou

pou haler dleau evec, et pour puiser, et le puits hast nothing to draw
pits la fond; ainsi, otious estprofond;d^ou aurais^ with, and the well is,

tni dleau vivant la ? tu done cette eau vive f deep : from whence

then hast thou that

living water ?

12. Die-moen, ece ous 12^. Es-tu plus grajid 12. Art thou greater

plis grand-tete passe papa que Jacob notre pere, than our father Jacob ^.

nous Jacob, qui ba nous qui nous a donne ce which gave us the well,

pits 9a-la, oti U-meme, puits, et qui en a bu lui- and drank thereof him-

zenfants li, et-pis betes meme, aussi bien que self, and his children,

li, te ca boer ? ses enfants et ses trou- and his cattle ?

jjeaux f

13. Jesis repone li : 13. Jesus lui repon- 13. Jesus answered

Moune qui ca boer nans dit: Quiconque boit de and saidunto her, Who-
dleau cela-la, va soef en- cette eau aura encore soever diinketh of this

cor; soif; water shall thirst

again :

14. Main 9a qui boer 14. Mais celui qui

nans dleau la m*a ba li, boira dc Veau queje lui

14. But whosoever'

drinketh of the water
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pas ca soef pou jamaiii

;

main dleau la m'a ba li la,

va villi endidans li yon

S0UC3 dleau qui 'a simon-

ter joiique lavie etcnellc.

15. Feinme la die li:

Matte, l)a-moen dleau

cela-la, pou moen pas soef

encor, ni viiii ici iiou

lialer.

16. Jdsis die li: Allez,

criez mari ous, et-pis viiii

ici,

17. Femme la fair li pou

la reponse : ]\Ioen pas tini

mari. Jesis die li : Ous

Lien die : moen pas tni

mari

:

18. Pace ous Ja tini cinq

maris, ct, apouescnt, 9a

ous tini la pas mari

ous : nans 9a ce la verite

cus paler.

19. Femme la die li:

Maite, moen ca ouer ous

ce yon pouophete.

donnerai ri'aura jamais

soiff tnais Veau que Je

lui donnerai devicndra

en lui une source d'eau,

qui jaiUira jusqu^d la

vie Hernelle.

15. Lafemmeluidit:

Seigneur, donne-moide

cefte eau, a/in que Je

ti'aie plus soif, ct queje

ne vienne plus icipour

en puiser.

16. Jesus lui dit: Va,

appelle ton mari, et

viens ici.

17. Lafemme repon-

dit: Je n'ai point de

mari. Jesus lui dit :

Tu as fort hien dit : Je

n^ai jjoitit de mari;

18. Car tu as eu cinq

maris ; et cehii que tu

as maintenant n^est pas

ton mari ; tu as dit vrai

en cela.

19. Zafcmme lui dit

:

Seigneur, Je vols que tu

es un propliete.

that I shall give him
shall never thirst ; hut

the water that I shall

give him shall be in

him a well of water

springing up into ever-

lasting life.

15. Thewoman saith

unto him, Sir, give me
this water, that I thirst

not, neither come hi-

ther to draw.

IG. Jesus saith unto

her, Go, call thy hus-

band, and come hither.

17. The woman an-

swered and said, I have

no husband. Jesus said

unto her. Thou hast

well said, I have no

husband

:

18. For thou hast

had five husbands; and

hewhom thou now hast

is not thy husband : in

that saidst thou truly.

19. The woman saith

unto him. Sir, I per-

ceive that thou art a

prophet.

FABLES, &c.

Canari et-pis ChCdier-fer.

From Terriyi.

Yon vousse dleau te ca chai'er yon chodier-fer cpis yon canari allcr. Ch6-

dicr-fcr la ca die bai canari :—" Fas per, non, fouer ; moen pus cacr fair ous di-

L
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tort." Main canari repuneli :—"Tempome,halez-corps-ousloeTlmoen, sous-

plet
;
pace, con corps raoen et-pis cela-ous pas memes piece, piece, si laivier

la Jeter ous la-sous moen, aio pitit pou moen ! pisso m'a erase en mille

ia'iettes."

Mounes qui tint sentiment pas vie companie gens qui forts passe yeaux

m cote poche, ni eh grander, ni coument coument.

Mouche (^t-pis Bef.

Yon mouche qui te posee la-sous cone yon gouos papa bef, te p^r bef

la pas te pe sippoter poids li. Alosse, i ca die bai bef:—" Missier, padon

pou davoer moen assise icite ; main si moen ca peser tete ous touop, die

moen, et m'asoti, pou soulager ous. Bef, apouesent, camander :
—" Main, 9a

ca paler Ih, ?"—" Ce moen."—" Qui * mo5n' ?"—" Mi moen ici."—"O ho, ce

ous, manze' mouche ? Pas toublez corps-ous, maeh^r. Ous pas loud piece

con ous ca coer. Moen pas se 'a save ous te la, si ous pas te paler—et

Iher ous soti la-sous cone moen, fair-ous coer moen pas c'aller senti Iher ous

aller."

Toute moune ce grand quechoie—silon reaux-meme ; main lezotes U
pou jiger 9a yeaux ye pou-toute-bon. Qualite yon nomme pas faite pa coud-

yance li.

Rinad (jt-pis Baboune.

Paraphrased from JEsop's Fox ajid Ape.

Temps moen te jene—jenc, jeno tit bouai encor—

•

Moen te aimen lie face louoi Baboune

:

Con li gauen yon royume pa belle danse,

Et-pIs coument li pede 9a pa betise.

Toutes betes sauvaies semblcr pou feter fete :—

•

Lephant, lion, tigue, matapel, tatou,

Lape, couenquc, agouti, biche, pOtepique, rad^ne-

Enfin, toutes betes Bondie matter nans bois,

Touvcr ycaux la, farauds con pas possibe.

r2
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Moen pas cetain qui danser yeaux danser,

Si te tamboA, o si cete vielon

;

Si festin la pouend-coup en-bas yon tente,

Oben nans caie, la-sous plancher cire
;

Main moen connaite, pami toutes ces betes la,

C!e maite Baboune qui te plis fine danser.

Li "batte lezailes," li "chasser," "dechasser,"
'

*' Tomber en quate," evec yon grace finie.

Ces lezotes la, etounens, chames, fous,

Applaudi li epis "bouavo," "turre;"

Yeaux die :
** Ah oui, voela yon bon danser

!

Potez couronne pou tete comper Baboune :

Yon bon danser doe fair yon bon louoi
!"

Jisse lion meme daccord nans zafFair la,

Et mi Baboune louoi la-sous touone li,

Epis toute bete paree pou sevi li

!

Malberesement, zaflairs la-sous later,

Ni 9a louoi, ni 9a por Cllocofin,

Toujous tini quechoie pou gater li.

Pami sijets louoi Baboune, yon sel

Tirer tete li nans bonnete lezotes la ;

—

Cete Rinad. Lber danser te fini,

Toute respect li pou ouoi Baboune tomber.

Pace li compouende yon nomme pe fair belles zesses

Sans li connaite diriger pas lezotes :

Con-9a, yon jou li bander yon zatrappe,

Et-pis metter yon gouos papaie ladans.

Lher toute te pouete, li inviter louoi

Pou fair yon tou pou ouer possessions li.

Temps yeaux river nans zatrappe la, li die

:

*' Mon ouoi, gadez, main 9a yon belle papaie !

Malberesement, lamain moen touop boutou

Pou river li." Baboune pas ba li temps

Fini esquise li : main, con yon gouos safe,

Li ca lancer pou happer papaie la.

Zatrappe bandee pas jamain nans somei

!

Alosse Baboune touver corps-li bien pouis.

Comper Rinad, evec yon lair dddain.

Die li con9a :
" Betez la, cber Baboune

:
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JVsile yon sotte ce la oti ous ye.

Ous touop couyon poii gouvener lezotes."

^Gens nous content meriter toute baggaie :

N'a fair yon saint epis yon grand canaie

;

Main fair con fair, natie yon nomme va vainque

Ton saint face va jirer "foute" et " fouenque !"

Cigale et-pis Fomi.

Paraphrased from La Fontaine,

Cigale, toute temps solei te cliaud.

Pas fair dote choie, pass^ chanter.

Ace pou manger, pas yon moceau

Li pas chacher pou li serrer.

Lhouvenaie vini : con-9a, toute Lete

Fourer corps-yeaux nans callefou yeaux.

Et 9a qui te tni tit lot yeaux faite

Die bale laplie : " AUez coco
!"

Main por Cigale, nans tou-bois li,

Senti lafaim la-sous dos foete

:

Pas yon tit bete, afoce laplie
;

Li heler :
" Helas, moen nans boete !"

Apoues, li chonger dame Fomi,

Yon voesine nans villaie li meme ;

Pou li, li pas te ca domi,

Non-plis chanter nans temps careme.

Nans chaque tit coen nans tou-ter li

Li sembler graines pou temps bisoen.

Yon jou, pendant yon lembelli,

Cigale aller mander tit bouin.

Apoues yeaux die yone-a-16te bonjou,

Cigale coumencer baie fomi bouche-dou :

—" Macher macoumer, moen vini ouer si

Ous se vie agi pou touyer meci.
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Gadez ! ous pas ouer coument moen cliangee ?

Moen fmi douboute, et ce fote manger.

Nans graines ous tni, si ous se poueter,

M'a rende ous li doube, Iher laplie reter."

—"Poueter ! Main, die, 9a ous te ca fair

Pendant careme, Uier solei te clair ?"

—"Poii 9a, macoumer, pas compte mal poii rende:

Nans temps careme goge moen pouesse te fende,

Afoce moen chanter calendas, bellairs,

Et mille dotes chanters, bale les travaiers."

—" Ein hein ! fair belle voix, et poueter apouds !

Toulouse, macher, ous tni font epes !

Pisse chanter careme te si bon baggaie,

AUez danser passer Ihivenaie !"

^^Badinez Men avec Macaque."

L'lltrison.

Grand' maman mo'in dit : Nans Guinee,

Grand mouche rassemble youn jour

Toute pepe li centre nan tournee,

Et pis li parle sans detour :

•' Quand zot ailez foncer nan raque,

Connain coument grand moune agi :

Badinez bien avec macaque,

Mais na pas magnie queue a li."

Grand'mam moin dit moin bon qui chose,

L6 li prend bon coup malavoume.*

Li dit moin con 9a :
" Monrose,

Nan tout' grand zafFaires faut dit : Iloume !"

Mais peut-on flanque moin youn claque,

Ou pitot terminer ainsi

:

Badinez bien avec macaque,

Main na pas magnie queue a li.

* That is, IhcT li te pouend yon bon coude ouome, when she had taken a strong
Bwill of grog.
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Pasre 7, dele line 10 from bottom, the illustration being- incorrect.

18, » 17

23, » 4

>» „ 10

27, „ 11

34, „ 13

,, „ 12

35, „ 13

M n 14

8, lines 3 and 4 from top, for 'fouis^,' *fntsc',' Tcad foidsee,frusee,

9, line 4 from bottom, for * modre^ read mordre.

13, lines 5 and 10 from bottom, for ' liiatusses,' read hiatuses.

16, line 4 from bottom, for 'hadea^ read hardes.

top, for * 7na taute,^ read ma tante.

„ „ ^faramallerd^ read faramallero.

,, ,, ' ungraulateud,' *' ungranulated.

bottom, for ' caze,' read case.

,, „ * repitition,' read repetition.

„ „ * chemher,^ ,, Cllember.

toj) ,, ' himdrcd other,' read hundreds o/ other.

,, „ * motie,^ read niotie.

38, lines 7 and 9 from bottom, for ^pit, puit,' read pUs, puits.

42, line 8 from top, for * ia,' read hd.

,, ,, 15 ,, bottom, for ^ due,^ read doe.

44, „ G „ top, for ' travaie,^ „ travdi.

72, „ 12 „ bottom, for ' utterance them,' read utterance ^o them.

77, „ 11 ,, top, for '6a,' read hate.

79, first line of note, for * genetive,' read genitive.

80, line 1 from bottom, for • ha' read hd.

„ ' /rt mo'e'le,' read la moelle.

ter ' Is,' read Goulard's water.

for * toilmcnte,' read toumentL

,, 'pronouns,' „ prepositions,

er ' stimar,' read la.

' atterir' ,, echouer.

„ 'b\en,' ,, &/e>j.

„ ' equivalent,' read equivalent.

„ 'prere,' read frere.

„
'
zaffaire, ces affaires' read zaffair, cette

„ * co/7>s li,' read corps-yeaux. [affaire,

„ ^jilct,' „ 5r^7e^.

„ ' that of,' „ those of.

„ *We/ ., They.

„ ' toiler,' „ louer.

110, lines 9 and 12 from bottom, for ' lever,' read lever.

111, line 2 from top, for ' vaiimter,' read vaUmier.

„ » 9 „ bottom, „ ' semefiter,' „ sementcr.

118, „ 6 „ top, „ * d-cote,' „ d-cote, .

125, „ 2 „ bottom, „ * A/r/zr','
,, /aCK.'.

81, >» 1 II II

83, >) 1 II „ af

86, J, 4 11 II

87, j> 14 II >i

95, »,

>,

7

n 11

top, afti

1, for

» » 9 11 bottom,

,, ,, 7 11 11

96, ,, 8 51 top,

98,

100,

II

11

12

6

II bottom,

102, II 8 ,, top.

104, II 4 II bottom.

„ II G II 11

107, II 11 II top.

109, i> 11 II „
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